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MOOBabies I;vas A SmallBatch! 
11/16/96 #2 HATONN interchange, so too am I. 

The name of the volume from which I am going to share portions here is 
I am going to hop, skip and jump a bit as the information I The Illuminati Formula Used to Create an Undetectable Total Mind Con- 

want to share with you readers is available to you elsewhere and trolled Slave. I want to begin at the point after the “slave” has been chosen 
I wish to focus on some more relative places and events as they by whatever criteria was utilized and then how and where the actual trauma- 
happen in this programming procedure and research for the tization is perfected. I want to do this because the places are literally RIGHT 
most effective methodology. UNDER YOUR NOSES and you don’t seem to so much as NOTICE. 

We have spoken about how slaves are chosen as to person- _ . . [Please see Mind Control At China Lake,p.22] 
ality, opportunity, etc., so let us just move on into the dirty- 
deeds section. 

I honor and appreciate the allowance for our offering some 
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Panama Under Siege 
Part 1 in a Series 

11/11/96 DR JOHN COLEMAN banks. The Hollywood crowd made cocaine a “recre- 
ational drug” and popularized its use just as they glam- 

In order for us to arrive at a clear understanding orized bootleg whisky during the “Roaring Twenties” 
of what is happening in Panama, an area vital to the in fictionalized accounts of how fashionable it was to 
national security and commercial interests of the United drink Bronfman’s foul brew which poured into the 
States of America, we must go back to the drug trade U.S.A. from Canada. 
centered in Hong Kong. Ever since the British estab- The booze barons of yesteryear have become the 
lished Hong Kong as a transshipment gold-trading dope barons of today. Nothing much has changed ex- 
point for heroin, the city has assumed an importance cept that the mechanics of distribution and conceal- 
which belies its more generally known television and ment have become a great deal more sophisticated. 
textiles image. No more Thompson sub-machine guns, no more loud 

If Hong Kong were ONLY a normal trading cen- mobsters in regalia that would make us blush. That 
ter, there would be no booming gold market there. But has all gone; today it is the gentlemanly image of the 
the old aristocratic oligarchical families of England board room and the exclusive clubs of London, New 
made their massive fortunes out of shipping opium from York, Hong Kong, Las Vegas and the watering holes 
Bengal to China: first creating a demand for it, and of Nice, Monte Carlo and Acapulco. The oligarchists 
then meeting that demand, and in the process, turning still maintain a discreet distance from their court ser- 
the Chinese into a nation of opium addicts. Their for- vants: untouchable, serene in their palaces and their 
tunes did not come from the tea and textile trade as is power. 
widely believed. The British and their intertwined and The protocol is still there as are the murders. We 
interlocked old American Eastern Liberal Establish- still find the cocaine Mafia routinely “executing” (i.e., 
ment families with their network of venerable law murdering in their unmistakable manner) those they 
firms, Wall Street banks, family brokerage and invest- believe have double-crossed them. The victim is 
ment houses, have done the same thing they did to stripped of underwear, hands tied, blindfolded and shot 
China with the United States, and, to a lesser extent, once in the left side of the head. This is the ‘?rade 
the Western world. mark” of the cocaine killers, a warning to others not 

The American cocaine “trade” has far outstripped to try and run off with their money or dope, or start up 
trade in heroin, so Panama has grown to become the in business on their own. The clever ones who escape 
leading sheltered banking area in the world, a safe the killers are simply denounced to the authorities. 
haven for the huge waves of cash flooding into its Most of what passes for “drug busts” comes from in- 

Is the drug business conducted in the “bootlegging” 
manner? Do sinister-looking men travel around with 
suitcases stuffed with $100 dollar bills? They do-on 
occasions, but mainly the dope business can only be 
transacted with the witting and willing cooperation of 
international banks and their allied financial institu- 
tions. It is really as simple as that. Close down the 
drug banks, and the drug trade will begin to dry up as 
law enforcement agencies pounce on the drug barons 
pushed into the open through being forced to use des- 
perate and, for them, dangerous alternative methods. 

In other words, close up the rat-holes and it will 
be easier to get rid of the rodents. While it is gratify- 
ing to note as we do from time to time that drug ar- 
rests have been made and large amounts of dope seized 
by the authorities, this is only a drop in the ocean, the 
“cost of doing business”: the result of informing on 
“unregistered” competitors. Such “busts” represent far 
less than the proverbial tip of the iceberg. And with 
their private intelligence systems, often far more so- 
phisticated than those of smaller countries, the big drug 
barons and their bankers usually stay several steps 
ahead of law enforcement agencies. 

The path to successfully combating the drug men- 
ace, which is a greater danger to civilization than was 
the Black Death of the Middle Ages, lies through the 
marbled lobbies and beautifully decorated banking halls 
of the world. We are approaching the problem from 
the most difficult angle. We are trying to catch the 
operators, instead of going after the FINANCIERS. 

British banks have been in control of offshore drug 
banking for centuries, as indeed they have similarly 
been in charge of the diamond and gold trades, both 
intimately connected with the heroin trade. That is 
why Queen Victoria sent the most powerful army in 
the world at that time to crush the tiny Boer republics 
in South Africa; simply to gain control of their gold 
and diamonds which Lord Palmerston, Sir Alfred 
Milner and Joseph Chamberlain saw as an excellent 
way to finance their filthy business without the possi- 
bility of tracing payments back to the source. This is 
still the medium by which the Hong Kong heroin trade 
is largely financed. After all, gold and diamonds are 

MORE READING 

formation given by the top dope merchants to put the impersonal. 
new boys, the independents, out of business. It explains why Queen Elizabeth is at loggerheads 

High level protection doesn’t always work when with Mrs. Thatcher. The Queen wants an end to the 
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all countries as it crosses international boundaries with 
impunity. 

the “bosses” are robbed, as the 2%year-old son of Gen- South African Government and its anti-drug stand. The 
era1 Ruben Dario Paredes, former head of Panama’s Queen wants to send Mr. Furhop in there to run things 
National Guard and vociferous enemy of General the way he runs things for her in Rhodesia. Furhop is 
Manuel Noriega, found out. He ended up in a grave in the real name of her court messenger better known as 
Colombia “dressed” by the cocaine killers, with a bul- “Tiny” Rowland, who heads the giant conglomerate 
let hole in his left temple. Not even his father’s posi- Lonrho, of which she is the principle stockholder 
tion could protect him from the wrath of the cocaine through Angus Ogilvie. 
cartel bosses. In a sense, South Africa and Panama are both un- 

With the Chinese Government pressing hard for a der siege for the same reasons. The South Africans 
bigger slice of the opium/heroin cake and demanding are standing in the way of a takeover of their treasure 
greater control of the lucrative gold and opium trade, trove of gold and diamonds by the oligarchist-aristoc- 
top-level British controllers began to promote Panama racy, and in the case of Panama, their treasured bank 
as an “alternative” for their banking operations. Not secrecy is being torn apart by General Noriega. The 
that Panama will ever replace Hong Kong; in reality powers that be are hardly likely to take these reverses 
Hong Kong controls the opium /heroin trade, while lying down! 
Panama controls the cocaine trade, but the two over- To give us some idea of what is at stake in Panama, 
lap to a considerable degree. . to which I must confine myself, the DEA estimates that 

We should realize what we are talking about here. close to $250 million PER DAY changes hands through 
We are not talking about companies that don’t live up teletype bank transfers. Some fifty percent of this is 
to expectations; we are not talking about companies Interbank money derived from the dope trade. Cay- 
that sometimes make considerable losses, like “safe”, man Islands, Bahamas, Andorra, Panama, Hong Kong 
nice General Motors, for instance, companies that do and the Swiss banks handle this vast flow of money 
not always come up to snuff. No, we are talking about As a spin-off of the dope trade, we have to contend 
a GIANT entity that ALWAYS make huge profits, year with the burden of “floating currency exchange rates”. 
after year after year, and NEVER disappoints its “in- This destabilizing effect was brought on by the 
vestors”. huge volume of cash which our system was not designed 

The offshore dope trade exceeds $300 BILLION per to handle; there is no way that fixed rates of exchange 
annum, and is growing annually. In 1977 the figure could handle the vast and rapid transfer of money 
was estimated at $200 billion by the DEA, not a bad around the world in a day under fixed parities. The 
“growth” rate on a relatively small “investment”? This “economists” sold us a false bill of goods when they 
HUGE amount of CASH remains outside the laws of approved the policy of “floating” exchange rates, and 
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they invented all sorts of economic jargon to cover the 
REAL reason viz-the HUGE flow of dope cash! 

With a very large portion of this money flowing 
into Panama, it was necessary to have an asset in 
Panama who could be trusted to maintain bank secrecy 
of the tightest order. The DEA estimates that $2 bil- 
lion per annum disappears from the U.S. alone and 
finds its way to Panama. So Coudert Brothers, the 
“mob lawyers” for the Eastern Liberal Establishment, 
set to work in the person of Sol Linowitz, a trusted 
messenger for the “Olympians”. General Omar Torrijos 
was created, packaged and sold to the American people 
as a “Panamanian nationalist”. His “made by David 
Rockefeller” stamp was carefully concealed from the 
vast majority of the American people. 

Thanks to the treachery of sold out servants of the 
CFR in the Senate, men like De Concini and Lugar, 
Panama passed into the hands of General Torrijos at 
the cost of millions of dollars to the U.S. taxpayer. But 
Torrijos, like so many of us mortals, quickly forgot who 
his “maker” was, and the gods of Olympus were forced 
to remove him from the scene. Torrijos was assassi- 
nated in August 1981. Ostensibly he was killed in a 
plane crash, which closely resembles the type of “acci- 
dent” which overtook Aristotle Onassis’s son. 

Torrijos was originally hand-picked by Kissinger 
in the manner to which we are now accustomed. When 
he began taking his role as a Panamanian “national- 
ist” seriously instead of a ventriloquist’s dummy, he 
had to go. Kissinger got himself appointed to head 
the President’s Bipartisan Committee on Central 
America, another of Reagan’s broken promises. This 
strengthened his hold on Panama or so he thought, 

We have to look at Panama through the eyes of the 
Tr.ojan Horse, that is to say, we must look at Central 
America as Kissinger’s Andes plan saw it-killing 
grounds for thousands of American soldiers. 
Kissinger’s orders are to get another “Vietnam War” 
going in the region. Panama is central to the plan. 

Torrijos had other ideas. He wanted to join the 
Contadora group seeking to bring stability and solu- 
tions to poverty to the region through industrial 
progress. Now I am not committed to the Contadoras; 
there are many areas where I differ from them. But 
one cannot deny that the Contadoras, by and large are 
committed to FIGHT THE DRUG ECONOMY 
PLANNED FOR CENTRAL AMERICA ALONG THE 
LINES OF JAMAICA’S GANJA ECONOMY. This so- 
called “free trade” idea is supported by members of the 
Mont Pelerin Society, notably Cisneros of Venezuela 
and the Venetian Cini Foundation. For this reason and 
for threatening to expose the Rockefeller banking setup 
in Panama, Torrijos was “permanently immobilized”, 
intelligence parlance for murdered. 

As I have said before, we are not talking about 
small-time dealers or street pushers which Hollywood 
delights to portray as the drug trade. We are talking 
about MAJOR banks and financial institutions; we are 
talking TOP people; we are talking about NATIONS 
that support and shelter the drug barons, countries like 
Cuba, and we are talking an organization so strong and 
powerful that it has brought an entire ‘country to its 
knees, the Republic of Colombia. We are going to be 
talking about U.S. State Department complicity in hin- 
dering the war on drugs. We are going to talk about 
Nancy Reagan’s unbelievably stupid response, “Just say 
no”, to this menace. 

When compared with what is transpiring today, the 
volume of heroin flowing through the “French Con- 
nection” was strictly penny-ante stuff. Yet we must 
never lose sight of the fact that ex-President Richard 
Nixon was the only president to firmly tackle the drug 
menace threatening the U.S. The “French Connection” 
was a NIXON endeavor from start to finish. For his 
insolence in taking on the drug trade from the top 
down, he was removed from office, disgraced, ridiculed 
and humiliated by the Watergate scam as a lesson and 
a warning to others who might wish to follow his ex- 
ample. By comparison, President Reagan’s “war on 

drugs” is merely an answer blowing in the wind! 
The Circle of Initiates who founded the Royal In- 

stitute for International Affairs has not changed its 
direction. It is worth repeating that the drug trade is 
firmly controlled by the descendants and families who 
intermarried, and who comprise this inner secret soci- 
ety membership, who can trace their lineage to Lord 
Alfred Milner, Lord Gray, Balfour, Palmerston, Lord 
Rothschild and others at the top of Debretts Peerage 
and America’s Social Register, 

Their banks and the American banks are no small 
fry. In fact the smaller banks have been weeded out or 
are in the process of being weeded out with witting or 
perhaps unwitting help of the U.S. Treasury Depart- 
ment. This is particularly evident in Florida where, 
starting in 1977, big banks like the Standard and Char- 
tered Bank, Bank Hapoalim, well-known as banks in- 
volved in laundering dirty dope money, moved into 
Florida where the “action” was. 

The “big boys” then began informing on small 
banks used by small independent cocaine dealers. Re- 
member, the drug monopolists have their own highly 
efficient intelligence network. The Treasury went af- 
ter these banks, but left the big ones alone. When BIG 
banks are caught, which has happened on a few occa- 
sions, they are dealt with in a most lenient fashion. 

Witness the case of Credit Suisse in Geneva and 
First Bank of Boston. This most venerable of Boston’s 
banks was caught red-handed laundering dope money 
in conjunction with Credit Suisse. Some 1200 sepa- 
rate indictments were brought against the First Na- 

tional. The Justice Department combined the charges 
into a single charge, and the bank was given a light 
slap on the wrist: a measly $500,000 fine! Credit 
Suisse was not pursued by the Justice Department or 
the Treasury! Credit Suisse remains one of the largest 
and most efficient dope money-laundering banks after 
American Express-the “untouchables” of the bank- 
ing world. 

Other major banks involved in the dirty lucrative 
business of dope are National Westminster, Barclays, 
Midlands Bank, and the Royal Bank of Canada. The 
Royal Bank of Canada and the National Westminster 
Bank are the key drug bankers for the dope barons in 
the Caribbean Basin, scene of Mr. David Rockefeller’s 
much vaunted “Caribbean Basin Initiative”. 

Working through the IMF, Kissinger ordered Ja- 
maica to grow a “free enterprise” crop of ganja (mari- 
juana), which today accounts for the bulk of Jamaica’s 
foreign exchange earnings. The same thing happened 
in Guyana, which is what Jim Jones went down there 
to do, except that Jones was unaware of the true pur- 
pose of his manipulators. As part of a massive brain- 
washing experiment of the Vacaville type, Jones never 
did reach his goal. 

Jamaica is one of the countries run on dope money. 
Edward Seaga, quite brazenly told American newspa- 
pers, notably the Washington Post, that whether it is 
accepted or not, “the industry as such is here to stay. 
It is just not possible to wipe it out.” I have no quarrel 
with the “here to stay” bit. Using rock and roll “mu- 
sic” as its vehicle for the spread of “recreational drugs” 
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and protected at the highest levels, the drug trade in- cesses and victories in the war on drugs. He went on ment to restructure Panama’s $320 million debt, might 
deed seems destined to stay. to say: “We could therefore ask the American Admin- not hold good if Paredes fell out with his master. As I 

That is not to say that it cannot be eliminated. The istration, if we have done that in fifty days, what it is said, Paredes “got the message”. 
first steps in an eradication program would in my opin- doing for the human rights of the individual keeling The IMF is now locked in a struggle with General 
ion be to attack its MAJOR banks, and to pass legisla- over in Grand Central Station and so many other places, Noriega who told the Panamanian people in a televised 
tion making the sale of rock and roll music in all its and when will it legally and in a Christian fashion, address on March 22, 1986, that Panama is being 
forms, cassettes, discs, etc., and promoting rock con- tight to eradicate the consumption?” strangled by the IMF. President Eric Delville has un- 
certs a criminal offense punishable by stiff prison sen- Mrs. Nancy Reagan says “Just say NO”, but that is fortunately backed IMF austerity packages, which are 
tences. no answer to President Garcia’s implicit charge that designed to weaken labor union support for Noriega. 

As one of the spin-offs of the “meatgrinder war” the U.S. is doing well below its best to eradicate the The CONATO labor federation is threatening to break 
between Iran and Iraq, the sale of heroin from which drug curse. Yet so many so-called “economists” still with General Noriega unless IMF dictates are ignored. 
diacetyl morphine is derived has skyrocketed. Most of call for legalizing this vile business in the name of General Manuel Noriega, while still Colonel 
the proceeds of this “trade” has found its way into Pana- “free trade”. Among them we find Diego Cisneros who Noriega, was chief of the anti-narcotics bureau in 
manian banks, the “overlap” with Hong Kong which I is a member of the Mont Pelerin Society, a so-called Panama (almost as absurd as the Soviet Union having 
mentioned earlier. There are officially 2.6 million “conservative” society which promotes the theory of a ministry of culture!) and battled for ten years to keep 
heroin addicts in Iran, of which 1.5 million are in the “free trade”. the Panama National Guard free of the taint of corrup- 
army, where soldiers-addicts can get it on request. One After the assassination of Omar Torrijos, who died tion that follows in the wake of dope money as surely 
recalls that the British oligarchists tried the same deal in August 1981 because he chose to ignore Kissinger’s as night follows day. 
during the War Between the States, the Civil War, but orders and was showing strong signs of “going it With the Ochoa and Escobar families virtually tak- 
did not have as much success as they are presently en- alone”, strong man General Rueben Paredes took con- ing over Panama, this was no mean feat. His anti-drug 
joying in the Gulf War. trol of Panama. Paredes took off on the “wrong” road, struggle was confirmed by the head of the Drug En- 

Not only does heroin fuel the Gulf War, it also fu- threatening to expel the American ambassador from forcement Agency (DEA), John C. Lawn. Lawn is not 
els “freedom fighter outfits”, the term used by George Panama for “interfering in the country’s internal af- known for flowery speeches nor writing letters of com- 
Shultz to describe the murderous African National fairs”. This was in February of 1983. Kissinger there- mendation. His letter to General Noriega is therefore 
Congress (ANC), ETA, the IRA, the Sikh separatist upon delivered a “message” to Paredes. all the more remarkable in that it lavishes praise on 
movement, the Kurds, et al. The funds derived from In an amazing “about-face” General Parede.s sud- him in an unstinting manner. Unfortunately the letter 
the sale of opium and cocaine are channeled to these denly began supporting Kissinger’s Andes Plan to turn is too long to include in its entirety, but here is an ex- 
terrorist organizations through the World Council of Central America into another Vietnam for the U.S. cerpt from that letter which is representative of the 
Churches. I have recently seen documentary evidence military, abandoning support for Contadora policies. manner and style in which it is couched: 
of this and would be prepared to testify under oath to Although it has many flaws, basically the Contadora “I would like to take this opportunity to reiterate 
this effect in a court of law. Group is aware of the Kissinger “Trojan Horse n in my deep appreciation for the vigorous anti-drug traf- 

From the foregoing it becomes clear why Panama Central America, and it is trying hard to prevent a Viet- ficking policy that you have adopted, which is reflected 
is so important to the supra-national One World forces. nam-style conflict enveloping the region. in the numerous expulsions from Panama of accused 
Panama was set up by David Rockefeller to be a conve- Henry Kissinger and the U.S. State Department had traffickers, the large seizures of cocaine and precusor 
nient banking depository for dirty dope money. Panama previously promoted Paredes as a “Panama national- chemicals that have occurred in Panama and the eradi- 
was adjudicated the banking center for cocaine, while ist, a staunch anti-Communist friend of America”. On cation of marijuana cultivation in Panama territory.” 
Hong Kong remained the heroin/opium center. a Kissinger-sponsored visit to Washington, D.C., Pa- Neither the Washington Post or the New York Times 
Panama’s banking system was restruetured by the redes was escorted around by Kissinger in person. Six saw fit to reprint this commendation, which appeared 
former director of the World Bank and a director of months after the murder of Torrijos, General Paredes in a newspaper in Peru. I will go back to the subject of 
the Marine Midland Bank (taken over by the king of took command of the National Guard. Since then the DEA and John C. Lawn later because of its vital 
drug banks, the Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank), Paredes has openly praised the Gnostic Ml9 terrorists significance. The only thing the Washington Post could 
Nicholas Ardito Barletta. Barletta was acceptable be- of Colombia, and sabotaged Contadora’s efforts to ar- do to counter this fine testimonial was to publish un- 
cause of his “respectable” image and experience in han- rive at a peaceful solution to the problems of the re- truths by its so-called “intelligence expert”, Mr. 
dling vast amounts of dope cash. gion. Seymour Hersh. Hersh wrote an article in which he 

In 1982, the Treasury Department estimated that He also took great pains to cultivate the friendship stated that General Noriega was a “double agent” for 
the Banco National de Panama had increased its cash of Anulfo Arias, whom the Washington Post, the New the CIA, feeding it with information he receives from 
flow of dollars by nearly 500 percent between 1980 and York Times and surprisingly, Senator Jesse Helms held Cuba. 
1984. Some $6 billion in unreported money went from up as the rightful heir to the leadership of Panama, This ploy is well-known among GENUINE intelli- 
the U.S. to Panama during this four-year period alone. whose position was allegedly usurped by General gence people. The purpose of such “disclosures” would 
President Alan Garcia of Peru, who led an all-out WAR Noriega. Strangely enough, during the Panama Canal be to get Cuban DGI secret service assassins to murder 
against the dope barons, addressed the United Nations Treaty hearings, the media jackals said nothing about General Noriega on the pretext that he “double-crossed 
on September 23 on this subject and listed Peru’s suc- Torrijos usurping Anulfo Arias’s “rightful” position! Cuba”. This would draw attention away from the 

A lot of rubbish has been talked about 
Arias being a “Nazi” and therefore 
unworthy to lead Panama. This kind 
of anti-German propaganda is not 
worthy of comment. 

Notwithstanding the merciless co- 
caine mafia-style execution of his 2% 
year-old son along with two other 
Panamanian “business partners” by 
killers who work for the Ochoa- 
Escobar clan, Paredes has remained 
loyal to the drug overlords and their 
banking nexus. 

Kissinger-bankers gang if the assassination attempt 
were to prove successful. Mr. Hersh’s information and 
stories have often not been very accurate, and the 
Noriega “disclosure” should be seen for what it is: a 
possible set-up for an assassination attempt on Gen- 
eral Noriega. 

The loss of Panamanian support 
was a big blow to the aspirations of 
the Contadoras. It meant that Panama 
would remain a “wide open” center for 
financing sales of weapons to the re- 
gion, notably supplied by Israel under 
an agreement reached between local 
leaders and Ariel Sharon, a business 
partner of Kissinger’s. 

Apart from threats for which 
Kissinger is notorious, the IMF had a 
hand in blackmailing Paredes. My 
sources told me that Kissinger let it 
be known that the IMP stand-by agree- 

Noriega is of course fighting back with all of the 
resources at his disposal, But let it be known that any 
move against the drug trade is fraught with peril. 
Panama is an example of the kind of counteraction the 
powerful enemy is capable of mounting. In the Carib- 
bean and Panama, we are faced with a consortium made 
up of Coudert Brothers law firm in the person of Sol 
Linowitz, Fidel Castro, David Rockefeller, Henry 
Kissinger and the International Monetary Fund, plus a 
number of top banks and the U.S. State Department. 

Kissinger’s Andean Plan is being stymied by Gen- 
eral Noriega, and Noriega is under fire because of it. 
The outcome in Panama is far from clear. Rockefeller’s 
Caribbean Basin Initiative amounted to handing Fidel 
Castro a dope empire worth at least $35 billion per 
annum. Castro has no intention of giving it up with- 
out a struggle. The much-vaunted “initiative” has 
turned land for cultivating sugar cane and coffee into 
“free trade alternative crops” of marijuana and coca 
bushes. Sugar cane land is well suited for marijuana 
cultivation, and where coffee bushes do well, so does 
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the coca bush from which the leaves are harvested to Cesar Tribaldos its. Dadeland Bank of Miami could justifiably have 
produce cocaine. Tribaldos was heavily implicated in money laun- placed an ad .in Eisenmann’s La Prensa saying: 

David Rockefeller and Kissinger have created a dering for the Colombian cocaine barons. He is a co- “Panama Launderies Inc. We get rid of bloodstains 
state within a state in Colombia, where Carlos Ledher, ordinator of the Civic Crusade movement along with and stenches of all kinds. Bring your cash to the 
until his recent arrest, the Ochoa and Escobar clans Roberto Eisenmann, owner of the La Prensa newspa- Dadeland Bank for a good cleaning job.” 
and their minions have set up a state within a state. per and member of PAPO. He sits on the board of Ba:lco The Fernandez syndicate, indicted in 1984, stored 
The attack on the Justice Building in downtown Bogota, Continental. large amounts of cash benefits from the dope trade in 
in which half the city’s magistrates were killed, was rented safe deposit boxes at the bank prior to transfer- 
executed by the drug barons’ private army, the Ml9 Ricardo Tribaldos ring it to Panama, and court records show that the syn- 
guerillas. The assault was an outright act of anarchy The brother of Cesar, he was indicted for trying to dicate held nearly 10,000 of the total stock in 
which has left Colombia in a state of numbed fear. import into Panama huge quantities of the precusor Eisenmann’s Dadeland Bank. Yet it was Weeden, 

What is behind all this frenetic activity which in chemical ethyl ether (acetone), the principal chemical Eisenmann and Fernandez who specifically charged 
reality is revolution? Quite simply it is CASH, waves used in refining cocaine. Ricardo had set up the op- that General Noriega was dealing with the dope bar- 
and waves of CASH, flowing into the offshore havens eration in 1984 in anticipation of Colombians Ochoa ons. The Fernandea syndicate transferred its dirty 
of the Caribbean and Panama. The DEA estimates that and Escobar opening a major cocaine laboratory-pro- money from Dadeland Bank to Banco de Iberoamerica, 
Colombia alone banked $25 billion in cash from 1980- cessing operation in Panama. named in the indictment as one of 15 Panamanian 
1983. The DEA and the Treasury believe that Panama The coca bush, whose leaves provide such a boun- banks it used. Eisenmann later swore that he had no 
is the banking capital of the cocaine world, and I have tiful income for the dope barons, does not grow in idea that his Dadeland Bank was being used for laun- 
no quarrel with its assessment. In 1982 the Treasury Panama. It grows mainly in Peru, Ecuador, Bolivia, dering narcotics money. 
Department stated that Banco National de Panama had Brazil, and Colombia. The raw product is refined in 
become the main clearing house for drug dollars with Colombia, but Panama was to become a major refining Carlos Rodriguez Milian 
a four-fold increase in its cash flow from 1980 to 1983. center following the Colombian military’s crack down This remarkable courier for Ledher, Escobar and 

Panama, up until the advent of General Noriega and destruction of major cocaine processing centers in the Ochoa brothers was paid a salary of $2 million per 
taking power, was also THE meeting place, for king- Colombia. month, up until the time of his arrest by DEA agents 
pins in the drug trade. Lopez Michelsen, who offered But in order to set-up shop in Panama, it was first following a tip they received from his sworn enemy, 
to pay off Colombia’s external debt from cocaine rev- absolutely essential to either assassinate or overthrow General Noriega. His job involved supervision and, 
enues if the Colombian Government would “legalize” Noriega. For this, a “branch” of Carlos Ledher’s Ml9 delivery of huge sums of drug cash to Bank of America, 
the position of the dope families, operated quite freely had to be established in Panama. When the assassina- First Boston and Citicorp among others for launder- 
out of Panama, where he often met with the Jorge Ochoa tion plans failed, the job of overthrowing Noriega from ing. At the Senate Foreign Relations Subcommittee 
and Pablo Escobar. the inside fell to Lt. Colonel Julian Melo Borbua of on Narcotics hearing on February 11, 1988-proceed- 

These top members of the Colombia dope cartel are the National Guard. ings designed to smear and blacken the name of Gen- 
known to have struck a deal with Rodrigo Botera era1 Noriega, Milian was brought from prison, where 
Montoya, Colombia’s finance minister from 1974-1976 Roberto Eisenmann he is serving a 43-year sentence for his drug-related 
who set up an “open window” at the central bank, where Roberto Eisenmann, as owner of La Prensa news- business activities, to testify against General Noriega. 
dope dollars could be freely and openly traded without paper, is a powerful asset of the U.S. State Department But he disrupted proceedings and scared commit- 
any hassle from the authorities. That “window” has and figures prominently in its proposed “alternative tee members by disclosing that he had delivered huge 
never been closed. It is better known by its colloquial democratic” government for Panama. Eisenmann hates loads of drug dollars to the prestigious American banks 
name “ventanilla siniestra”, literally “sinister win- Noriega for wrecking one of Jorge Ochoa’s major op- named above. His unexpected unsolicited disclosures 
dow”. It is through this “window” that Fidel Castro erations and closing down First Interamerica Bank for under oath were totally blacked out by the jackals of 
receives huge amounts of U.S. dollars. violating Panama’s 1985 bank laws. This left the U.S. news media. Milian’s testimony unwittingly 

Do the U.S. authorities know about Botera? Of Eisenmann and his colleagues reeling. underscores the fact that the U.S. is today at the mercy 
course they do! Botera is a member of the prestigious No one had expected that any serious action could of the narcotics barons in much the same way as 
Aspen Institute, the Ford Foundation and a former co- or would ever be taken against the international Panama and Colombia both are. 
chairman of the Inter American Dialogue. He is well- community controlling 80% of Panama’s economy, 
known to the suave Elliott Richardson, whom we will which “interests” had found a “Switzerland in Panama” Lt. Colonel Julian Melo Borbua 
best remember for his persecution and disgusting be- 
trayal of President Richard Nixon in the aftermath of 

following the changes made by Nicholas Barletta. It Dishonorably discharged from the Panama National 
therefore amazed this elite community of narcotics traf- Guard in 1984, Borbua has become one of the star wit- 

the Watergate scandal. fickers and bankers when Noriega went on to provide nesses against General Noriega. While still in the Na- 
Not so well known is the fact that Elliott information to the DEA which resulted in the arrest of tional Guard, Melo met with the Ochoa brothers in Co- 

Richardson, an upper-crust eminently respectable Bos- major cocaine baron Jorge Ochoa in Spain. The lombia, who gave him the job and paid him $4 million 
ton Brahmin, was the late Cyrus Hashemi’s lawyer. Panama Establishment was jolted by these develop- to open a cocaine laboratory in Darien, in the Panama 
Hashemi was the number one gun-runner for the 1979 ments. 
Carter-Khomeini arms deal. Richardson was the reg- Eisenmann is a vociferous critic of 
istered representative and legal advisor for the Marx- General Noriega, accusing him of de- 
ist Government of Angola. He is also heavily involved stroying Panama’s economy while him- 
in the scandalous cover up of the mysterious deaths of self being implicated in the cocaine 
mental patients at the sinister Bridgeport facility, which trade, when in fact it is Eisenmann who 
up to the present day remains to be investigated. works closely with the Colombian co- 
Richardson’s ties to the dope trade are visible through Caine barons! Eisenmann is one of the 
the pro-narcotics lobby, the Institute for Liberty and gaggle of drug barons, bankers, law- 
Democracy, which he helped to found in Lima, Peru in yers and newspaper editors whose pro- 
1981. democracy rhetoric is designed to cover 

With so many names cropping up in the unfolding their filthy posteriors dipped deep in 
Panama tragedy, it is advisable to list the principal cocaine dirty money laundering. 
players and institutions involved. Noriega’s enemies Eisenmann, who has led the attack 
are numerous and powerful as the following list of on General Noriega for the past 12 
names shows: years, is the first choice of the U.S. 

State Department to head up the gov- 
Alvin Weeden Gamboa ernment it intends placing in power 
Weeden, a Panamanian lawyer and courier for the once General Noriega is ousted. Is this 

drug barons, formed the Popular Action Party (PAPO) astonishing, perhaps even unbeliev- 
opposition party to champion human rights, together able? Certainly, but my information 
with two other Noriega enemies, Winston Robles and comes from top intelligence sources 
Roberto Eisenmann. All are strongly opposed to the and is based on SOLID FACTS. 
Panama Defense Force and regularly receive lavish Back in 1984, Eisenmann was ex- 
praise from the jackal press and the State Department posed as the man behind the purchase 
as members of an “alternative democratic government” of Dadeland Bank of Miami through 
for Panama. which the Fernandez syndicate laun- 

dered its cocaine and marijuana prof- 

jungle; to secure safe city storage and transit facilities 
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and safe-housing for weapons for sale, mainly of Is- one-third owner of the Dadeland Bank with its unsa- Panama. Galvin’s mission to Buenos Aires can quite 
raeli origin; and to set up arrangements with various vory past connections with the Fernandez syndicate, is properly be compared with General Huyser’s mission 
banks to facilitate the flow of cash from these illegal top favorite with the Eastern Liberal Establishment, to Teheran during the period Carter was betraying the 
transactions. Compatriots in the scheme were Ricardo Shultz and the State Department to replace General Shah of Iran. 
Tribr’dos, the man who was indicted for trying to im- Noriega as soon as the disgusting “negotiations” (na- 
port ethyl ether into Panama, and one Gabriel Mendez. ked threats) between the U.S. and Panama are con- Jose Blandon 

Tribaldos and Mendez knew they were up against eluded. Following the stunning success of a combined 
it when Noriega’s men interdicted and destroyed large These “negotiations” stem from the totally false Panama-DEA drug operation on the heels of a three- 
shipments of ethyl ether and located and wrecked the drug trafficking charges brought against General year investigation carried out under the code name 
cocaine laboratory. Under the direction of undisclosed Noriega by a Miami, Florida grand jury on February 5, “Operations Pisces”, the drug barons and their sup- 
persons, Tribaldos, Mendez and Borbua set in motion 1988. This indictment again points up the most ur- porters and beneficiaries were badly alarmed. Whereas 
a plan to trigger massive flight capital from Panama, gent need for the American people to rid themselves of in 1985, it seemed only vaguely possible that seldom- 
attack and smear the military, and if possible, assassi- this archaic, feudal “star chamber” appendage to our used laws might become a bother to be dealt with by 
nate General Noriega. The PDF [Panama Defense legal system. intimidation, bribery and corruption, Noriega was now 
Force] discovered the plot, and arrested the three. The latest information on the “negotiations” is showing that he could not be threatened or bought and 
Mendez and Tribaldos were charged with narcotics traf- Shultz’s statement: “We have had a lot of discussion that he meant business. 
ficking and went to prison, but were released by a with him (Noriega), but we have not yet concluded any “Operations Pisces” closed down 54 accounts in 
Panama court under suspicious circumstances. Borbua agreement (that the false charges against Noriega will 18 Panamanian banks and resulted in the seizure of 
was dishonorably discharged from the PDF. Today all be dropped if he voluntarily steps down). $10 million and large quantities of cocaine. This was 
are active members of the Civic Crusade front set up followed by the freezing of another 85 accounts in 
to oust General Noriega. Admiral John Poinderter banks whose deposits were believed to be stained by 

The false charges against Noriega mentioned above blood and cocaine, an action carried out by the Panama 
Civic Crusade arose out of the failed mission of Poindexter to force Defense Force. Fifty eight major U.S. and Colombian 
This front for Eisenmann and his associates is the General to relinquish his post. Poindexter’s mis- and some Cuban-American “runners” were arrested and 

solely a vehicle for use against General Noriega. Its sion on behalf of Shultz was along the lines of Presi- indicted on narcotics-trafftcking charges. 
backers are Eisenmann, Barletta, Tribaldos, Jamie dent Reagan’s blunt message to get rid of President Following on the arrest of Jorges Ochoa in Spain 
Castillo and Jose Blandon, Elliott Richardson, Norman Marcos, delivered a through Senator Paul Laxalt, who as the result of a Noriega tip, Roberto Eisenmann and 
Bailey and Sol Linowitz. The Civic Crusade estab- played his Judas role far better than did Poindexter. his friends were now thoroughly aroused. La Prensa 
lished itself in Washington, D.C., in June 1937 tiith Poindexter’s mission set in motion the current war in particular accused Noriega of being “a lackey of the 
Lewis Galindo, the self-described “international rep- by the drug barons, bankers, lawyers and their U.S. U.S. Government” and complained that the U.S. At- 
resentative of Panama’s opposition to Noriega” em- allies to rid Panama of the threat to their very exist- torney now had more rights inside Panamanian banks 
ployed to run it. Galindo has impeccable credentials ence posed by vigorous prosecution of anti-cocaine than he did back home. 
with the Shultz faction of the State Department and banking laws and policies pursued by General Noriega La Prensa ‘s plaintive keening was fully supported 
the Eastern Liberal Establishment through the Trilat- and the PDF. In the Mike Wallace TV interview, by an article in the New York Times of August 10,1987, 
era1 Commission’s Sol Linowitz, one of the Olympian’s Noriega made it clear that Poindexter had come as a which alleged that the “serious breach of bank secrecy 
most trusted servants and a partner in the prestigious bully demanding that Panama bow down to the colo- regulations is part of an American campaign against 
law firm of Coudert Brothers. nialist demands of the Olympians, the launderers of drug money.. . . The papers were 

Galindo also has impeccable credentials with the On December 17, 1987, Poindexter demanded that served without Citing any Statutes Or ahCkS in COm- 

former President of Colombia, Alfonso Lopez Noriega abandon his cooperation with the Contadoras, plete disregard for the legal procedures that are sup- 
Michelson, generally regarded by narcotics intelligence and step aside so that the invasion of Nicaragua by U.S. posed to be followed.” It then went on to quote a Pana- 
agents as the man who acted as overseer of the Colom- troops could proceed according to Kissinger’s Andean manian banker as saying: “It was done to appease the 
bian cocaine and marijuana trade during his term in Plan to turn Central America into another Vietnam. I Americans and was typical of the way this guy works.” 
office from 1974 to 1978. am not against Nicaragua being smashed by U.S. mili- “Operations Pisces” was made possible by passage 

tary action-in fact nothing would please me more- of Panamanian Law 23 which gave notice of what the 
The Robles Brothers BUT another Vietnam-style war will only play into the narcotics traffickers could expect in future. La h?nsU 

Ivan Robles and his brother Winston are promi- hands of Moscow and the traitors within our gates. complained bitterly that the Panama Defense Force was 
nent lawyers in Panama. They owe their prominence Poindexter was backed by the jackals of the U.S. me- conducting a publicity campaign against drugs on be- 
to the cocaine trade bosses and their bankers. Win- dia who went so far as to advocate that Noriega be re- half of the American Government, a campaign that 
ston Robles is a co-editor of Roberto Eisenmann’s La moved by force. “will devastate the Panamanian banking center”. 
Prensu with its proven Fernandez-Dadeland Bank con- Enter Jose Blandon, now turned 180 degrees by the 
nections. The International Law Directory gives the The Role Of Argentina pro-drug consortium. What was the role assigned to 
correct title of the law firm as Martindale-Hubbell, When he answered Poindexter’s threats with a firm Blandon to play in the unfolding war against anti-CO- 

Robles and Robles. Eisenmann, although a proven rebuff, Noriega knew that the chies were down. He Caine forces? He was hired to drum up so-called “in- 

r 

Peters 
Dayton Daily News 

thereupon sought an alliance with 
and support from the Peronistas. At 
a meeting with Peronista leaders 
which took place at Mar de1 Plata, 
Argentina, Noriega and his depu- 
tation of middle-level officers re- 
ceived the assurances they were 
looking for. 

ternational support” for the forces trying to bring down 
General Noriega. In so doing, Blandon exposed him- 
self as a hypocritical unmitigated liar. Blandon is a 
SOCIALIST in the service of Willy Brandt’s Socialist 
International (also known in some circles as The Part- 
nership). As a back-stabbing liar, he was well suited 
for the job-or so his string-pullers thought. 

Before taking up his post as chief accuser of Gen- 
eral Noriega, Blandon, who was the New York Consul 
General for Panama, went on Panama TV on August 
11,1987, IN SUPPORT OF NORIEGA. He vehemently 

.attacl >d the forces ranged against General Noriega, 
characterizing the hostility as “a campaign essentially 
aimed at the liquidation of Panama, initiated by the 
invisible government of McFarlane, Poindexter and 
North.” This is as near to the truth as Blandon got 
before his remarkable Damascus Road conversion took 
place. 

. ..To be continued 

But it was not long before coun- 
termeasures were taken to scare the 
Argentinians away. British troops 
mounted “exercises” in the 
Malvinas, to show what would hap- 
pen if Argentina intervened in 
Panama’s affairs, and General John 
Calvin, chief of the U.S. military 
southern area command, went to 
meet with Argentine Defense Min- 
ister, HoracioJuanarena. 

Ostensibly the meeting dealt 
with British threats and growing 
tensions between the two countries 
over the Malvinas. But my sources 
told me that General Galvin deliv- 
ered a stem warning to Juanarena 
for Argentina not to get involved in 
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INTEREST 

Unlike Federal Reserve notes and bank credit, 
. As Glover has writ- 

ten, “HOURS earn community interest-job creation, 
local self-reliance and pride, funding community orga- 

1 l/19/96 DR. AG OVERHbLT mysterious deaths and murders of close friends and nizations, and making zero-interest loans-rathkr than 
colleagues of the Clintons since they became politi- bank interest.” 

HAS UNCLE SAM cians in Arkansas and Washington. It may be wise to Community currencies, while possibly not rhe an- 
DESENSITIZED YOU? force the Clintons to wear a label saying, “BEWARE!- swer yet in everyone’s minds, are the most realistic and 

Working with or befriending me is SEVERELY haz- workable way to begin setting up independent econo- 
Excerpted from THE SPOTLIGHT, 10/4/96, ardous to your health.” mies, community by community. 

iquoting:] . Some day, by using this simple yet effective-and 
Here is a comprehensive cover-up of presidential MONETARY ‘REVOLUTION’ GAINS honest-system, Third World nations, hopelessly in 

misdeeds compiled by State Department Watch’s Tim STEAM AS COMMUNITIES FAVOR debt to the plutocrats, can make their own way. 
Hunter. BARTERING TO DEBT As the efforts to solidify the New World Order slip 

from the grasp of the internationalists, the time has 

Excerpted from THE SPOTLIGHT, never been more right to join with like-minded people 
10/4/96, [quoting:] to draw away l’rom the globalists’ failed, doomed, 

Canny patriots in Ithaca, New York corrupt system. [End quoting] 
have created their own scrip-a workable For more details see the SPOTLIGHT article. This 

money system issued without bankers and is similar to what our Founding Fathers had wanted the 
no interest that bankers require for the money system to be but 0n.a national basis. I commend 
Federal Reserve “dollars” that bankers the COUIIUUUitieS who Strive t0 get Out from under the 

create. Banksters’ control. 
Over the years small, local, family-based 

producers of virtually all manner of agricul- STAY AWAY 

tural products have fallen by the wayside as 
big corporations have forced them out of Excerpted from THE SPOTLIGHT, “Letters” 

business. Declining along with the growing column, 10/4/96, [quoting:] 
numbers of bankrupted family agricultural The World Jewish Congress and other high-pow- 

businesses has been the ability of local com- ered internationalists are putting the heat on Swiss 
munities to control their own economic des- banks like the Swiss Bank Corp. to open up their 

tiny. records lo prove that the accounts they hold are not 
Five years ago, a group of people in “secret Nazi accounts” containing money taken from 

Ithaca, New York, and surrounding commu- European Jews during Wold War Il. This sounds to me 
nities in Tompkins County, decided that they as though your warning about the dangers of putting 
had seen enough of big corporate farms- and money in Swiss banks is right on the mark. So much for 
other national and multi-national busi- secrecy. 
nesses--taking over their diverse, unique lo- The only way the banks will be able to prove that 
cal economy and affecting their way of life. the money isn’t Nazi money is to show precisely tiho 
Led by Paul Glover-a man dubbed as “a the money does belong to. That means that all those 
community folk hero” by one of his neigh- patriots who listened to Larry Patterson and put their 

* Abuses of Americans overseas by the State De- bors-these people have launched their own localized money into the Swiss Bank Corp. are going to be 
partment; currency system. exposed to the prying eyes of the new Inquisition. - 

* Ruby Ridge; This is one of the most promising efforts in Myra Phillips, Trenton, New Jersey [End quoting] 
* Waco; decades to slowly wrest control of local economies Can you think of a better method to make a raid on 
* Unresolved reports of corruption in federal bu- back from the Federal Reserve System and big corpora- all &e secret millions of dollars-probably billions or 

reaus; tions. even trillions-much of it, probably, stolen, drug and/ 
* The unresolved Atlanta terrorist bombing; “We printed our own money because we watched or illicit, SO the-arian Jews Can COIlfhX?~e it all. 
* The unresolved denial of Paula Jones’ rights; federal dollars come to town, shake a few hands then What a windfall this will be if they can pull it off. 
* The unresolved Vincent Foster death investiga- leave to buy rain forest lumber and fight wars,” Glover 

tion; ‘says. “Ithaca’s HOURS [as the local currency is called], BANKRUPTCIES NEAR 
* The unresolved death of Commerce Secretary by cbntrast, stay in our region to help US hire each A RECORD HIGH 

Ron Brown; other. 
* The unresolved deaths of Americans in air crashes “While dollars make us increasingly dependent on From PARADE MAGAZINE, 9129196, [quoting:] 

and bombings; multinational corporations and bankers,” he added, More than 1 million Americans are expected to file 
* The unresolved deaths of American POWs dur- “HOURS reinforce community trading and expand com- for bankruptcy this year, a new record. Almost all of 

ing the Korean and Vietnam Wars; and merce which is more accountable to our concern for the 1996 filings (95%) have been individual consumer 
* The unresolved issue of United Nations control ecology and social jus&e." bankruptcies-people who went too far into debt. 

of U.S. armed forces, etc. . In their bi-monthly newspaper HOUR Town, the There has been an upward trend: There were 4 12,5 10 
Mrs. Clinton is also safe from legislative proceed- community of Ithaca points out that today’s dollars are bankruptcies in 1985; 782,960 in 1990; and 926,601 in 

ings for now. Some of the charges she may face “currently backed by less than nothing: More than five 1995. The first quarter this year showed an increase in 
include: trillion dollars of national debt.” bankruptcies in every judicial district in the U.S. [End 

* Criminal violation of the FederalAdvisory Corn-- quoting} 
mittee Act; BARTER And “this economy is growing, growing and grow- 

* Attempts to put the trial lawyers in control of SYSTEM ing”- sounds to me like they should be saying the debt 
American medicine; is growing, growing, etc. I also read recently that more 

* Appearances of illegal cronyism in manipulation In contrast, Ithaca’s community currency, the and more people are working or seeking a second job to 
of the White House travel contracts; HOUR, is based upon the labor of people in the lthaca earn sufficient income to SUppOrt their famiiieS. 

* FBI files scandal; area. One HOUR is exchangeable for $10 in Federal 
* Abuses of employees; CIVIL vs. CRIMINAL TRIAL 
* Contempt of Congress; and 

Reserve notes. Glover and his friends proudly state, 

* Acceptance of pay-offs and bribes (“cattlegate”, 
with their currency system, the “minimum wage” in 
Tompkins County has been recognized as being $10 per From a reader, [quoting:] 

Castle Grande and the Whitewater affair). [End quot- hour for five years. More important than gold or silver In the civil trial, the standard of proof for the 
iwl to increasing numbers ofawakened people in Tompkins plaintiffs is lower than it was for PrOSeCUtOrS at the 

IS this enough t0 overwhelm and desensitize you? County is the labor-and well-being-of their fellow murder trial. The jury need only be convinced by “the 
If it isn’t, think about the cover-up of over 35 suicides, citizens, preponderance of the evidence,” not “beyond a reason- _ _~I 

“_.... 
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able doubt”. That means the jury can hold 0. J. Simpson 
responsible for the slayings if 51 percent of the evi- 
dence goes against him. 

Simpson cannot refuse to testify and must take the 
stand this time. And unlike the criminal trial, the 
verdict does not have to be unanimous. Only nine of the 
12 jurors must agree to reach a verdict. [End quoting] 

One way or another the powers behind the 
pageantry will keep justice off batance. 

A PROFESSIONAL POLITICIAN!! 

control.- Ani some are literally robotoids or clones. 

“A professional politician is a professionally dis- 
honorable man. In order to get anywhere near high 
office he has to make so many compromises and submit 
to so many humiliations that he becomes indistinguish- 
able from a streetwalker.” -H.L. Mencken 

Thev are. also. under constant blackmail and mind 

PUBLISI-IING FAKE DOCUMENTS 

evidence in many court cases. One in particular that is 
very important at this time is the picture of 0. J. Simpson 
supposedly wearing a pair of shoes that has the same 
sole pattern that was found in the blood on the concrete 
walk at the scene of the murders of Nicole Simpson and 
Ron Goldman. 

The technology for making fake documents and 
pictures is quite simple for many computer literate, 
artistically talented people, today. You don’t have to 
be a “real expert”. Furthermore the software programs 
are readily available at reasonable costs. 

However, some of these “home made” documents 
need a “real expert” to distinguish them from a real 
document or picture. 

person’s picture without the average juror suspecting a” 
fake? THINK ABOUT IT!! 

PENTAGON UPS SPENDING FOR 
GULF RESEARCH 

Proof of what can be done by faking of pictures and 
documents can be seen in magazines and movies where 
they replace the head on a person’s body. Don’t you 
think it would be just as easy to replace shoes on a 

A higly publicized document has been in the news 
over the last few days and too many people take it as 
real without any proof. They seem to accept that 
someone like Pierre Salinger stating that it is real is 
proof enough. Many news correspondents have been 
fed fake documents and pictures, and many have faked 
their own. 

Bernard Rostker, to a new position on GulfWar illness issues. 
The announcement came a day before the Presiden- 

tial Advisory Committee on Gulf War Veterans’ lll- 
nesses, a panel that has been sharply critical of the 
Pentagon, was to hold a daylong hearing on the issue. 

“I wanted to make sure that we had sufficient 
resources available,” White said. 

“We’ve determined that we did not, and we sub- 
stantially increased those resources. (End quoting] 

Here we have the gangsters investigating their own 
gang and sending money to their comrades for investi- 
gations instead of helping the ones who need medical 
treatment, They always create the problems, get paid to 
investigate the problems, and more money to help solve 
them, which usually doesn’t help much, if any, except 
to build their power bases and their personal bank 
accounts. 

__ CIA DISPUTES 
DRUG CLAIMS 

IN COURT 

Alleged Drug Dealers 
The Agency Denies Employing 

Excerpted from the BAKERSFIELD CALlFOR- 
NIAN, 11113196, [quoting:] 

The document I am referring to is the one that 
Salinger is using as proof that the U.S. Navy is respon- 

‘sible for the downing of TWA’s Flight 800 with a 
missile. [Hatonn has stated several times-in CON- 
TACT-that it was downed by a beam weapon.] 

This topic of real or fake documents and/or pictures 
becomes very important when they are used as key 

Acknowledging it has not done enough, the Penta- 
gon said Tuesday it would double the money it is 
spending to find whether U.S. troops were exposed to 
chemical agents in the Persian Gulf War. 

Deputy Defense Secretary John White, the 
Pentagon’s No. 2 official, told reporters the Pentagon is 
pumping $27 million into further medical research and 
an intensified investigation of events during and after 
the Gulf War. 

White also named a senior civilian Navy official, 

WHO’S A GOOD AMERICAN? 

Excerpted from THE SPOTLIGHT, 10/4/96, [quoting:] 

Nation of Islam leader Louis Farrakhan (left) defended his five-week tour of countries accused by the U.S. 
Government of exporting terrorism, proclaiming it the greatest international mission ever by an African 
American. He visited Iraq, Libya and Cuba [and olhers]. Vice President Al Gore (right) meanwhile, in a 
separate TV interview said what Farrakhan did was “un-American”. Gore said: “Personally, I believe that 
what he has done and said is just completely outrageous. He has promoted anti-Semitism.” Apparently Gore 
equates “anti-Semitism” with “un-Americanism.” [End quoting] 

Gore must be jealous of what Farrakhan is accomplishing. He is building bridges for good (GOD) in 
contrast to Gore’s bridges for the New World Order (SATAN). 

Excerpted from THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 
1 l/7/96, [quoting:] 

The CIA has gone to court to dispute claims by 
three alleged drug dealers that they were working for 
the spy agency. 

In a document made public Wednesday, a CIA 
official told the US. District Court in San Diego that 
the agency searched its records and found no evidence 
of “any kind of operational, contractual or employment 
relationship” with the men. 

It identified them as Nicaraguan cocaine dealer 
Danilo Blandon, former California police offtcer Ronald 
Lister and David Scott Weekly, whom Lister has named 
as his CIA contact 

A fourth individual named in the document was 
identified as Los Angeles crack cocaine dealer “Free- 
way” Rick Ross. 

In the declaration, the CIA said it knew as early as 
1984 that Norwin Menesis was a major cocaine traf- 
ficker. But it said a 1986 search of the agency’s records 
at the FBI’s request failed to produce any evidence of 
a CIA relationship with Menesis. 

A censored document included in the court filing 
said in December 1984 a source“reported that a Norwin 
Menesis was apparently well known as the Nicaraguan 
mafia dealing in drug(s), weapons and smuggling and 
laundering of counterfeit money.” 

The document, which was headed “Three Persons 
Claiming CIA Affiliation”, also said Menesis was de- 
scribed as “the kingpin of narcotics traffickers in Nica- 
ragua prior to the fall of Somoza”. 

The CIA inspector general is investigating allega- 
tions that the agency was involved in the introduction 
of crack cocaine into the United States. 

Inspector General Frederick Hitz has said it might 
take months to examine fully records of the relation- 
ship between the CIA and Nicaraguan Contra members 
implicated in 1980s cocaine trafficking in California. 

Hitz said recently, however, that a preliminary 
investigation found “no credible information” to sup- 
port allegations raised in a series of articles published 
in August by a California newspaper, the San Jose 
Mercury News. 

The Mercury News’ three-part series, “Dark Alli- 
ance”, detailed how a Bay Area drug ring sold tons of 
cocaine to the street gangs of South-Central Los Ange- 
les and funnelled millions in drug profits to a CIA-run 
guerilla army. The series traced the crack cocaine 
explosion to the two Nicaraguan cocaine traffickers. 
Menesis and Blandon, who were civilian leaders of an 
anti-communist commando group formed and run by 
the CIA during the 1980s. [End quoting] 

Don’t hold your breath while the CIA investigates 
if they are guilty or not. Again a case of the gangsters 
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investigating their own gang. The CIA has a policy of 
keeping the names of certain agents, whom they will 
not defend if caught, off all official records. They deny 
they ever worked for them in any way. If you were 
playing their Pame wouldn’t you be smart enough to do 
the same? After all, they would have been out of 
business soon after they got started if they played the 
game with honesty and integrity! 

STATE SOUTHERN BAPTISTS 
URGE BOYCOTT OF DISNEY 

Excerpted from THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles; 
1 l/14/96, [quoting:] 

Determined to mount a crusade on the Walt Disney 
Co.‘s home turf, the California Southern Baptist Con- 
vention on Wednesday called for its 430,000 members 
statewide to boycott the entertainment giant, charging 
that Disney has turned its back on traditional family 

it more frequently and blatantly-sort of thumbing 
their noses at you-because they think they’ve “GOT- 
CHA”. It’s nice to see that some people are waking up 
and are getting “mad as hell” and aren’t going to take 
it any longer. 

CLINTON’S CABINET 
BREAKS UP 

Secretary of State Warren Christopher 
and Defense Secretary William Perry 

are among those leaving. 

Excerpted from THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 
1 l/7/96, [quoting:] 

The anchors of President Clinton’s national secu- 
rity team-Warren Christopher and William Perry- 
led a snowballing exodus of at least six Cabinet offi- 
cials Wednesday in a sweeping second-term staff 

values. shakeup. 
Gathered in Pasadena for the Protestant Commerce Secretary Mickey Kantor told Clinton 

denomination’s 56th annual state convention, about he intended to resign to return to California. Energy 
800 delegates or “messengers” from across California Secretary Hazel O’Leary, out of favor, also was quit- 
passed the resolution to shun all Disney movies, parks ting, officials said. 
and products. Transportation Secretary Federico Pena and Hous- 

Wednesday’s action came five months after the ing Secretary Henry Cisneros were expected to leave, as 
Southern Baptists’ national organization took a similar well, administration officials said. White House offi- 
vote in New Orleans in protest of company policies that cials were waging a behind-the-scenes campaign for 
members say “promote” homosexuality and conflict Attorney General Janet Reno to go; she wants to stay. 
with Christian values. There were varying reasons for the staff reshuf- 

“We would like to see Disney come back to the old fling. Some, like presidential senior advisor George 
Disney that we know,” said the Rev. Wiley Drake, Stephanopoulos, made no secret of the fact they are 
pastor of the First Southern Baptist Church in Buena worn out. [End quoting] 
Park and main architect of the boycott effort. “This My take on this is: Most of these people are “jump- 
vote just brings awareness to California Baptists and ing off’, like rats on a sinking ship, to try to get as far 
other people.” [End quoting] away as possible from what is about to happen. 

The Baptists, as most folks, have been hoodwinked, 
betrayed and fooled by Disney since their beginnings. WOE TO THE TRAVELER WHO 
Several years ago CONTACT published detailed ex- TRIES TO READ AND ESCAPE TV 
amples of how the Disney organization used sly, subtle 
propaganda, brainwashing and mind-control material Excerpted from THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles, 
in their publications, movies, theme parks, etc. My 11/14/96, [quoting:] 
take is that the main difference now is they are doing Some friends from Moscow once introduced me to 

alovely Russian custom. 
Before embarking on a trip, you sit quietly for a few 

minutes on your suitcase to guarantee a safe return and 
to get into a meditative frame of mind for the journey. 

Today anyone looking for a few quiet moments in 
the place where many Americans begin their jour- 
neys-an airport departure gate-is in for big trouble. 

Besides all the other distractions, there’s often a 
new one: a flickering TV set. 1 first began encountering 
these televisions some months ago, and I did some 
research to find out how widespread they are. It turns 
out that televisions are installed at more than 1,000 
gates in more than 25 major American airports. 

The sets usually hang from the ceiling, exasperat- 
ingly out of reach for anyone trying to turn off the 
sound. Woe to the traveler who has an extra hour or two 
and hopes to read a book. You can’t escape. And surely 
many people want to. At gates cursed with the televi- 
sions, most of the passengers are trying to talk, work or 
read. But the penetrating TV noise needles itself into 
the conversations and onto the pages. 

Who is being served here? Travelers haven’t asked 
for the televisions. The sets are there because there’s 
big money to be made from the commercials they show. 
Last year Nielsen Media Research reported that 8.4 
million people a month saw airport TV ads. Millions in 
advertising dollars get divided among the three parties 
involved in the venture: the airport, the airline whose 
gate is used and the CNN Airport Network, which 
provides the programming. 

It’s not only in airports that television is finding 
captive audiences, a phenomenon known in the adver- 
tising business as “place based media”. Channel One 
carries commercials along with its programming into 
thousands of school classrooms. Cafe USA is a TV 
network aimed at shopping mall food courts. 
MetroVison’s Commuter Channel screens hang silently 
above the subway platforms of many cities 

Happily, a recent Turner empire attempt aimed at 
supermarket shoppers, the Check Out Channel, failed. 
NBC has been test-marketing the idea, however. “Our 
mission is to sell eyeballs to advertisers,” the executive 
running the project has said. 

Specially tailored TVprogramming is already creep- 
ing into doctors’ waiting rooms. What’s next? The 
Traffic Jam and Toll Plaza Network? 

In public places, television is a form of pollution, 
like cigarette smoke. Smoke can at least be partly 
sucked away by a good ventilation system. The noise of 
an unwr?!ed television can’t be. But you can regulate 
unwanted noise. Many communities place restrictions 
on jet skis, leaf blowers and snowmobiles. 

Thirty years ago people would have laughed at the 
idea of limiting smoking in public, but today, in the 
airports of many cities, including San Francisco, where 
I live, smokers have to go to a special room. Why not 
a room for TV watchers7 [End quoting] 

Most people do not realize the extent that “big 
brother” has entered their lives. If you have been 
exposed to any stories or writings of the details of the 
future of “big brother” it always contains something 
about the all seeing eye-THE TV MONITOR-but of 
course it’s much more than a screen that you watch and 
listen to. The “bie brother” TV is a two-wav svstem 
with built in transceiver and camera. It can monitor 
everv word and movement YOU make within its ranee. 

Even more subtle and worse is that they can m 
gram vou and euide vour moods, thinkine and ac- 
tions with the unseen-subliminal-and unheard- 
subaudio-messages and frequencies with which they 
bombard you through the TV. 

Now do you see why you’ll have a very hard time 
trying to stop the proliferation of these monster-beast 
monitors. They are the eyes and ears of “big brother” 
all wrapped up in a box for YOUR ENTERTAIN- 
MENT!! And don’t forget vour children have those 
nice boxes at school. From what is said above do vou 
think the idiot box vou have at home is anv differ- 
ent??? WAKE UP AMERICA!!! 
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Latest JournaC Goes To Press 

Ancient Elite Roots 
Of Mind Control 

Editor’s note: Readers, please keep in mind that mander Ashtar. Vegan met with Tuella, captivated her 
there is currently quite a long delay, due to lack of imagination, and she became the ONLY place that, for 
funds, between the time that we announce the latest a handsome fee ($4’S), you could write in and get 
Journal here. only now completed in the writing stage personal readings. 
and ready to go to press, and when thut new Journal is Readers, REASON and good sense would tell you 
actually printed and available. this COULD NOT be true in identification if you be- 

lieved ANYTHING “else” the speaker told you. Why 
1 l/12/96 #1 HATONN do you demand to have unseen energies to worship and 

human physical impersonators to “prove” something? 
FOREWORD NEITHER IS APPROPRIATE. YOU MUST REALIZE 

TRUTH FROM THE FACTS WHICH PRESENT, AND 
YOU WANT A REVELATOR WE AS THE GUIDES AND TEACHERS MUST 

PRESENT THE REALITY OF WHAT HAS HAPPENED 
In our search for Truth I often feel that I become an SO THAT YOU CAN AWAKEN FROM THE INDUCED 

Advertising Agency when you want a REVELATOR of STUPOR FOISTED OFF ON YOU AS UNSUSPECT- 
unknown, unheard and unseen things. Why? Because ING BEINGS. 
you can more easily DISCOUNT information in which Because ‘MIND” and “thought” is all there is, you 
you have no confirmation or backup, if it more effec- have to understand that you become exactly what you 
tively pleases your senses. “think”. So, in order to enslave you, it is a requirement 

Well, sorry readers, I am NOT a ?evelator”. I that you be given programmed “thoughts” so that you 
simply reveal Truth so that YOU can set your lives BECOME what is desired by the unGodly beings work- 
toward right directions and choices. I am NOT a ing for God’s adversary. 
“Christian” -1 am a CHRIST-ian. I revere GOD in May I please share with you portions of a book, The 
Goodness, Truth, and Being. Illuminati Formula Used to Create an Undetectable 

Even though I ask you readers to NOT question me Total Mind ControlledSlave, by Fritz Springmeier and 
about channels and another’s product of information- Cisco Wheeler? I only wish to now use excerpts from 
I am continually badgered about one or another of the the “Introduction by Fritz”. 
speakers on your place as you brush interchanges with You have, readers, the perfect EXAMPLE of a 
them. I am again most recently asked about one Tuella. living being having undergone the worst kind of Mon- 

“What do you think about Tuella?” I am asked. I arch Mind Warp in Cathy O’Brien and even she and 
don’t! I observe that much of Tuella’s early work was Mark Phillips, her deprogrammer, are stunned at how 
quite valid and so too does that mean much is now large the problem remains. And these are only ex- 
valid. However, a few years back she “was had” by a amples of the extreme programs. The daily barrage of 
quite physical, human, cheating, lying con-man who programming to you-the-people is far more blatant, yet 
presented as Vegan, the illegitimate SON of Corn- subtle, in presentation. But it works for the Evil- 

WE NEED YOUR HELP! 
PLEASE CONSIDER SPONSORING . 

A PHOENIX JOURNAL 

The cost for printing the PHOENIX JOURNALS in sufficient quantities to offer 
them at rock bottom prices is always a serious challenge to our financial resources. At 
this time we need financial assistance to help cover the printing costs of the JOUR- 
NALS. If you are in a position to assist, please call PHOENIX SOURCE DISTRIBU- 
TORS, INC. at (SOO)SOO-5565 and ask for Brent. 

We would like to extend our thanks once again to those of you whohave helped us 
so greatly in the past. Without your assistance we would not have come this far. 

pretenders-to-the Throne of the New World Order 
through the Illumaniti as this group of Elites came to 
label themselves. 

[QUOTING:] 

There are many dangers to the human race, some 
real and some imagined. I believe that the trauma- 
based mind control which this book exposes is the 
greatest danger to the human race. It gives evil men the 
power to carry out any evil deed totally undetected. 

[H: Ah, you might argue that there is no “trauma- 
based” anything foisted off on you. Oh? When you 
can’t have health care; when your babies are hooked 
on drugs; when you become hooked on drugs; when 
your stability is removed, your welfare withdrawn, 
your job lost, your income gone, your physical beings 
are sick, and on and on-THAT IS TRAUMA OF 
THE WORST RIND FOR IT IS NEVER RECOG- 
NIZED. When a loving man, who is desperate to get 
food and health care to a bleeding and hungry child- 
can’t-is this not the worst kind of trauma and 
torture? When a man then moves away to leave 
because he can’t survive in his settineis this not 
CONTROL? What will happen to all those LEFT 
without welfare? If they become state property they 
will simply be molded into more submissive slaves or 
tools for disruption to organized and peaceful com- 
munity. How many men leave the woman to fend for 
herself and babies which he has fathered? Now 
think about it, readers--be honest-how many? It is 
not the “lower class” who perpetrates this-it bap- 
pens right before your eyes as there are Wfairs” 
and the male just takes off somewhere to his own life 
and discards, to the winds, his responsibilities. Per- 
haps he never stops ucaring” or Yoving” or what- 
ever-but the results are the same-severe trauma 
to those trying to survive in a world of hurt. I might 
add that within a goodly person that guilt will reside 
the rest of his eonseions days, in one form or another. 
Those kinds of DEBTS can’t ever be repaid, even in 
money-but survival funds would certainly have 
helped. 

Many of these men will say, “Oh, but I knew she/ 
he would do ok!” Oh? How knowest thou that? They 
are simply not there to see the pain, hunger, load of 
responsibility, hurt, welfare acceptance, digging to 
survive, and finally, making it or breaking from the 
pressures. Neither do the offspring or ones left ever 
forget or trust again-even if they forgive and carry 
on with their individual lives. This usually leaves an 
equally unbalanced second family, as guilt deprives 
the children of such unions without that which they 
can have, because the debt is still due and owing to 
the original seed. Ah, readers, it is truly a painful 
pathway as you drift further into the morass of a 
world gone nuts.] 

By the time the astute reader finishes this book, 
they will be as familiar with how to carry out trauma- 
based mind control as some of the programmers. An- 
cient and more recent secrets will no longer be secrets. 
[H: Hopefully, you will also come to know how to 
carry out DEPROGRAMMING.] 

The centerpiece of these organizations is the trauma- 
based mind control that they carry out. Without the 
ability to carry out this sophisticated type of mind 
control using MPD [Multiple Personality Disorder], 
drugs, hypnosis and electronics and other control meth- 
odologies, these organizations would fail to keep their 
dark evil deeds secret. When one of the mind-control 
programmers of the Church of Scientology, who has 
left Scientology, was asked about MPD, he said, “It’s 
the name of the game of mind control.” 

[H: Ekkers, in their never-ending badgering by 
such as Green, et al., are accused of not only mind- 
warping practices such as Doris bringing into total 
control a whole audience of unsuspecting captives, 
she is also classified as a Multiple Personality Disor- 
der person by such notable authorities of lying 
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speakings as Ann Beam, who has written to lawyers, 
judges and newspapers this edict. The facts are that 
Doris Ekker is neither of the above. Doris becomes 
one of the most effective DEPROGRAMMERS on 
your globe. Why? Because we deal in truth of both 
actuality and circumstance. There is never any 
deviation from the concept of truth in happenings 
from this chair-not now or ever. How can you learn 
to discern? KNOW ALL YOU CAN ABOUT THE 
INFORMATION AND THE PEOPLE (SPEAKERS). 
IF THE SPEAKER GIVES YOU MULTIPLE STO- 
RIES ABOUT ANYTHING-BE SUSPICIOUS. Our 
stories NEVER change except as memory may fail 
and omit something-but will never invent anything. 
“They*, especially Green and his agent, Beam, in- 
vent a new story to tell each time the scenario is laid 
forth. This means that, at the least, only one tale can 
be correct and, more likely, NONE OF THE TALES 
ARE EVEN REMOTELY CLOSE TO TRUTH. So it 
comes to you who would be trying to discern: Who 
might be the truthbearer and who might be the lying 
cheat with ultimate motives of getting something for 
the agony produced? And WHO gets the money? 
The lawyers!] 

Research into this subject will never be complete. 
The book has tried to give a comprehensive view of how 
the programming is done. .The basic techniques were 
developed in German, Scottish, Italian, and English 
Illuminati families and have been done for centuries. 
[H: Indeed, you now come full circle to the some 13 
families who control the world through their power 
through THAT CONTROL. GO READ THE PRO- 
TOCOLS OF ZION AND YOU WILL FIND THE 
METHODOLOGY FORTHE MASS CONTROL OF 
SOCIETIES AND NOT JUST INDIVIDUALS.] 

Some of the techniques go all the way back to 
ancient Egypt and ancient Babylon to the ancient mys- 
tery religions. The Nazis are known to have studied 
ancient Egyptian texts in their mind-control research. 
The records and secrets of the generational Illuminati 
bloodlines are very-well guarded secrets. Even when 
I’ve learned about the location of secret depositories of 
some of the Illuminati’s secrets in Europe, America, 
and Asia, their records and secrets are too well-guarded 
to be examined. 

The intelligence agencies, such as MI-6, began 
investgating these mind-control techniques early this 
century, but their records have been routinely destroyed 
and tampered with. There are some survivors and 
professionals who know that the British used pro- 
grammed trauma-based MPD (DID) agents in WW-1. 
In Jan, 1987, Richard Kluft submitted an article to the 
American Journal ofclinical Hypnosis about 8 MPD 

patients who were between 60 and 72 years of age. 
Traugott Konstantin Oesterreich (1880-1949), who 

was professor of philosophy at Tubingen University, 
Germany, studied MPD and demonic possession and 
wrote a classic study of it in 192 1 entitled Possession 
Demonical & Ofher, which was translated into English 
in 1930. His classic work on this subject provides 
documented cases which reveal that the basic trauma- 
based mind control was going on in Germany, France 
and Belgium long before the 20th century. Although he 
is unable to put together all the pieces and the clues for 
what they are, the reader of this book might enjoy 
reading the 1930 English translation of his classic 
work.... 

The Germans and Italians under the Nazi and 
Fascist governments began to do serious scientific re- 
search into trauma-based mind control. Under the 
auspices of the Kaiser Wilhelm Medical Institute in 
Berlin, Joseph Mengele conducted mind-control re- 
search on thousands of twins, and thousands of other 
hapless victims. Himmler supervised genetic research. 

[H: Please note that the Nazi-Fascist units and 
ruling power-were from the lineage of the ANTI- 
CHRIST/GOD groupings of humanoids. The ulti- 
mate leaders of these experiments were Khazarian 
“false” Jews calling themselves originally, THE SER- 
PENT PEOPLE (RACE). This “serpent” is even 
reflected in the logos of the so-called medical profes- 
sion. 

While you are trying and trying to figure out 
WHO IS WHO-it becomes VERY SIMPLE; there 
is Christ-ness and non-Christ-ness. If that which is 
non-Christ-ness is the practice of a person-he is 
NOT OF CHRIST/GOD. You don’t have to “figure” 
and “calculate” further. All you have to do is learn 
to live beside the individual WITHOUT BECOM- 
ING THE INDIVIDUAL OR ACCEPTING HIS EVIL 
CONCEPTS. Remember that “evil” (the term) is 
simply the pulling away from the path TO GOOD- 
NESS. Sin is defined AS ERROR DISTRACTING 
FROM THE PATHWAY TO TRUTH AND GOOD- 
NESS.] 

[END OF QUOTING] 

I don’t wish to further belabor the subject in this 
“Foreword” but over the next weeks we will be delving 
into these subjects quite deeply. We will also be 
thanking these same authors for their research into the 
13 families and the sharing of that information. The 
one thing the Evil Empire cannot endure-IS LIGHT 
AND TRUTH SHOWN.UPON THEM. 

The most DANGEROUS TOOLS of these manipu- 

lators are the Bible Thumpers who distort truth to suit 
the needs of the controllers while YOU pounce on 
anyone who denies that all in such “Bibles” is absolute 
truth but simply might, as well, be manipulated to suit 
the needs of the preachers’ controllers. CHRIST IS 
FREEDOM, NOT DOGMA OR DOCTRINE! 

I find that you look repeatedly for definitions or 
concepts of THE ONE, (ATON). You pronounce that 
entity as non-existent, an Egyptian Fable and thus and 
so while your preachers ramble on and on about “some” 
God and “some” Christ by their favorite names. No, 
“Aton” is the symbol, the definition of “THE ONE”- 
IN THIS INSTANCE, LIGHT OR SOURCE. It is, 
indeed, an ancient Egyptian term and was usually 
represented as the “source” or the “Sun” without which 
life could not flourish. 

I want you to watch WHAT YOU THINK AND DO 
AS CHRISTMAS APPROACHES! ALL OF YOU: SEE 
WHAT YOU THINK AND WHAT YOU DO! 

No indeed, I do not wish to destroy the one time of 
the year when you turn to some sort of goodness in 
expression in a human setting. BUT WATCH AND 
EXPERIENCE, REALLY EXPERIENCE, THAT 
WHICH YOU SEE, HEAR AND DO AT THIS HOLI- 
DAY SEASON-AND SEE IF IT REALLYREFLECTS 
GOD AND GOODNESS IN ALL ASPECTS OF THE 
REPRESENTATION OF THE “BIRTHING” OF 
GOODNESS AS IN A CHILD. 

1 would add something here that might well be very 
personal for the very act of which I will speak is ONLY 
of loving and giving. Dharma receives many cards and 
letters, gifts of everything from a handkerchief, to a 
doll or a coin to use in the colloidalizing processing. 
These are truly what the”thought” is about, readers, for 
NOBODY HAS TO DO THIS BECAUSE IT IS EITHER 
EXPECTED, DEMANDED OR NECESSARY. Every- 
one has their own family to attend; it is a time of over 
spending anyway, and yet, the loving remembrances 
that say I Love You are presented. Bless those thoughts 
and bless you for caring, for otherwise, we have no 
purpose in continuing our work. We can survive the 
crises and troubles because of this BROTHERHOOD, 
this direction in sharing, and TRUTH-simple TRUTH. 
MAY WE ALWAYS WALK WITH GOD, ALLAH, 
ATON THAT OUR LIGHT MAY SHINE FORTH. 

Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn 
November 12, 1996 

Title: 

MND- 
WARP 

Asyou journey through this obstacle course, called 
human experience-beware the pitfalls of mind-warp- 
ing intentions. The world is over/lowed with controls 
placed upon your minds and you have LOST YOUR 
WAY. Either you light a mind with brilliance in Truth 
or the minds of man will wither in the darkness of 
ignorance and enslavement. 
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make it to be. 

Health Advice, 
I consider total vegetarian diets to be as detrimen- 

tal to bodies as is leeching or bleeding. 
Hundreds of well-intentioned people continue to 

tq to come up with solutions for cancer, etc. But what 
they do is further unbalance the body already compro- 
mised. Stop it. And no, I am not particularly in favor 

with 

A short personal note for Zita, even though it is 
likely to apply to most who read this: Stop the overdos- 

11/13/96 #l HATONN 

A BIT OF 
FATHERLY ADVICE 

Now I note that some of you are feeling poorly on 
a regular basis. It is not that you are not getting the 
vitamins and minerals you need, but rather, that the 
bodies are readjusting to receiving them more a&ly 
and some of the ones that hype the system are now only 
offered in balanced amounts. If you wish, go ahead and 
take supplements. 

What is really happening, however, is that you tend 
to think a lot of something is going to keep you 
healthier-and it won’t. Unless you are SICK WITH 
INFECTION, it is better to take LESS of the Copper, 
Titanium, Silver and Gold. You are not infected YET 
with hyper-bugs and almost everything you are hit with 
can be handled in a short while by the immune system. 
However, you guys tend to take TOO MUCH and con- 
tinue to keep your bodies depleted of the GOOD GUYS. 
You are NOT helping your bodies, you are overloading 
them. This does NOT mean to stop everything-just 
one drop of everything is sufficient. You are getting, 
remember, all of everything you need in the vitamin/ 
mineral colloids. 

If you OVERDO the “antibiotic/antiseptic” solu- 
tions you will cause your body to react and reject all 
viral or bacterial flora and you have to have the good 
guys to make sure you can have digestion and ingestion 
in balance. If you need a “booster”-TRY BALANCE 
AND REST1 

I don’t care WHO or WHAT tells you to go vegetar- 
ian-DO NOT DO IT! YOU WILL NEVER HEAL 
UNTIL YOU HAVE A GOOD INPUT OF PROTEIN. 
THAT MEANS AT LEAST 14-16 OUNCES MINI- 
MUM OF MEAT, EGGS, DAIRY PRODUCTS OR 
WHOLE SOY PRODUCT. THE BODY CANNOT 
HEAL AND MUSCLE CANNOT BE BUtLT IF YOU 
DON’T PROVIDE SUBSTANTIAL PROTEIN OF THE 
WHOLE VARIETY AND THERE ARE NO VEG- 
ETABLES ABLE TO PRODUCE THE WHOLE PROD- 
UCT IN QUANTITIES ENOUGH TO SUFFICE TO 
“HEAL” A SICK BODY. A body has to have proper 
SUBSTANCE from which to build and balance itself. 

When I speak of dairy products I don’t necessarily 
mean “milk”-1 mean cheeses a’nd eggs (those things 
you consider from the dairy counters). I want the 
chicken cooked to temperatures enough to pasteurize- 
and don’t eat raw eggs unless you know where they 
come from. We have to circumvent the most prevalent 
source of salmonella running about today. In a compro- 
mised body you also need those cooked foods which 
disallow E. coli (a very prevalent organism) to thrive. 
If you have to have raw vegetables-wash them or 
sprinkle with food grade hydrogen peroxide to keep the 
invaders to a minimum c&n& 

My further suggestion is‘that when you eat “out” 
and can’t attend the food yourself-make sure you have 

ing on everything. Keep a good intake of vitamins and 
Gaiandriana along with minerals-but the usual regu- 
lar dosage is sufficient. TAKE A LOT OF INTESTI- 
NAL FLORA FOR A FEW DAYS TO REGAIN SUFFI- 

enough hydrogen peroxide in your drinking water- CIENT BOWEL BALANCE-AND LIVE NOR- 
AND DRINK ENOUGH-to get hydrogen peroxide MALLY. Keep the pain shut-down and simply, intel- 
into the digestive tract and it will take care of the ligently measure your activities so that you allow every- 
invaders THERE. thing to HEAL. Do as much as you FEEL like doing but 

People, don’t play with these things for every infec- listen to your body-if it hurts, consider WHY. Keep 
tious organism is now capable of instant combination up intake of silica to get those bones back to laying 
and recombination with viruses. Remember that vi- calcium. It’s time to get well now so that you can 
ruses are simply crystalline imitation life forms. But experience a quality of living beyond the abusive meth- 
they mutate to each host. You also have to keep up the ods of the healers. You do NOT have to become the 
level of your body flora lest you be overwhelmed by wheel-chair to use the help when appropriate. WIS- 
invaders. Those natural bacteria keep the others in DOM MUST BE THE GUIDELINE-NOT ALL THE 
harmless balance. “HELPERS” TRYING TO MAKE CONTRIBUTION 

People get so intent on doing the right things and IN THEIR INABILITY TO ASSIST TO THE LEVEL 
-yet, when it is not working--don’t just die. I DO NOT OF THEIR WISHES. Your body is YOUR body- 
EVER RECOMMEND TOTAL VEGETARIAN DIETS. demand that it perform and offer it that which it needs 
Some people can live on grapes or air. MOST WILL to perform properly, and then EXPECT it to return the 
SIMPLY DIE. To build muscles and, as you can see, response as directed. Also, go forth when opportunity 
Zita is so deplete in muscle-building elements as to be comes to experience in joy and pleasure-for if you 
wasting away and cannot support the skeletal system. have to live as an invalid-you-will become invalid. If 
GET SOME MEAT INTO YOURSELVES. You don’t you treat your body as a crippled entity-it will con- 
have to kill the cow-to have a hamburger. You are not tinue to serve up cripple. Handicaps are to be simply 
saving the cows at this point-you are simply using the overcome-“ cripple” is of the mind. This does NOT 
lives of the cows already sacrificed. mean to abuse a compromised body any more than to 

We are going to introduce the amino acids and continue to let the termites eat your house. Get the 
other necessary-but-not-easily-available supplements termites under control and shore up the house-you 
to the growing fields for balancing out the PROTEINS don’t continue to break the boards by stomping them. 
in spelt, our beans, etc. A supplementation of algae and AND, WHO CARES HOW LONG IT TAKES?!? 
brewer’s yeast is also good to make sure you have a full WHAT’S THE BIG, ALL-FIRED HURRY? You can 
range of additional B-vitamins. However, life doesn’t “cop a plea” ANYTIME along the way! God is right 
have to be so complicated as all of you seem to wish to there! ! 
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The Untold Historv 
J 

Of America 
Part XIII of a Series 

Editor’s note: Part I 01 this bold series was and television is the prime tool for its psychological 
presented in the g/13/96 issue of CONTACT; Part II implementation. Beyond telling us exactly what to 
was presented in the g/20/96 issue; Part III was pre- “think” and showing us exactly how to “behave”, the 
sented in the g/27/96 issue; Part IV was presented in vast majority of TV programming is designed to keep 
the 9/3/96 issue; Part V was presented in the us confused, disorganized and distracted with matters 
9/X0/96 issue; Part VI was presented in the 9/l 7/96 of no real importance. Of course, lots of glitter always 
issue; Part VII was presented in the 9124196 issue; helps to sugar-coat the nonsense. 
Part VIII was presented in the IO/l/96 issue; Part IX Back in 1941, another form of mind control/be- 
was presented in the10/8/96 issue;Part X was pre- havior modification was being tested under the guise 
sented in the1 O/15/96 issue; Part XI was presented of a “truth drug” program. This was being done by the 
in the 10/22/96 issue; Part XII was presented in the Office of Strategic Services (O.S.S. -the forerunner 
1 l/5/96 issue. of the Central Intelligence Agency {C.I.A.} during 

World War II), and involved slipping L.S.D. (a power- 
11/13/96 RAY BILGER ful hallucinogenic drug) to unwitting American citi- 

zens in real life situations. The series of experiments 
The Sioux Indians have always believed that to was originated under William Donovan, founder and 

dream of the sacred stones was, considered a great director of the O.S.S., and also included the use of 
honor. They believed that such dreams carried with marijuana, mescaline and other drugs. 
them the requirement that the person dreaming about The first experiments were done on volunteers from 
the sacred stones must arrange their life in accordance the U.S. Army and the O.S.S. These first volunteers 
with the information imparted in connection with the became known as “Donovan’s Dreamers”. A memo 
dream. This obligation was as binding as the neces- intended to halt the research had stated that “the drug 
sity of fulfilling a vow, and disregard of either was (L.S.D.) defies all but the most expert...analysis”, and 
said to be punished by the forces of Nature. it was considered to be impractical. But that didn’t 

Brave Buffalo was a prominent Sioux medicine stop the research. 
man of the Standing Rock Reservation. At the age of In 1943, Captain George Hunter White continued 
73, in 1911, he described his dream of the sacred the research. The O.S.S. was disbanded after World 
stones, (quoting:) War II, but Captain White continued the experiments 

When I was ten years of age I looked at the land of administering the behavior modifying drugs. In 
and the rivers, the sky above, and the animals around 1947, the C.I.A. replaced the O.S.S. By 1954 Captain 
me and could not fail to realize that they were made by White had become a high-ranking Federal Narcotics 
some great power. I was so anxious to understand this Bureau officer on loan to the C.I.A. on a part-time ba- 
power that I questioned the trees and the bushes. It sis. This is where the story really gets interesting. 
seemed as though the flowers were staring at me, and White had rented an apartment in Greenwich Vil- 
I wanted to ask them “Who made you?” I looked at lage in New York City and had it equipped with one- 
the moss-covered stones; some of them seemed to have way mirrors, surveillance gadgets, and then disguised 
the features of a man, but they could not answer me. himself as a Navy seaman. He drugged unsuspecting 
Then I had a dream, and in my dream one of these acquaintances with L.S.D. and then brought them back 
small round stones appeared to me and told me that to his apartment. In 1955 this operation was moved to 
the maker of all was Wakan Tanka, and that in order San Francisco. 
to honor him I must honor his works in Nature. The In San Francisco, these experiments were estab- 
stone said that by my search I had shown myself wor- lished in safehouses under the code name of Operation 
thy of supernatural help. It said that if I were curing a Midnight Climax. Midnight Climax hired prostitutes 
sick person I might ask its assistance, and that all the who would lure men from bars back to the safehouses 
forces of Nature would help me work a cure. (End quot- after their drinks had been spiked with L.S.D. White 
ing) would film these events in his “national security broth- 

Careful observation today shows that there are not els” for the purpose of enabling the C.I.A. to experi- 
many young people in America who still carry on the ment with extracting information from men during 
search for meaning in life. That search has been re- lovemaking. These experiments continued until 1963. 
placed by television which provides young people with Was it this program that gave birth to the practice used 
a ready explanation of the world. Most young people today, where Congressmen and other government offr- 
today have been subjected to television their entire life. cials are blackmailed by filming them with prostitutes? 
And studies have shown that they accept the realities As has already been said, behavior modification is 
presented on TV as true. all about control. This control (of the masses) has al- 

But people of all ages are now subjected to the mes- ways been achieved through the control of knowledge 
merizing effect of TV. The level of success of propa- and information. This requires that those in control 
ganda today is due in large measure to mass media, will always have knowledge and information not avail- 

able to the general population. And the entire mind- 
and behavior-control system is interconnected with the 
educational system, the financial system, in essence, 
into every facet of our lives. Our educational system 
is not there to inform students, it is strictly for indoc- 
trinating them into the New World Order. 

Prior to the 1960s there was not much other’than a 
house or car that was bought on credit. The 1960s saw 
the large-scale introduction of credit cards, which 
quickly became very popular. People were encouraged 
to buy today what they might not be able to afford un- 
til much later. This was a clever way to make the 
masses slaves to the Elite’s financial system. Today, 
however, the use of credit cards has been expanded into 
a requirement, so that you cannot even reserve a hotel 
room or a rental car without one of these pieces of plas- 
tic, no matter how much cash you may have. Your name 
and your word no longer count, and even your cash 
may soon be obsolete. 

Another thing which really became popular in the 
1960s was the opinion poll. Public opinion polling 
can be directly linked to the major think tanks. These 
polls are not used to measure public opinion, they are 
used to direct and manipulate public opinion in a given 
direction (more behavior modification). One might 
wonder who they actually poll. Do you know anyone 
who has ever been questioned by these polls’? 

The decade of the 1960s was the period where many 
new forms of mass mind- and behavior-control were 
introduced on a large scale. The use of L.S.D., mari- 
juana and other mind- and behavior-altering substances 
was promoted through rock music and behind-the- 
scenes channels, and created an entire drug culture 
which redirected developing and evolving minds into 
more mindless directions (remember, we entered the 
fringes of the Photon Belt about 1962). thereby avoid- 
ing any possible correction of America’s downhill slide. 
We were encouraged instead to turn on, tune in, and 
drop out (of spciety). This was the era of Free Love. 

The advances in technology during the decade of 
the 1960s were such that we were led to believe that 
we would soon be able to have more leisure time in the 
modern world. Again, just the opposite was true. With 
all of the new electronic gadgets that were created, 
coupled with ever-more-clever advertising telling us 
we needed to have these things, the masses were left 
with no time to stop and think. 

In conjunction with all this, there were those who 
dia use their free time to protest against the war in 
Vietnam (all wars are for mind control and behavior 
modification), and to protest other problems people 
found with our government. In order to put an end to 
all this protesting, and to continually escalate the level 
of control over the masses, the cost of living was slowly 
increased, while real wages were kept low, so that to- 
day both husbands and wives must work to make ends 
meet. This author grew up in the 1950s and 1960s 
and saw very few if any households where the wives 
worked. Wives were called housewives and were kept 
busy with the very important work of raising the fam- 
ily and maintaining the household, while the primary 
role of the husband was as the breadwinner. Today, of 
course, we have television to babysit the children while 
both parents work! 

Today, the collective human mind is constantly 
bombarded with ever-increasing changes, events, and 
contradictory information. This causes mental over- 
load, where the mind switches off and becomes sub- 
servient. Our Elite One World Controllers are indeed 
quite clever. 

The three major television networks in America are 
A.B.C., C.B.S. and N.B.C. In Part VIII of this *cries, 
this author pointed out the connections of N.B.C. to 
major players in the New World Order. As well, A.B.C. 
has had on its board of directors people connected to 
J.P. Morgan Co.; Metropolitan Life; Morgan Guaranty 
Trust; I.B.M.; Kuhn, Loeb & Co. (Rothachilds); Chase 
Manhattan Bank (RockefeIIer/Rothschilds); General 
Motors; Schroders Inc. of London (connected to fund- 
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ing of Hitler); Manufacturers Hanover (Rothschilds); We are grateful to the Washington Post, the New 
Citibank (Rothschilds); the Federal Reserve; the York Times, Time magazine and other great publica- 
Hoover Institution; Time magazine; Ford Foundation; tions whose directors have attended our meetings and 
and Marine Midland Bank. As you can see, A.B.C. respected their promises of discretion for almost forty 
almost looks like a clone of N.B.C. A.B.C. was taken years. 
over by Cities Communications, which has connections It would have been impossible for us to develop 
with Brown Brothers Harriman, which has close ties our plan for the world if we had been subject to the 
to the Bank of England. bright lights of publicity during those years. But the 

C.B.S., on the other hand, is remarkably different! world is now more sophisticated and prepared to march 
Their board of directors has included people connected towards a world government. The supranatural sover- 
to Kuhn, Loeb & Co. (Rothschilds); the Trilateral Com- eignty of an intellectual Elite and world bankers is 
mission; the Federal Reserve Bank of New York; Chase surely preferable to the national autodetermination 
Manhattan Bank (RockefellerVRothschilds); Council on practiced in past centuries. (End quoting) 
Foreign Relations; Brookings Institution; Manufactur- And Richard Salant, former President of C.B.S. 
ers Hanover Bank (Rothschilds); Schroder Bank; Ford News, has stated confidently, “Our job is to give people 
Foundation; Rand Corporation; Tavistock institute; and not what they want, but what we decide they ought to 
the Bilderberg group. Well, come to think of it, C.B.S. have.” 
doesn’t really look much different than A.B.C., which Psychological methods have been employed to con- 
is almost a clone of N.B.C. trol the masses long before the name psychological was 

Since the Elite One World Controllers own and coined and applied to such methods. It is, in fact, the 
operate A.B.C., C.B.S. and N.B.C., not to mention the psychological method which has raised (or lowered, if 
New York Times, the Washington Post, the Los Angeles you will) the entire field of mind control and behavior 
Times, the Boston Globe, Reuters, Associated Press modification to an exact science. In the area of educa- 
(A.P.), United Press International (U.P. I.), Cable News tion, for example, psycho/socio-behavioral programs 
Network (C.N.N.), etc., etc., etc., can we expect them are used throughout America to “educate” students for 
to tell us the truth, or just more lies and propaganda to the New World Order. 
control us?? Students are basically presented with increasingly 

With the above information in mind, it should come hard hitting affective minicourses until a psychologi- 
as no surprise to know that David Rockefeller said in cal condition known as threshold is reached. Thresh- 
1991 at the annual meeting of the Bilderbergers in old is defined by psychologists as “the severity of stimu- 
Baden Baden, Germany, (quoting:) lus tolerated before a change of behavior occurs.” It is 

7-E wowJ 
Tapes, Transcriptions & Videos 

Donations to cover the costs of tapes are $4.00 for one tape, $6.00 for two 
tapes and $2.50 per tape for three or more, except where otherwise noted. 
Postage is included in tape prices. 

Please send check or money order to: TtfE WORD, P.O. Box 6194,Tehachapi, 
CA 93582 or call 805-822-4176 if you have questions or you wish to use your 
Visa, Discover or Master Card. 

If you desire to automaticallyreceive tapes from future meetings, please send 
at least a $50 donation from which tape costs will be deducted. We will try to 
notify you as your balance reaches zero. 

The following is a partial list of older items but including all of the most 
current meeting dates, with the number of tapes in bold, in parentheses, and 
mentioning if the meeting has a special focus: 

1/7/96The Trouble With Lawyers(Z); l/2 l/96(2); 
2/4/96 Jeff Rense’s “Fifth Column” interview (3);2/1 l/96 (3); 2/25/96 Christopher Reeve 
interview on ‘Larry King Live” (2); 3/l O/96 (3); 
3/l 7/96 (3)Deepak Chopra “The Wizard Within” 81 George Hunt ‘1987 Wilderness 
Conference”; 3/31/96 (2) Dr. Carlson D.D.S.; 4/l 4/96 (3); 4/28/96 (2)Desire 81 Intention; 
S/l 2/96 (3) Mother’s Day; 6/2/96 (3); 6/l l-1 2/96 (4) Beginning of New Phase; 
6/l 6/96 (4) Father’s Day; 6/23/96 (3) Major Ed Dames interview on “Remote Viewing”; 
6/30/96 (2); 7/l l/96(2) Wally Gentlemen & George Van Noy;7/21/96 (2);8/4/96 (2); 
8/l 7/96 (4) ‘Little Crow”; 8/l 8/96 (4) & 8/l 9/‘96 (3) Teddy from Canada 81 Commander 
Hatonn; 8/20/96 (2) Road Tour of Tehachapi; g/28/96 (4) David Icke; 
9/l /96 (3) Norio Hayakawa; g/8/96 (3) lUoCEMENT DAY- 1995, a dramatization; 
g/22/96 (4) Gary Wean & Field Report From The Clays; 1 O/6/96 (3) Farrakhan in Canada; 
11/2/96 (3) . 

the psychological level beyond which a program can- 
not be continued. Threshold refers to that set of con- 
ditions necessary to bring about desirable responses. 

Another technique used in American schools to- 
day, known as the encounter-group format, is designed 
to “break down” formed ideas and defenses so that the 
child will be influenceable and amenable to something 
new. That “something new”, however, may not be in 
the child’s long-term best interests. 

School counselors can launch all kinds of psycho/ 
socio-behavioral programs in local schools and even 
take these programs into the classroom. Psychologi- 
cal education has become an important part of the 
school counselor’s function. 

In addition to the above, psychological conflicts 
are deliberately created within the student. A number 
of behavioral experts have talked about inducing a psy- 
chological condition they call cognitive dissonance. 
Webster’s New Collegiate Dictionary defines cognitive 
dissonance as “a psychological conflict resulting from 
incongruous beliefs and attitudes held simultaneously”. 

Since all of this psychological educational curricu- 
lum comes from above, from state and/or federal lev- 
els, many teachers may not necessarily be aware of the 
exact role they are playing in destroying America’s 
youth! 

Thus, children who come out of schools in America 
today may understandably be a bit “screwed-up” men- 
tal& No problem. They can then visit our wonderful 
psychologists, psychotherapists and psychiatrists. Dr. 
G. Brock Chisholm, the first head of the World Fed- 
eration of Mental Health (a New World Order group), 
has said, (quoting:) 

What basic psychological distortion can be found 
in every civilization of which we know anything? The 
only psychological force capable of producing these 
perversions is morality-the concept of right and 
wrong. The re-interpretation and eventual eradication 
of the concept of right and wrong are the belated ob- 
jectives of nearly all psychotherapy. 

The pretense is made that to do away with right 
and wrong would produce uncivilized people, immo- 
rality, lawlessness, and social chaos. The fact is that 
most psychiatrists and psychologists and other re- 
spected people have escaped from moral chains and are 
able to think freely. (End quoting) 

Well, there’s the problem in a nut-shell. We’ve 
been taught what’s right and wrong. No wonder we’re 
so screwed-up! With this kind of logic at work, it’s a 
wonder any of us are sane. God help us if the above 
information is ever followed by the majority, for we 
will surely be doomed as a species. 

For a thorough first-hand examination and account 
of trauma-based psychological mind control, read the 
book TranceFormation of America, by Cathy O’Brien 
and Mark Phillips. It is truly shocking to learn what a 
“Monarch butterfly” must endure. 

In July of 1972, Dr. Gordon J.F. MacDonald, Presi- 
dent Johnson’s former science advisor, testified before 
the U.S. House of Representatives, Subcommittee on 
Oceans and International Environment, commenting 
on discoveries in low frequency research. He discussed 
how he had been involved in work to create electrical 
waves, that would be tuned to human brainwaves, 
within the atmosphere. He stated in part, (quoting:) 

The natural electrical rhythm of most mammalian 
brains, including man, is about 10 cycles per second, 
and there are indications that if you tune in at this fre- 
quency, that is, these low frequencies of about 10 cycles 
per second, you can produce changes in behavioral 
patterns or in responses. (End quoting) 

Again, these are the same Extremely Low Fre- 
quency (E.L.F.) waves being pulsed continuously by 
both Russia and by the United States through our 
G.W.E.N. (Ground Wave Emergency Network) system, 
and by our Space Shuttles! 

In 1977, the U.S. Defense Intelligence Agency 
(D-LA.) declassified a report describing how vast ad- 
vances in Soviet paychotronic technology an create 
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the ultimate Big Brother society, by using electronic 
mind-control techniques against populations to implant 
ideas and thoughts into the heads of unsuspecting vic- 
tims. And you thought your thoughts were your own 
thoughts? 

The September 12, 1988 edition of the New YorR 
Times reported that each G.W.E.N. tower is “relaying 
brief test messages every twenty minutes.” That was 
what they said in 1988. Do you think they were tell- 
ing the truth? What do you think they are doing to- 
day?? 

In 1990, Dr. Robert 0. Becker, author of The Body 
Electric and a top expert in biomagnetism, COT. nented 
on the G.W.E.N. system in the United States, (quot- 
ing:) 

G.W.E.N. is a superb system, in combination with 
cyclotron resonance, for producing behavioral alter- 
ations in the civilian population. The average strength 
of the steady geomagnetic field varies from place to 
place across the United States. Therefore, if one wished 
to resonate a specific ion in living things in a specific 
locality, one would require a specific frequency for that 
location. The spacing of G.W.E.N. transmitters 200 
miles apart across the United States would allow such 
specific frequencies to be ‘tailored’ to the geomagnetic- 
field strength in each G.W.E.N. area. (End quoting) 

An Associated Press report carried in the Septem- 
ber 11, 1994 issue of the Evansville Courier stated that 
on September 10, 1994, the Space Shuttle Discovery 
utilized a powerful green laser directed at key sections 
of North America and other parts of the globe. The 
September 26-October 2, 1994 issue of Defense News 
stated that, “During a checkout of the laser machine, 
pulses began emanating from Discovery at a rate of 
lo-cycles-per-second as the Shuttle flew over Manitoba, 
Canada. The lasers continued firing as Discovery cut 
across Wisconsin, Michigan, and the Northeast, head- 
ing out over the Atlantic Ocean near Maryland...” The 
public was told that this was for mapping purposes, 
but the use of the lo-cycles-per-second lasers would 
indicate that the only mapping done, if any, would have 
been mapping of the human brain! 

As you can see, the American public has been sub- 
jected to an unending barrage of mind control and be- 
havior modification systems and techniques, which, in 
modern times, have become all pervasive. 

Aside from all the mindless programming on tele- 
vision, from the degrading and demoralizing sitcoms, 
to the disgusting talk shows which seem to draw some 
of their guests from the ranks of America’s most per- 
verted and depraved citizens, there may be a need for 
us to watch some TV programming. But if it’s all lies 
and propaganda, why would we want to watch TV at 
all? A good question, especially considering what is 
revealed in the box to the right of this article. 

If we have access to alternative sources of infor- 
mation which reveal the real agenda our government 
is up to and the lies our government wants us to be- 
lieve, and if we ever want to do what we can to turn 
this mess around, then there may be good reason to 
observe the so-called TV news programs. 

If we can think for a moment in terms of military 
strategy; if you had a very clever and deceitful enemy 
and you wanted to outsmart and defeat that enemy, 
don’t you think you would want to know everything 
about that enemy? Of course you would! You would 
want to know when he slept, where he slept, when he 
ate, what he ate, where he went, what he said he was 
doing, what he was really doing, etc., etc. If you knew 
everything you could about such a clever and deceitful 
enemy, then you would be in a much better position to 
plan a successful strategy against that enemy. This is 
especially so if your enemy is lying to the masses, If 
you know the truth, and if you have discernment, then 
observing your enemy’s lies can reveal to you their real 
plans. 

In other words, if your enemy says he is doing 
something over here, but you know he is really doing 
something else over there, then you may be in a better 

position to plan a strategy accordingly to catch him in 
his own trap. 

What all this boils down to is this: mind control/ 
behavior modification may well be the greatest threat 
to humanity on this planet at this time. This is so be- 
cause the programming we have been and are being 
subjected to allows our Evil Elite Controllers to carry 
out any of their dastardly deeds virtually undetected, 
unless, of course, we have real discernment. A jet air- 
liner with important people on board who are in a po- 
sition to turn things around may be shot down by a 
beam weapon, but we are never told about those on 
board and never-told why it really crashed. Because of 
the way we have been programmed, and the use of con- 
stantly new distractions in the news, the entire inci- 
dent is soon forgotten by the masses. Those with al- 
ternative sources of information may have a better pic- 
ture of what is really happening. 

Remember, our Evil Elite One World Controllers 
are not above killing presidents, and the assassination 
of John F. Kennedy was ultimately just another very 
powerful and very successful mind-control operation!! 

Incredibly careful planning by our Controllers has 
today created a situation where any number of differ- 
ent scenarios might be played out on the masses, from 
devastating weather, to human-induced earthquakes, 
to a staged economic collapse, etc., etc., wherein the 
masses will be placed into a position where they are at 
an extreme disadvantage compared to those in control. 
Thus, when the masses are left in a situation where 
they are unable to deal with and cope with their plight, 
they will welcome with open arms the solution offered 
by their Controllers, and will march like lambs to their 
own slaughter. 

There are numerous examples where this has al- 
ready been done. One of them is the implementation 
of increasingly stringent gun control measures achieved 
by ever-increasing violence, as where a man is mind- 
controlled to go onto a school playground with a gun 
and open fire on the children. What few people real- 
ize, however, is the fact that when guns are outlawed 
only the outlaws will have guns, and the situation will 
be far worse than anyone had anticipated. No gun ever 
killed anyone! A gun requires a human being to oper- 
ate it. 

The way gun control and all other important mea- 
sures are implemented is through a gradual step-by- 
step process, i.e., the level of violence increases slowly 
over the years, and they only ban one type of gun at a 
time. This way, the American public does not realize 
that they are taking away our Second Amendment right, 
which is strictly for We-The-People to protect our- 
selves from tyrannical dictatorial government officials 
such as those we now have in power in Washington, 
D.C. But America’s Founders didn’t know that our 
rulers would have weapons far more powerful than our 
guns. Now, the use of those guns will only get us 
deaded. The only way we’ll take back our country to- 
day is through Wisdom. 

. ..To be continued 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
SOURCES 

(1) Educating For The New World Order, by 
Beverly K. Eakman, 1991, Halcyon House, a division 
of Educational Research Associates, Portland, Oregon, 
This book contains absolutely explosive and mind-bog- 
gling information on how our entire educational sys- 
tem in America has been designed by powerful forces 
to destroy our youth. They have been very successful 
thus far. 

(2) Operation Vampire Killer 2000, copyright 1992, 
by Police Against The New World Order, P.O. Box 
8712, Phoenix, Arizona 85066. This book, put together 
by Retired Police Officer Jack McLamb, is a well re- 
searched, thoroughly documented exposd of the New 
World Order, what it is, who is involved, and what you 
can do to help bring about its demise. 
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A Free And 
Independent 
PRESS 

Is Long Dead 
Editor’s note: In conjunction with the story 

‘o the left of this box, the following snapshot of 
robering and candid insight comes from 1953, a 
rolid 43 years ago now. How much more 
:ontrolled do you think the media is now? For 
Txampte, Richard A4. Cohan, Senior Producer of 
7BS political news said: “We are going to 
‘mpose OUR AGENDA on the coverage by 
ieating with issues and subjects that WE choose 
‘0 deal with. ” Richard Salant, former President 
If CBS News stated: “Our job is to give people 
rot what they want, but what WE decide they 
pught to have. ” Herman Dismore, foreign editor 
yf the New York Times from 1950 to 1960 said: 
“The New York Times is deliberately pitched to 
!he liberal (socialist) point of view. ” Waiter 
Zronkite: ‘News reporters are certainly liberal 
and left of center. ” 

We like to run this following message 
aeriodically, both as a caution to those still naive 
enough to think there is a free Press out there in 
the commerqial world controlled by the Elite, and 
as a special kind of “thank you” to our many, 
many readers who so consistently support and 
sncourage CONTACT. We are deeplv grateful 
for your constant and sincere messages ofpraise. 
Those often highly emotional “thank you ” note3 
pouring into the offices every day are what give 
us the necessary boost to keep on keeping on. 

JOHN SWINTON, THE FORMER CHIEF OE 
STAFF OF THE NEW YORK TIMES, CALLED BY 
HIS PEERS, ‘THE DEAN OF HIS PROFESSION-, 
WAS ASKED IN 1953 TO GIVE A TOAST BEFORE 
THE NEW YORK PRESS CLUB. HE RESPONDED 
WITH THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT: 

“There is no such thing, at this date of the world? 
history, in America, as an independent press. You 
know it and 1 know it. There is not one of you whc 
dares to write your honest opinions, and if you did, 
you know beforehand that it would never appear in 
print. 

“1 am paid weekly for keeping my honest opinions 
out of the paper 1 am connected with. Others of you 
are paid similar salaries for similar things, and any ol 
you who would be so foolish as to write honest opin. 
ions would be out on the streets looking for another 
job. If 1 allowed my honest opinions to appear in one 
issue of my paper, before twenty-four hours my occu- 
pation would be gone. 

“The business of the Journalist is to destroy truth; 
To lie outright; To pervert; To vilify; To fawn at the 
feet of mammon, and to sell his country and his race 
for his daily bread. You know it and 1 know i! and 
what folly is this toasting an independent press? Wo 
pre the tools and vassals for rich men behind the 
gcener. We are the jumping jacks, they pull the 
strings and we dance. Our taIents, our possibilities 
and our lives are all the property of other men. We 
are intellectual prostitutes.” 

_ -’ _ I’ 
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Responsible Effort Necessarv 
J 

To Sort Fact From Fiction 
1 l/14/96 #l FIATONN 

BE GENTLE-WE ARE 
BUT INDIVIDUALS 

I would speak first this morning about the team 
here as individuals. Moreover, these are individuals 
without benefit of superhuman strengths or ready an- 
swers. 

Each day brings an awakening to the same prob- 
lems faced by any other individual according to where 
any other might be in a transitioning world filled with 
confusionand manufactured problems meant to GVER- 
WHELM you into thoughtless, energyless, 
experiencers. Therefore, there occasionally needs to 
be a “Letters to the Readers” and, as we grow and 
expand into larger or more frequent papers, a “Letters 
to the Editors” Section in whatever paper we are able 
to offer. 

There is no magic here and the facts are that we 
have continually been hit by such assaults as to drain 
the very life energy from some of our team members. 
However, we find that by continuing our best efforts 
there is strengthening power in the experiences. We 
are not Goody Two-Shoes twinkling down the bunny 
trails as REALITY becomes our Truth and goal- 
always. There are no alternatives other than to con- 
front and do battle, yea, of wits, against the lies and 
incursions of such as Green, Abbott, Horton and their 
Brigade of misled puppets. They tell that their BRAIN- 
WASHING and Puppethood comes from HERE. No, 
they follow the leaders of the greed-mongers who 
continue to strip them of truth, mislead them into more 
and more activities of judicial confusion, and who will 
then turn on them in their next round of suits-to 
cause them to lose everything before they wise up and 
turn against the thieves and mongers pushing them. 

Those misfit people say they were hypnotized and 
brainwashed HERE? Why? Truth, so far, has not 
seemed to get much attention from anyone and much 
the less make any mind-controlled slaves to do this 
work. We all know exactly what it takes to simply stay 
alive in a world where it is far more physically and 
emotionally EASY to just QUIT. This is not an 
acceptable alternative. Why do I refer to them as 
“misfits”? Because these are the same types of people 
who go hither and yon searching and seeking and yet, 
until the hearts are “right” and the intentions well- 
founded in the goals of whatever they seek, they do not 
“fit” within the garden they have chosen to lay roots. 
A thistle is not likely to flourish in the garden well- 
tended. 

I again have to repeat that we try only to give 
information which can be totally backed up by human 
presentation and documentation. That information, 
further, must prove itself in courts of law. You live in 
a human physical world where ONLY that which is 
physical in outlay is ACCEPTABLE as confirmation. 
REASON has nothing longer to do with anything. You 
are TRAINED to vote with the cheats and liars and put 
down the innocent-simply because you are ordered to 
do so. A judge, for instance, can direct a jury to ONLY 
consider one or two points of focus and thereby CON- 

TROL A VERDICT. Long ago passed the truth of 
Constitutional responsibility for a Jury to vote its 
HEART along with evidence. Evidence is continually 
withheld TO PROTECT THE GUILTY. 

I honor anyone who shares with us and I find that, 
if a person writes and then sues when reference is made 
to that work in a paper or journal, I can be SURE that 
the author is NOT SURE of his subject as presented. 
This does NOT mean that every author who shares is 
fully concluded, by me, as ALL contents being accu- 
rate. However, I only choose those people and their 
works which offer outstanding lessons in CONTENT. 
Neither, however, do we demand that everything we 
write be accepted as established fact in “their” perspec- 
tive. 

I have a very excellent example: Texe Marrs! I do 
NOT agree with Mr. Marrs’ presentation about Spiri- 
tual matters, in many instances. However, Texe Marrs 
has written some profound information regarding the 
“control” over human “subjects”. I do not agree with 
his”Project L.U.C.I.D.” in its actuality but the concept 
is correct and is a part of the whole of ability of “The 
Beast” to control the physical human masses. His book, 
for instance, will read The Beast 666 Universal Human 
Control System. Do you see that no man can KNOW the 
“Universal System” and especially as may be related to 
some mechanical-electronic computer system of num- 
bers. 

Now, read further into content: “The project to 
control the people of the world through universal com- 
puter identification and tracking systems first began in 
the twisted minds of high-level, New World Order 
planners of America’s super-secretive National Secu- 
rity Agency (NSA). The NSA is an agency employing 
thousands of government bureaucrats, intelligence of- 
ficials, military personnel, and technological special- 
ists in a global-wide operation. Its headquarters, closely 
guarded by U.S. Army security personnel at Fort Meade, 
Maryland, is housed in the second largest building in 
the United States, surpassed only by the Pentagon in 
Washington, D.C. This huge, behemoth of a facility, 
appropriately enough, has been called the ‘Puzzle Pal- 
ace’...” 

Next, let us look at this information. Is this some 
“revelation” of ONE Texe Marrs? Of course NOT. His 
work is but a compilation of data and information 
gathered from hundreds of others who have also gath- 
ered information-and he has offered that information 
along with HIS CONCLUSIONS regarding the Project 
named. 

That is what our intentions are: simply to offer that 
information available so that you can further your own 
knowledge and not just steep yourselves in ours. Where 
Spiritual Truth is concerned-I have KNOWING and if 
everyone would offer only what they KNOW, would it 
not be a wondrous world? No, it would not be, because 
what we offer and WHAT PEOPLE RECEIVE are two 
very DIFFERENT and personal assumptions. 

Therefore the hope and prayer as regards our own 
work is that YOU will have grown in your knowledge to 
the extent that you can discern and judge that which is 
Truth and that which is individual opinion or conclu- 
sion. You do not put a man down for his errors for how 

else will you find TRUTH? YOU have to take respon- 
sibility for your ingestion and digestion. Base EVERY- 
THING against the “probabilities” and then the “possi- 
bilities” and THEN-CHECK IT OUT WITH AND 
THROUGH THE LAWS OF GOD! 

My point, however, in offering so much on topics 
such as mind control is that once you are shackled 
through control of your mind-you CANNOT KNOW 
RIGHT FOR YOU WILL HAVE LOST YOUR FREE- 
DOM TO CHOOSE AND REASON. You will become 
as a trained seal in a side-show tossing balls at the 
whim ofyour “masters”. THAT TOO, is your privilege, 
for God will allow freedom of WILL-your will. When 
you ask HIM to remove the oppression then HE will 
offer “the way” but YOU are still the ONE who must 
“walk the walk”. 

MY task is to integrate the information with the 
TRUTH of the Spiritual REALITY. Why me (us?)??? 
Because nobody else has it RIGHT or CORRECT. 
There are many who”almost” have it right but will then 
move off into the pronouncement of those things which 
COULD NOT BE TRUE as they tout something from 
one book or another and pronounce their ideas upon you 
as if it were your fate and destiny. No, individual is 
sacred and only individual will work out his fate and 
destiny with GOD. We are but messengers to hopefully 
remind you of that which you have forgotten. 

GOD Creates-MAN Manipulates. If you are with, 
and OF, God Creator, you too have ability to Create. 
This is why “God” wins-because we of HIM can 
CREATE our destiny and the Adversary of God-Evil 
in Human Man, can ONLY MANIPULATE AND 
MANUFACTURE FROM THAT WHICH IS ALREADY 
CREATED-AND FURTHER, ONLY ON ONE (1) 
PLANE OF MANIFESTATION. The “Idea” of some- 
thing may last into infinity-but “ideas” are of God! 
Spirit and .Energy are OF GOD, without exception. 
Intent is TOWARD good or evil and is the pivot of 
directional flow of SOUL ENERGY. GOD “reads” 
rightness or wrongness, not man’s consideration of 
physical actions of good or bad, as such. If you are 
“good” you will flourish among goodly places and 
beings. If you are “wrong” in evil intent or simply 
physical expression, you will only flourish among the 
ill-intended controllers. There are ONLY TWO ways 
to go and one decision to make-toward “right” or 
toward “wrong”. This, in further line of reason, means 
you move either toward good or toward evil-no more 
and no less. Those choices are left to the individual 
making the manifest journey. And always, YOU can 
choose good or bad actions and ideas. Idea is invisible 
thought; actions are manifested results in a physical 
environment of those ideas. JOY is the resulting 
emotional feeling of that which is “righteous”. Happi- 
ness can reflect either wrong intent or right intent. 

JOY and PEACE within, however, are only results 
of RIGHT INTENT for the negative aspects of wrong 
actions which are against God’s LAWS will bring 
ultimate fall and self-punishment. The important 
“FALL”, however, due to negative WRONG intent and 
actions-is the “FALL FROM GRACE” of God. Luci- 
fer tried it and frankly, readers, it IS NOT working 
well. You who worship Lucifer (Satan) may well not 
even realize that you have been led right down that old 
Primrose Path to Hell (absence of God of Light) because 
you sop up, like the sponge, the WRONG INFORMA- 
TION and, THEREFORE, CANNOT CHOOSE TRUTH 
CORRECTLY. Do you realize that you live off others’ 
opinions and training presentations, allowing another 
to make YOUR choices which become eternal in con- 
cept? With knowledge of Truth comes personal RE- 
SPONSIBILITY and it seems hardly anyone wants any 
part of personal responsibility. But then, be it ever so, 
if you don’t KNOW TRUTH OR LIE-HOW CAN YOU 
CHOOSE? THAT is what mind control is all about, 
brethren. You cannot choose if you mind is totally 
controlled. One way you can KNOW whether a thing or 
a man be correct in his outlay ABOUT God, is that you 
will have to choose, for God will not force or coerce and 
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HE will allow you to find your way to Truth-any way 
you choose. This ultimately USUALLY means “the 
hard way”. So be it. 

EBOLA 
VIRUSES 

As you live more and more closely closed in by your 
current experiencing, you fail to distract yourselves 
from the moment of data input into your brains-to 
seek possibilities of that which WAS that now rests its 
maturing upon your heads. Let us consider the tinymost 
thing and look at possibilities. I say “possibilities” 
because the KNOWING is not within reality of the 
assumption I will offer as example. 

Someone named Allison Brugg has written a short 
Newsbrielitem in “this month” of November, 1996. It 
becomes important that I give you date lest you misun- 
derstand. Who is Allison Brugg? Is this an authority? 
Does not knowing make the work “suspect”? Yes, 
because ALL work should be considered “suspect” until 
you prove it for selves. Unfortunately, in a manipulated 
world the “solution” in PROOF is often found to be 
equally as invalid as the original offering. Oh, and by 
the way-you need to have a 2ubject” before you can 
even begin to evaluate anything about the article- 
don’t you? 

Well, I do not care who is Allison Brugg. However, 
I find interesting, her topic because it deals with “pos- 
sibilities” of ancient strains of Ebola viruses. 

Is this possible that there WERE such? Well, there 
were “ancient” DRIAS which were absent for a very 
long time from your place, so why not viruses7 What 
difference does it make? Actually, very little. The 
point always comes to the moment in experience and 

line of“time”. If a thing IS, then by fact, it always WAS translation”; now, you just can’t be sure of any of 
and always SHALL BE! You have to deal with what IS this, can you ? Does it make the speculation WRONG? 
and those things which ARE. All else is speculation No, but it certainly gives credence to any other 
and, NOW, even what is happening in your perceived speculation by any other “expert”.] They believe that 
MOMENT may or may not BE. the Greek word lugx [H: Here again your English 

Let me quote, please: alphabet cannot even write the true word.], which 
“The plague of Athens, which wiped out one fourth Thucydides uses in his description of symptoms and 

of the city’s population between 430 and 427 B.C., was which had previously been translated as ‘retching’ or 
the earliest known outbreak of ebola, according to a ‘dry heaving’, may have been the word for hiccup. [H: 
recent article in Emerging Infectious Diseases. Epide- Well, I suggest that a case of Ebola death virus and 
miologists Patrick Olson and Charles Hames of the a case of the hiccups may well be very different from 
Naval Medical Center in San Diego, and Abram one another.] Fifteen percent of the victims of the 
Benneson and Nicholas Genovese- of San Diego State 1995 Zaire outbreak of ebola complained of uncontrol- 
University believe that Thucydides’ description of the lable hiccuping. [H: Oops, guess I was wrong.]” 
disease in his history of the Peloponnesian War matches Now I have served in the role of -smart-ass” in this 
the symptoms of ebola, which killed more than 300 commenting to simply make a point. Do we consider 
people in Zaire and Sudan last year. this overwhelming truth? Of WHAT? It is INTEREST- 

“Thucydides wrote that after the disease’s ‘abrupt ING and if there were some “cure techniques” also 
onset, persons in good health were seized first with offered it might well be worth trying to use them on 
strong fevers, redness and burning of the eyes, and the today’s victims. However, at this point this can only be 
inside of the mouth, both the throat and tongue, imme- speculation and has little meaning other than being 
diately was bloody-looking and expelled an unusually interesting and entered into a data base in the mind to 
foul breath. Following these came sneezing, hold until it fits somewhere else in the puzzle of life. 
hoarseness.. .a powerful cough...and every kind of bil- Perhaps we should BLAME THE GREEKS for 
ious vomiting...and in most cases an empty heaving ebola? Would that help anything? Perhaps we should 
ensued that produced a strong spasm.’ blame the World Health Organization? That would be 

“Scholars had thought that Athens suffered an more nearly the Truth of the matter. Who started the 
outbreak of measles, smallpox, typhus, or bubonic World Health Organization? Now, THAT might be a 
plague. All these ailments, says Olson, would have good focus to expend a bit of time on researching. This 
been preceded by a cough producing blood or mucus. ebola thing is only speculation and Greek reference is 
Thucydides wrote that the cough was “empty”. Olson speculation of the highest order-BUT THE WORLD 
and his colleagues contend that the description of the HEALTH ORGANIZATION IS REAL AND YOU ARE 
dry cough in Thucydides’ account matches that of ABLE TO FIND OUT EXACTLY WHAT IT IS AND 
ebola, basing their theory in part on a retranslation of WHERE IT GOT STARTED IN ITS DEATH-DEAL- 
Thucydides. [H: Uh Oh! There goes the tale-“in ING “ASSISTANCE” AROUND YOUR GLOBE-TG- 

)AY! 
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So, the cycle comes right back to the elusive real 
;tory-line, doesn’t it? Further, WHAT you believe will 
end to, 99.9% of the time, be based on SOMEONE 
ZLSE’S opinion instead of your own interest which 
would cause YOU to get Truth. So, we come again, 
right back to MIND CONTROL. YOU ARE WHAT 
YOU THINK! 

MONARCH SLAVES 

We must present for your consideration the Elite’s 
:xtreme examples of what has become the “norm” in 
programmed, planned projects to determine possibili- 
ties of training along with the advantage of MASS 
programming procedures. In other words, how can you 
train a society? Of course, once all individuals are 
programmed via implants to receive instructions from 
a “central artificial mind”, it is OVER. Well, people, 
it would seem from this that it is mostly OVER. You 
have come to have only SICK people manipulating a 
SICKENED world. 

Why “mind-control” desires in the first place? 
Why, good people, to control the world in every facet of 
manipulation capabilities. I have to point out some- 
thing about Truth which is going to hurt a little as you 
try to digest it. For everyday operational purposes, 
readers, TRUTH IS WHATEVER IS SUBJECTIVELY 
CONVINCING AT ONE’S CURRENT LEVEL OF 
PERCEPTION. IF ONE NEVER LEARNS MORE- 
HE WILL NEVER KNOW TRUTH-FOR SURE. To 
every individual there is a personal Truth. Is it the 
ONE Truth’? No. Truth IS. There is a correct attitude 
or intent which represents Truth as outlined by our 
Creator-but a zillion ways to get there. God doesn’t 
deal in “absolutes” very often except in LOVE-HE IS 
ABSOLUTE LOVE. He does not present “uncondi- 
tional” Love. HE CAN’T because He IS. There are 
many CONDITIONS on the beings created BY GOD to 
experience. Therefore HE is “allowing” Love. This 
means a great enough love to “allow” you to get your 
lessons ANY WAY YOU CHOOSE. If you misunder- 
stand this point then YOU become a most judgmental 
entity working mostly in the negative aspects of the 
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reverse of Love, i.e. “hate”. You, by definition, MUST matters that another “something” is now running ram- 
MOVE IN ONE DIRECTION OR THE OTHER! Once pant through your population. You can’t do much 
established, ignorance, refusal to see Truth, and EGO about ancient Athens, Greece-BUT you had best at- 
will disallow you to easily say, “I’m sorry,” and move tend your immune systems lest the Colombian un- 
back into the balance of Truth. (Ofany circumstance or known hiccup “getsya”. If it quacks like a duck, walks 
situation.) Then, when moving back, you cannot be like a duck, and looks like a duck-in your world-it is 
sure whether or not the damaged parties (from your NOT necessarily a duck. 
actions). wili “forgive” enough to allow you “back” Now, if you are still not confused, let us consider 
within their circle of LIGHT. When you choose to move another prominent tale from the SAME paper, same 
with the liars and proven cheats, you blunder badly, but date, etc.: 
when you work in revenge to punish that perceived 
wrongdoer-even though PROOF is available that you [QUOTING. Associated Press, Nov. 6, 1996:] 
were not wronged by the one in your gun-sights, you 
BLUNDER almost beyond recovery for you have chosen CEASE-FIRE IN ZAIRE BRINGS OUT LOOTERS 
to walk with the evil-mongers. And, further, when you REBELS HELP HAND OUT RELIEF SUPPLIES 
call your actions “unconditional love” you become and 
make mockery of GOD’s “absolute Love” for you have GOMA, Zaire-Rebel soldiers who took control of 
placed your perceptions in front of that which God IS. eastern Zaire in a three-week battle handed out straw- 

How can you know? Well, by actions of course! If berry sodas Tuesday to Zairians during a cease-fire. 
a person breaks the Laws of fundamental RIGHT- Frightened civilians emerged from hiding spots for 
NESS, and causes you to break yours-you have error a glimpse of the Rwandan-backed force that drove the 
in actuality. If there is INTENTIONAL ERROR, then Zairian army west into the forests. The bolder ones 
you have deliberate movement in the WRONG direc- took advantage of the lull in fighting to break into 
tion-simply meaning by definition, evil intent and stores and loot even the light fixtures. 
action. JUST ONE UNCORRECTED LIE FROM ANY The wreckage of war was apparent. Looters skirted 
PERSON SHOULD MAKE YOU VERY, VERY WARY a pool of blood at a supermarket to steal shelves. [H: 
OF ANYTHING MORE FROM THAT PERSON. A Now readers, are you REALLY reading this?] The 
“mistake” is corrected-a lie uncorrected is deliberate hospital morgue was streaked with blood, the wards 
subterfuge. USE of innocent parties to gain your nearly empty because no one wanted to risk their lives 
objectives is horrendous in return of compounding and stay. Red Cross volunteers wearing thick black 
errors. If, in addition, you are given PROOF of the lie gloves, yellow rubber pants and masks have collected 
or error, and continue in the offensive against your 371 bodies in the past five days, mostly men killed in 
“chosen” (yes, I said “chosen”) enemy-then your guilt battle, and piled them up at a cemetery for burial. 
of wrongful deeds and intents is also deliberate and People of all ages took part in a looting spree, 
bears even heavier penalties unto self. I could indeed carting off what the Zairian soldiers left behind on 
give you myriads of examples but I shall refrain from their retreat from Goma, such as books and dishes from 
that f&r you know that of which I speak. And yes, I hotels; even light bulbs and electric cords were pried 
spelrk, Doris writes. It is a “time” of which all can away. 
HEAR the energies of invisible realms-YOURS is to “I am happy, and so is every one else,” Musoro 
discern the Good from the Evil. But, if I offer only Bongano said of the change of power in and around 
Truth against any ONE who tells falsehoods, even yea, Lake Kivu. “The Zairian soldiers are gone-they ha- 
ngainst me-THEY ARE EVIL IN INTENT! Truth rassed us and stole from us. The rebels don’t.” [II: 
STANDS into infinity-the lie ONLY, at most, until And I suppose “theft” is in the eye of the beholder, or 
transition from one dimension or plane of experience to the thief, whichever comes first?] 
that of another-positive or negative in “aspect” of In the spirit of the day, rebel soldiers at a ware- 
realization or consciousness. Too complicated? So be house that others had broken into gave strawberry 
it. He who thinks the LIE is TRUTH-is indeed in sodas to passers-by. They also helped distribute relief 
painfully horrendous circumstance. To convince self supplies to hungry people. Although Tutsis have been 
of the LIE is without reason. the focus of the rebellion, the guerrillas in Goma were 

In support of my statements about speculation and an ethnic mix. Some wore uniforms scavenged from 
Truth, let us consider a second small article, actually defeated Zairians; others wore T-shirts and jeans. One 
presented in the same newspaper as the Ebola reference had an army shirt with a price tag still attached. 
to old Athens. 

[END OF QUOTING] 
[QUOTING, Reuters, Nov. 6, 1996:] 

Now readers, will you repeat to me what it is, 
VIRUS OUTBREAK EXACTLY, that you want GOD to do FOR YOU? 

HITS PAGEANT When strawberry sodas are referred to twice and RIGH- 
TEOUSNESS is never to have reference at all-what, 

BOGOTA, Colombia-An illness known as the again, is it exactly, that you WANT GOD TO DO FOR 
“duck hug” is wreaking havoc with Colombia’s annual YOU? May you all enjoy your strawberry sodas! 
beauty pageant in the Caribbean port city of Cartagena, Readers, you have the POWER to change things- 
local news reports said Tuesday. but you will never HAVE THE FORCE to change 

The Caracol radio network said 15 of 22 candidates anything except for the moment while your FORCE is 
for the Miss Colombia crown had been hit by the virus. greater than your opponent’s. 
The illness was detected for the first time last month Perhaps we waste our time until you learn the 
and has been blamed for at least 20 deaths. difference in POWER and in FORCE? 

Thevirus causes breathing difficulties, severe aches Somebody sent us a review copy of a book by the 
and coughing. It has been identified by Health Ministry title of POWER vs FORCE, by David R. Hawkins, M.D. 
officials as a strain offlu previously unknown in Co- It is stated that it is an “Anatomy of Consciousness”. I 
lombia. haven’t even perused the volume save for the first 

It takes its name from a popular dance in the region pages. I like this man’s considerations of human 
in which partners hug each other tightly, almost cut- nature from onset, however. Right from the opening in 
ting off their breath. the Foreword he makes very good points about our very 

subject of TRUTH vs. LIES. In my own perception 
[END OF QUOTING] “Truth” offers POWER; “1ie.s” offer only, at best, 

FORCE. 
Ah, now which tale is more IMPORTANT to you‘? 

Were there hiccups present? Does it matter? No, it [QUOTING:] 

Imagine-what if you had access to a simple yes- 
or-no answer to any question you wished to ask? A 
demonstrably true answer. Any question. 

Think about it. 
There’s the obvious: “Jane is seeing another guy.” 

(Y/N?) Johnny is telling the truth about school.” (Y/ 
N’?) But it’s only a short step to: “This is a safe 
investment.” (Y/N?) or “This career is worthy of my 
pursuit.” (Y/N?) 

What if everyone had such access? 
Staggering implications suggest themselves im- 

mediately. Think again. 
What would happen to our ponderous and all-too- 

often flawed judicial system if there were a clear, 
confirmable answer to the proposition, “John Doe is 
guilty as charged.” (Y/N?) 

What would happen to politics as we know it if all 
of us could ask the question, “Candidate X honestly 
intends to fulfill this campaign promise.” (YM?)- 
and all of us got the same answer. What would happen 
to advertising? 

You get the idea. But the idea gets bigger, fast. 
What happens to nationalism (Nation X is in fact 
dedicated to the overthrow of Democracy.“) To 
government (“This bill does in fact protect the rights 
of citizens”.)? 

What happens to “The check is in the mail”? 
If, as has been said, man learned to lie an hour 

after he learned to talk, then a phenomenon such as we 
are discussing would be the genesis of the most funda- 
mental change in human knowledge since the begin- 
ning of society; the transformations it would wreak- 
in fields from communications to ethics, in our most 
basic concepts, in every detail of daily existence- 
would be so profound that it is difficult even to con- 
ceive what life would be like in a subsequent new era 
of truth. The world as we know it would be irrevocably 
changed, to its very roots.;.. 

[END OF QUOTING] (Published by Veritas Pub- 
lishing, SR 2, Box 817, Sedona, Arizona 86336.) 

Ah, but where are you now? You are living in a 
world of hurt, readers. You are living in a CON- 
TROLLED environment by the LIARS themselves 
choosing up what you will be told is truth and causing 
you through FORCE to accept it. I remind you 
who would stand WITH GOD, however, that there is 
NO FORCE great enough to break the POWER OF 
GOD. 

I would remind you, AGAIN, (and probably as 
many more times as necessary for you to hear): From 
the Master Teacher: “If man is faint of heart in spirit, 
so are his laws faint-hearted and are like heresy. If 
man is presumptuous and disregards the Command- 
ments and Laws of The Creation and of God, he is 
forced to bring forth his own laws which are full of 
mistakes and lead him astray. Laws and command- 
ments made according to men produce murder and 
evil, and evil will spread and gain control, and man no 
longer has any power over it. Commandments and 
laws are valid only if they are derived from wisdom and 
logic. But logic requires wisdom and perception.” 

You may well think at this moment that you have 
no choices in what we will call “power”vs. “force”, but 
you do. Force is that which CAUSES you to act as told 
“or else*. Power is that which you ALWAYS have at 
your disposal WITH GOD. But YOU have to seize the 
POWER for your own so that with the support of GOD 
you act in Truth and you SHALL PREVAIL, for God 
will provide the answers to your questions if your 
questions be in TRUTH. GOD MIND will find the way 
through the darkness and into the LIGHT. It has ever 
been thus and shall ever BE thus. The call compels the 
answer! 

May your “call” be always in righteousness, that 
you can hear the answer! Remember that logic must 
first be accessed, and that requires wisdom and percep- 
tion. May yours be worthy. Salu. 
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V.K. Durham 
sovereign immunity! The people are the sovereigns, 
and by the Constitution, immune from federal juris- 
diction of federal interference into state laws! If this 
was not so they would have never writ the Declaration 

A -- - I) of Independence! 
Yep! I said Writ (look it up). 
V.K. Durham A Tip Cm+ V.K. DURHAM 11-14-96 

The Iceberg 
I remember back years ago when Russell Herrmann- 

Herrman-Herman and I would chance encounter, and 
Rusty would tell me things that were going on with 
the Fed, and I kept saying back to Rusty, “I don’t be- 
lieve it. I don’t want to hear about it!” 

I will be the very first to admit, these many, many 
years later, I WISH I HAD LISTENED! Therefore, 
not unlike the rest of the stunned and contused gen- 
eral populace, it’s back to the drawing board, looking 
for a paper trail to put the pieces together so we can 
figure out “what in the hey” went wrong. In order to 

11/10/96 V.K. DURHAM (3) freedom, (4) inherent, perpetual, inviolable rights f 
of this nation, which were evidenced as “intent to pre- 

tgure out what went wrong we must figure out a pat- 
tern. (1) When did it start, (2) What is a common de- 

WATCH OUT FOR THE 
serve for all generations, and their posterity”. 

The “rats”, which are leaving the ship of state 
nominator, (3) Why was this allowed, (4) Where did it 

ELECTRIC POWER GRID 
(President’s Cabinet), are being carefully replaced with 

occur, and (5) “Who done the durdy dastardly deed”? 

9 bigger, stronger, more dangerous “rats”, who want to 
(Inside j&e on the spelling.) 

IT’S MORE DANGEROUS 
decrease power usage in the United States by 55 per- 
cent. Of course, this 55 percent decrease does not in- THE FIVE HORSEMEN 

THAN WE CAN IMAGINE elude the big corporation/trusts of members of the 
leagues (formerly known as the Old Boys’ Club). They ARE RIDING AGAIN 
can use as much power as they can use, It’s the little guys 

Check the Federal Register Vol. 61, NO. 201/ who will again take it “in the shorts”. Count on it! Mr. When, Mr. What, Mr. Why, Mr. Where, and 
Wednesday, October 16, 1996 Notices. Mr. Who. ..“riding hard though the blackness of night, 

Power companies nationwide tendered for filing THE FEDERAL ADVISORY with GREED, DESPAIR, and DESTINY hot on their 
firm and non-firm transmission agreements under COiWkfZTTEE ACT trail-seeking to impede their desperate flight.” (That 
which Mid-American Energy Company, Rainbow En- 5 U.S.C.A. goes back a lot of years, more years than I like to think 
ergy Marketing, Trans-Canada Power, and others across about for it tells my age) 
this nation are shaking hands, merging, interlocking, The Federal Advisory Committee Act must be re- Let’s take a look back into the Nixon Administra- 
intertwining, commingling, and creating a mega-mo- pealed. It allows the President’s committees the power tion. THE FEDERAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE ACT 
nopoly, in violation of every antitrust law on the law- to interfere with state laws, and violate citizens’ rights. was passed on October 6, 1972-it became knoa n as a 
ful books of law. Congress is left “sucking a hind teet” while the Public Law. 

If you read Commander Hatonn’s quotes from President’s committees run amuck. When the E 1. Short title. 
Lyndon Larouche in this past week’s issue of CONTACT President’s committeemen get in deep puckey, Sec. 6 This Act may be cited as the Federal Advisory 
[November 12, 19961 you will find the Delphi League is declared and national security privilege is invoked. Committee Act. (Pub. L. 92-463. C 1 October 6, 
(metro series), the Amphictomony League, and the National security, my Aunt Fanny! It’s national secu- 1972. (la; Stat. 7701 
Achean League, which the founding fathers were so rity in the most grievous and dangerous sense. Citi- $2. Findings and purpose. 
very concerned about while drafting the Constitution zens’ constitutional rights are being soundly trounced (a) The Congress finds that there are numerous 
of the United States, and stated their concerns in writ- by the President’s committeemen! committees, boards, commissions, councils, and simi- 
ing, in the meetings concerning (1) peace, (2) liberty, The Federal Advisory Committee Act has usurped lar groups which have been established to advise of- 

ficers and agencies in the ex- 
ecutive branch of the Federal 

,ZIGG” IT 
Government and that they are 

BY TOM WILSON frequently a useful and benefi- 
cial means of furnishing ex- 
pert advice, ideas, and diverse 
opinions to the Federal Gov- 
ernment (you see no allow- 
ances for cutting International 
TRADE DEALS). 

(b) The Congress further 
finds and declares that 

(1) The need for 
many existing advisory com- 
mittees has not been ad- 
equately REVIEWED. 

THINK ABOUT 
THAT ONE 

Go back to page one, 
and read § 2 (b) (1). 
Congress passed a Pub- 
lic Law-which by their 
own written, duly rc- 
corded in $2: “which 
has not been adequately 
REVIEWED”?! Oh! 
Good grief! Here comes 
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Mr. What! banking, farming (a story about Carter and his PEA- activities, status and changes in the composition of the 
NUTS: Carter put an embargo on peanuts keeping them advisory committees in existence during the preceding 

MR. WHAT from being imported into the U.S. which would cut into fiscal year, etc. (But look at the president’s escape 
his peanut farming. Well, European nations had clause:) The President shall exclude from this report 

OK, let’s look at Mr. What’s objective. bookoos of peanuts at much less than Carter’s, but any information which, in his judgement, should be 
Executive Order No. 12024. (Transfer of certain Carter would not let the Europeans sell at a lesser price withheld for reasons of national security, and he shall 

Advisory Committee functions.) On November 20, than his peanut prices. After much thinking about how include in such report a statement that such informa- 
1977, President Jimmy Carter began to use. “alleged to get around Gaiter’s heavy handedness, the peanuts tion is excluded. 
constitutional and statute laws” to begin restructuring were shipped into the U.S. as “bird food”), and just In going through the Executive Orders, valid ad- 
government-from the way it is supposed to be, ac- about anything else he and Warren Christopher could visory committee after valid committee has been re- 
cording to a seven-articled contract called the Consti- muck up, they mucked up! pealed, in steady progression. Committees who previ- 
lution ofthe United States, using (1) conversion from Things have gone from bad to worse, and from ously were doing a pretty fair job on investigating, and 
constitutional law common laws of the land, (2) en- worse to worser since the Carter/Christopher Fiasco of relating comprehensively with and to the public, and 
tered into statute law, i.e., Maritime Law-the law of the ‘7Os, and to make matters even worser than worser, William J. Clinton’s Executive Order 12774, Sept. 27, 
the sea and of international commerce. (So you have Clinton resurrected the dead, and brought back Chris- 1991, 56 F.R. 49835, and E.O. 12869, Sept. 30, 1993, 
been dumbed-down by the News Media, and led to be- topher to cut the same bad trade deals, creating the 58 F.R. 51751, as amended by Executive Order 12882 
lieve the common laws are just “so-called common same devastation to the national economy as the two ss4 (c), NOV. 23, 1993, 58 F.R. 62493, provided for a 
laws”.) Well, sweetie poos, feast your eyes on Admi- knot heads, Carter & Christopher. careful phasing out of some pretty darned good com- 
ralty Law $ 1-9: [See panels below, as marked by Looks like Mr. What & Mr. Who got together. mittees, with the deadline cutoff of September 30, 1995. 
llK.D.] 

LET’S SEE WHAT MR. WHY LET’S GO BACK TO 
Little Jimmy Carter, as President of the United HAS TO REVEAL CARTER/CHRISTOPHER 

States, brought in Warren Christopher and the two of 
them cut some of the worst trade deals in the history The Federal Advisory Committee Act, f6 (c). The PRESIDENTIAL DOCUMENTS 
of the United States. Between Carter and Christopher, President shall, not later than December 31 of each REORGANIZATION PLAN NO. 1 OF 1977 
they gave away the industry, jobs, exports, sold out Year, make an annual report to the Congress on the (think back to when the drug problems 

really got bad) 

ADMIRALTY JURISDICTION IN THE UNITED STATES 

The Jurisr)ietion and Procedure of Courb 

1 l-9. The empowerment of the courts of the United 
States to draw upon and administer the maritime law derives 
fl-urn constitutional language extending the “judicial power of 

! 
It 

ho United States” to “all casca of admiralty and maritime juria- 
ctiction.” of In Section 9 of the Judiciary Act of 1789, Congress 
i mglcmcnted the constitutional grant : 

4, 

havb 
ihe district courtly 

ekl&*c 
. . shall aho 

original cognizance of all civil causes of 
admiralty RWI maritime juriadftion , ,. . 6aving & 
to suitors, in all CHSCS, the right of a common law rem- 
cdy, where the common law ia comyotent to give it; 

” 61 . . . 

1 The constitutional language and the grant of “cognizance” 
have, by interpretation and inference, been made the basia of 
a wide fcdcral power, not only M to jurisdiction of courts but 
illSd I\S to subssC;urtive law,M over mattera maritime. . 

Consfderatlon of the effect of the so-called “aavi~ cku& 
in tho language qui>ted at&e must be deferred until a lit& 
later along, after enough has been aaid about certain diati&im 
feature6 of admiralty procedure (and correlative crubstmtive 
conceptions) to make intelligible a dclineatiog of just what ti 
“exc1usIve” and Just what is “6aved“. Right now we are in- 
tercstcd Lo tho afknative effect of the language just preceding 
the %ving clause”. This is that, from the organization of the 
federal judiciary down to the present, the federal COU~S ham 
taken jurisdiction (without reference to amount in contmvemy, 
diversity of citizenship, or the prcsoncc of any other “fcdoral 
qucation”) ,of all causes of action arising under the maritime 
&.” 

Just what WIe8 are these? The answer to this will always 
be a little vague at the borderline, no matter how long the proce~a 
of judicial inclusion ahd exclusion goes on, and there were large 
doubts indee& in the early dqya of the Republic, as to the exknt 
of the power conferred. In the leading early case, De Lovjo v, 
Doit,” an opinion by Story suggests several @ossible ways for de- 
fining the category, The words might have been intended to refer 
to the practice of the British Court of Admiralty during early 
colonial times or at the American Revolution, but the reader will 
remember that the rest$ctions that hampered that court until the 
day6 of Queen Victoria w_ere enforced by writs of prohibition 
based on statute8 not applicabie to the colonies; it would thus 
hawj been gratuitous a6 well aa crippling to accept its limfb aa 
those of the newly constituted American admiralty tribunals. 
This test was accordingly rejected, In De Lovio v. Boit and gen- 
erally in our early precedcnts,e’ though it cannot be said to have 
left no trace at all.” Another possible rcfercnce might be to 
the jurisdiction of the colonial courts of vice-mlnairalty;~ &ill 
another might (especially in view of the use of the word Wari- 
time”) be to tlv. jurisdictton of maritime courts throughout the 

1 shiyping world.%6 Storv bu~estccl io De Loviq, fl~cso&o to& 
cromc down to much the same thing, since the colo%al ndmfr#4@’ 
courts. Iikc the 6cacourts of other nation& enjovcd a wide iuris- _ _ - _ 
sction over maritime affairs, uncircumscribcd by the tmrrowly 
literal “kxality test” that hat\ conftucci the Englbh court of 
Admiralty? De Lovio v. Eoit concludes with a fornttMion.that 
is imprccisc, a6 was unayoidnblc. but that has, in the end. set 
the style for later courts:>he jur&ction, eoys7Story, “CW&W 
hcnds 611 maritime contracts, torts, and injuries. The bttcr 
branch is ncccssarily 61 bounded by locality; The forrrkx cxtcnds 
.yar all contracts (wlrcrcsncvcr they may be made or cxccutcd, 
ix \vhatsocvcr may be the fwm of the stipulations) w-hich relate 
to the navigation, business or commerce of the 6~6. . . .“sg 
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(F.R Vol. 42, NO. 204-Friday, October 21, 1977) 
TITLE 3-THE PRESIDENT 

(page 56 10 1) 
Section 3. Abolition of Components. 
The following components of the Executive Office 

of the President are hereby abolished: (a) The Domes- 
tic Council, (b) The OffIce of Drug Abuse, (c) The 
Office of Telecommunications Policy, and (d) The Eco- 
nomic Opportunity Council. 

(While you’re at it, check out .Executive Order 
12379, Termination of Boards, Committees and Com- 
mission, August 17, 1982, 47 F.R. 36099) 

Each President of the United States since the Re- 
organization Plan No. 1 of 1977, has excessively mis- 
construed and abused the powers.of Public Trust Of- 
fice, alleging “powers vested by the Constitution and 
statute”, and carefully, step-by-step, set the U.S. Con- 
gress and U.S. Senate “out behind the barn in the back 
forty”, and in essence, told both U.S. Houses of Repre- 
sentatives: “Go to Hell and mind your own business! 
What I do is none of your business. And if push comes 
to shove, I will declare section 6 (c) of the Federal 
Advisory Committee Act, and declare ‘national secu- 

STATUTE LAWS, IN REPUGNANCY TO THE _ -- 
CONSTITUTlON FCJR THE UNITED STATES, 
ARE NOT LAW. (CONSTITUTIONAL LAW) 

ACTS OF CONGRESS, REPUGNANT TO THE 1 
CONSTITUTION ARE NOT LAW! 

Parasites Take 
Our alleged laws have become so convoluted, con- 

No one knows Who’s pitching, or What’s catching 

fused, deliberately confounded, mixed up, doubled up, 

(but every living American knows that something is 

out of context, disruptive and outright outrageous since 

damned wrong!). 

this Federal Advisory Committee Act of 1972. This 
nation has become nothing more than what is exampled 
by an old Abbott & Costello movie called Who’s on 
First?. 

Many Forms 
11/16/96#2 

I would like to share interesting things with inter- 
ested parties and inquiring minds. We have just had 
confirmation BACK from Europe that ‘what has been 
written in our material about parties, especially per- 
sonally known individuals, is truth.” This is amusing 
except that one of the Upartiesn is George Bush and his 
henchmen. I appreciate the “confirmation” of our 
work but I find it interesting that the people involved 
on the other side of the participation coins pronounce 
that to have such information “these people must be 
spooksf” 

The remedy: Repeal the Federal Advisory Com- 
mittee Act (it’s a beginning in the restoration of con- 
stitutional government). 

V.K. Durham 

P.S. NOTE: 

jobs, etc., outside the United States. 

It’s a safe bet, the buying of the President by the 
Asian communities will soon be evidenced as another 
GATT/NAFTA type of treaty, sending more industry, 

rity’.” 

+ 55. Glrlis t. The Sloop Rrtsg, 3 
U.S. (2 now 6 (mw : KT fume 
Euston. 05 U.S. 88 (1877). For pn* 
err1 dlacusafona of the Jutisdictlon. 
se@ Backa and hlors, The l~:xcIus~v4 
Adminlty 3urlsultCiou, 27 wnslr.IA 
I&w. 176 (1952); Black, AUmirnltl 
J trrlsdctlon: ~ritlque and SWxs- 
tlons, 50 coIum.l~RRe’T. 250 wwh 
A superb note, Fern Judlctal Orqc 
to T~glelatlvc f*a\ver: The Ar!ntf~ 
nltg Clause In the Nloctccnth Um- 
tuty, M HanLRev. 1214 (103i), 
abould be reed I8 to crovtral of rlre 
mattcrv under dls~udos here. 

68. 7 Fixl.Cor. 118, No. 3176 G.C.D. 
Mnu.Y816), f0110~ In a4 Inn& 
mark case of Izuurence 4%. Y. Dun- 
b&a, 78 U.8. (11 WaU,) I ClStJI, 
w4 Mro nott! 11. 

67. \Vnrirri? I. C1nrkc. JO U.S. 6 

No, nobody has to be a CIA, or otherwise, SPOOK 
to NOW come to KNOW things about Bush, et al. Note 
the happenings in the Black community, torn by drugs, 
regarding GEORGE BUSH and drug dealing through 
the CIA-for years. It has now gone far enough into 
TRUTH to have accusations that the drug trade WAS A 
BUSH OPERATION. So too were the S&L+ rip-offs and 
on and on and on. I didn’t maJte up these things, 
readers, and neither did WB make up gold certificates, 
steal certificates and corporationa and thus and so. 
THEY DID IT. Mr. Bush and his merry band of 
thieves, cheats and liars have all but destroyed a world, 
totally aided and abetted by other Elite thieves and 
criminals. However, I guess I certainly don’t mind 
being called a “ghost” writer or “spook”. I carry my 
own LIGHT and TRUTH, so to call me a “name* makes 
not one iota of difference in the truth of it. 

Remember that when someone accuses an-other of 
that which he has just committed--that is cover-up in 
its most primitive and evil manner. That is the first 
thing Satan does-every time. Blackmail against the 
“not too wise? individuals sucked in, IS NEXT. 

But does the blackmail ever really work? Doesn’t 
seem to for I note that ones like Packwood who had to 
resign his Legislative post of respected status-IS 
NOW BACK ON THE SCENE IN A MUCH MORE 
LUCRATIVE POSITION--OF LOBBYIST. You see, 
readers, ihe bunch just can’t make a living honestly or 
in a “trade”. Most of them are lawyers who take 
advantage of every system anyway-so they never have 
to have a job in reaIity. They parasite off you-the- 
people until they suck you dry. 
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Mind Control 
At China Lake 

[Continuedfrom Front Page] 

I am going to start here with Chapter 2 of this book in eastern U.S. States were taken to Harvard University 
in point: for training to teach them how much trauma they could 

[QUOTING (From CHAPTER 2):] 
give their children at home before they would die. 
After the children got back from their initial program- 
ming they were to receive daily traumas to keep them 
dissociative. 

THE TRAUMATIZATION [II: I find that the text is not very *profession- 
ally” written but I am only interested in offering you 

AND TORTURE information exactly aa given in this text so please 
don’t be upicky” lest you miss the content while 

OF THE VICTIM watching the alphabet.] 

The basis for the success of the Monarch mind- 
control programming is that different personalities or 

THE INITIAL SPLITS 
personality parts called alters can be created who do not 
know each other, but who can take the body at different 
times. 

The amnesia walls that are built by traumas form a 
protective shield of secrecy that protects the abusers 
from being found out, and prevents the front personali- 
ties who hold the body much of the time to know how 
their System of alters is being used. The shield of 
secrecy allows cult members to live and work around 
other people and remain totally undetected. The front 
alters can be wonderful Christians, and the deeper 
alters can be the worst type of Satanic monster imagin- 
able-a Dr. Jekyll/Mr. Hyde effect. 

AND INITIAL 

PROGRAMMING 

DONE AT 

CHINA LAKE, 

A great deal is at stake in maintaining the secrecy 
CALIFORNIA 

of the intelligence agency or the occult group which is 
controlling the slave. The success rate of this type of The primary or initial torture for many children in 
programming is high but when it fails, the failures are the western U.S. was done at China Lake which offi- 
discarded through death. cially has gone under the designations Naval Ordi- 

Each trauma and torture serves a purpose. A great nance Test Station (pronounced in short as NOTS), 

out what can and can’t be done. Charts were made 
showing how much torture a given body weight at a 
given age can handle without death. Now this is why 
the Nazis did all those strange concentration camp 
experiments, where they tested how quickly people 
would freeze or die from various traumas. It was for 
mind control! 

deal of experimentation and research went into finding 

The abusers are very specific and scientific in their 
torture. A lab technician with a clip board walks 
around monitoring the torture for the children when 
they receive their initial traumas. Heart monitors are 
closely watched. Still many children die from the 
programming. The programmers learned that when a 
child rolled up in a fetal position it had given up the 
will to live. They learned to time how fast this would 
occur to get an idea how far to push the child. Parents 

nearby), and Inyo-Kern (the area). The address of 
Nimitz Hospital is the code “232 Naval Air Weapons 
Station”. The base was set up to test “new weapons”. 
Evidently, the Navy decided that mind-controlled people 
were an important weapon to-be tested. Most of the 
“new weapons” created at China Lake were for the most 
part human robots turned out in large numbers. The 
Monarch Mind Control was carried out in large air- 
plane hangers on the base which have been able to 
house thousands of tiny cages just large enough for 
human babies. A “Lot” of 1,000 babies was a small 
batch. According to people who worked in the hangers 
helping program, many batches were 2,000 or 3,000 
babies. [H: Do not let the “past tense- of the writing 
suggest to you that these things no longer take place, 
for they do.] 

Naval Weapons Center, NWC, Ridgecrest (the town 

Many survivors remember the thousands of cages 
housing little children from ceiling to floor. The cages 
were hot-wired (electrified on the ceiling, bottom and 
sides) so that the children who are locked inside can 
receive horrific electric shocks to their bodies to groom 
their minds to split into multiple personalities. These 
cages are called Woodpecker Grids. The victim sees a 
flash of light when high D.C. voltage is applied. Later, 
this flash of light is used with hypnotic induction to 
make the person think they are going into another 
dimension when they are blasted with high voltage. In 
the Peter Pan programming, the Programmers tell the 
slaves that this is”riding the light”. One ofthe popular 
traumas after the small child has endured the Wood- 
pecker Grid cages for days is to rape it. The rape is 
intentionally brutal so that it will be as traumatic as is 
possible. 

Many of the technical people on the base are civil- 
ians. This is in part because part of the research 
involves mind control, and Illuminati civilian mind- 
control experts have come and gone from the base. The 
California Institute of Technology at Pasadena is inti- 
mately connected to China Lake’s research (and, by the 
way, to the Illuminati). Also much of the work at the 
facility is for the intelligence agencies and not the 
military. Intelligence assets are often civilians. 

One of the things developed in the California Uni- 
versities and then implemented at China Lake was 
color programming, which will be covered later in this 
book. Red and green were discovered to be the most 
visible colors for programming. Various colored flash- 
ing lights were used in programming at NOTS. Survi- 
vors of the programming all remember flashing lights. 
The use of flashing lights has been introduced into 
American culture by the CIA. If a person goes into bars 
and places where bands play, you will notice multi- 
colored lights flashing. The flashing lights create 
disassociation, especially in people who are pro- 
grammed, 

HOW CHILDREN ARE 
TRANSPORTED TO 

A MAJOR 
PROGRAMMING SITE 

A list of major programming centers is given in an 
appendix, along with each site’s programming special- 
ties. In this chapter, an example ofjust one of the bases 
used for early programming is given, the large andvery 
secret China Lake facility in California near Death 
Valley. 

MORE READING 

Volume I: THE TOP I3 ILLUMINATl 
BLOODLINES, 300 pages, hard bound. 
$45.00 (shipping included) 

Volume II: THE ILLUMINATl 
FORMULA USED TO CREATE AN 
UNDETECTABLE TOTAL MIND 
CONTROLLED SLAVE. 500 pages, 
hard bound. $59.00 (shipping included) 

Fritz Springmeier 
19093 S. Beaver Creek Road, 

Suite 160 
Oregon City, OR 97045 
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The children are brought into the China Lake NWC 
(aka NOTS) base by trains, planes and cars. A number 
of the small airfields which fly these children into 
China Lake have been identified. One, which is no 
longer in use for moving children, was a private air 
strip at Sheridan, OR which was beside a large lumber 
mill which had an agreement to secretly house the 
children who had their mouths taped. Neighbors in the 
area were bought off, and warned that if they talked 
they would be in trouble for broaching national secu- 
rity. The area has lots of mills joined by train tracks, 
which were used to shuttle the children around. Tied 
into this network was a Catholic Monastery which lies 
between Sheridan and McMinnville, close to the rail 
network. The Union Train Station in Portland, OR has 
underground tunnels where children were temporarily 
warehoused in cages before continuing on their jour- 
ney. 

[H: It now must be obvious that to have so many 
children with which to work requires full-time breed- 
ing programs so that children can be handled from 
prior-to-birth onward. There are so many groups of 
Satanically-oriented people that it becomes easy to 
hide, in the underground networks, abundant breed- 
ers. Make you sick to your tummy? Well, it doesn’t 
do much for God’s temper either, readers. We will 
get back to the choosing, treatment and procurement 
of the children for these purposes.] 

The Jesuits were active in this part of the child 
procurement. Catholic adoption agencies (which are 
many), nuns who get pregnant, third world parents, and 
parents who will sell their children are all sources of 
children for programming. [H: Remember, readers: 
if your neighbor moves and you didn’t know them 
well anyway-would you know what happened to 
children of the family-if there was no further con- 
tact? It happens all the time-ALL THE TIME. 
This is one very necessary step in the world order 
changes-to totally break down society from attend- 
ing one another. The society was put “on the move” 
and families torn asunder. For every missing person 
reported and noted, hundreds go unreported and 
totally ignored.] When one thinks about how many 
corrupt people there are and how many towns and cities 
are on the West Coast, and how many children are 
produced by Satanic breeders, illegal aliens and other 
parents who’d rather have the money than the children, 
and the reader begins to realize how procuring batches 
of 1,000 or 2,000 children was no problem for the 
Illuminati, working through intelligence agencies such 
as the CIA, NIS, DIA, FBI, and FEMA. The Finders, 
a joint CIA/FBI group procured children for the Net- 
work for years. Some of the children needed for 
programming are to be used for sacrifices to traumatize 
those being programmed. (The names of some of the 
people who work at procuring children for program- 
ming/sacrifice have been released in Fritz Springmeier’s 
monthly newsletter. (H: You will have to check with 
the publisher for information regarding that news- 
letter.] 

The secret FEMA airstrip at Santa Rosa has planes 
landing and leaving all night. Some of these flights go 
east and then land at the secret 1800~square-mile China 
Lake Naval Research Base, and are believed to carry 
children for programming. This airstrip is called the 
SANTA ROSA AIR CENTER. When I tried to get FAA 
information on this airstrip, they played stupid as if it 
didn’t exist, yet it is in operation. 

BOHEMIAN GROVE 
CONNECTIONS 

[H: Get your barf bags, readers, because this is 
the REALLY GOOD OLD BOYS’ CLUB OF WHICH 
WE HAVE SHARED SO MUCH INFORMATION. 
This is also the source and point of ongoing BLACK- 
MAILING material for political blunderers or in- 

tentional perverts, etc. I ask you to read this even if 
it makes you desperately sick for this is LIFE while 
you are doing other cute things and complaining 
about the weather.] 

It w&Id It I.._--_ appear that even the guards have orders, -r ---- 

Near Santa Rosa is the Bohemian Grove; southwest 

---- -.-- --- 

of Santa Rosa is this air center which is not used by the 

_--.-J 

public. This airport was recently used by private pilots 

have orders, 

as a F.B.O. It was built during WW-II as a training base 
for P-32 pilots, and deactivated in 1952. After the war, 
it was leased to private companies (such as the CIA). 
The paved areas are 4’ concrete and can land the 
heaviest planes in use. There are no buildings over two 
stories in the entire area, and no control tower. The FBI 
has a contingent in the Federal building, downtown 
Santa Rosa, and “FEMA” has a radio station at the 
airport. The Army Reserve also has some buildings in 
the area. However, there is some highly secret activity 
going on underground at the airport. Six to seven small 
planes sneak out of the closed base a day, and for a base 
of its description that is closed, that is very interesting. 
[H: I can attest to this base because some our own 
people stopped to see what was there on a happen- 
stance trip for other purposes. The silence is deaf- 
ening in its secrecv and NOBODY is allowed on site. 

but no information, and if not honored will shoot to 
kill.] The planes take off in the evening and do not turn 
their lights on until hundreds of feet into the air. The 
Press Democrat of Santa Rosa ran an article on Thurs., 
Apr. 22, 1993 about the Federal government selling 70 
acres of property just to the east of the airport. How- 
ever, when one reads closely, the land is going to be 
offered to a host of Federal agencies. The property was 
“being used by FEMA” (707-542-4534). If one thinks 
about it, it is unlikely that the radio station is a FEMA 
transmitter station. The close vicinity of this secret 
activity to the elite’s Bohemian Grove makes this an 
interesting site for study. 

from around the world from around the world flv into here to ho to the BO- fly into here to go to the Bo- 

The airport used for the Bohemian Grove visitors is 
north of Santa Rosa on Hwy. 101, the Sonoma County 
Airport. United Express and American Eagle (which 
flies to and from San Jose) fly into this airport, which 
has a control tower. In 1964, the airport was reported 
to have also carried about 600 military operations 
(either a takeoff or landing) per year. It was around this 
time that the Federal government made an agreement 
with Sonoma County Airport to help pay for the runway 
to be extended, the runway to be strengthened and the 
airport to be upgraded in numerous wavs. The elite 
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hemian Grove, which is in the Monte Rio area. Mon- 
arch slaves are regularly abused at the Grove for the 
entertainment of Bohemian Grove members in kinky 
sex theme rooms, such as the dark room and the 
necrophilia room. Secret NW0 [New World Order] 
business is conducted in the small, dark lounge with a 
wooden sign naming it U.N. DERGROUND. Slaves are 
hunted in the woods for sport, and occult rituals, in- 
cluding infant sacrifice, are held outdoors in the Grove. 

These airfields are described in detail so that the 
reader can begin to catch on to the network of small 
planes and airfields the Monarch system uses to trans- 
port children. 

after row of cages suspended from the ceiling filling the 
large building. One of the Programmers was dressed 
similar to a Catholic Priest. The electric current that 
ran to the cages made a hum, like an electric fence. 
There was a marble slab that served as an altar where 
black-hooded robed people would take a bone-handled 
knife and sacrifice little children in front of the other 
children in the cages. (Memories from other survivors 
about the place will be mentioned later.) 

The children are trickled in from various collection 
points to China Lake. Monarch slaves, many of them 
children themselves, are used in the extensive child 
procurement system. Children are also used to entice 
and kidnap other children. Teenage slaves are used to 
escort and transport little children on trains, buses, and 
planes. The triangular-shaped airfield at China Lake 
has traditionally begun very early in the morning with 
lots of activity. The night flights from FEMA’s Santa 
Rosa airfield being an example of incoming flights. 
[H: You have to realize, readers, that many children 
from Day Care Centers are utilized as “day” excur- 
sion trainees without the parents knowing what is 
taking place. It happened in the McMartin mess and 
it happens every day in thousands of ongoing day 
care centers. Check your children, parents, and you 
may well note some extremely strange behaviors 
from priorly %ormal” babies or children.] The 
airfield connects to the main base area via Sandquist 
Road. Children are landed at this field, while others 
are driven through the gates guarded by marines, and 
others come through via the east-west rail line. The 
fact thit children are driving through the gates is not 
alarming becausi inside the military perimeter is a 
high school, a junior high school and 3 other schools. 
Some of the adults of the children being programmed 
stay in military barracks (Quonset huts and one story 
buildings) while they wait. 

MORE ABOUT 
THE SECRET 

CHINA LAKE BASE 

Charles Manson, a programmed Monarch slave 
who received initial programming at China Lake, lived 
with his cult only 45 miles north-west of China Lake at 
the remote Myers and Barker ranches. Scatty’s Castle 
in Death Valley, Bakersfield, Edwards AFB, and Papa 
Ludo’s Store and Tavern (with its secret underground 
programming center) are all in the vicinity of China 
Lake and have all been programming sites, too. Old 
Route 66 went by China Lake, which now is just off U.S. 
395. The area’s tavern has been named the Hideaway. 
The building was low, away from the highway, with a 
large unlit parking lot. Only people who knew how to 
enter it by the obscure entrance on the side could get in. 
The Hideaway Tavern has been a local hangout for the 
CIA men in China Lake. It has served them excellent 
steaks. The base headquarters is known as the White 
House, and it looks somewhat like a yacht clubhouse. 
Northwest of the airfield, at 39-64 & 4-33 E on the quad 
maps, the government has built a large magical seal of 
Solomon (hexagram) with each leg 114 mile long on the 
ground. 

[H: It would probably be difficult for most of you 
to understand how children could be “handled” in a 
day care circumstance without being “caught”. No, 
if you have parents, especially parents who -car 
pool” and have set and regular patterns of activi- 
ties-it is very easy indeed. The “fluke” in the 
program is the occasional schedule-breaking par- 
ent. Sometimes “abductions” or false “pick up” 
information has to be presented as excuses for miss- 
ing children until the child can be returned. The 
distances and ingress-egress routings are through _- _ __ __- 

What was it like for a victim in the early 1950s in 
a NOTS area programming center? One of the build- 
ings in the area used for programming was described as 
having a flat roof and a tan exterior. A fence ran around 
the building. Inside the front door was an nld oak 
reception type desk. A series of three doors connected 
by tunnels were gone through. One entered into a 
hallway, and then took a left into the programming 
room. Tunnels connected the different hallways. The 
programming room was painted a good dissociative 
color-white. In the middle of the room, cages with 
chimps were suspended. The examining table was 
metal, which was cold for the victim, but easy to wash 

tunnels and attached hallways which easily hide for the attendants. The victim was placed in cages and 
coming and going caretakers. Workers could be could observe white dots light up in different dot 
fooled from time to time but mostly the “workers” patterns over the door on a panel of lights. The low 
are programmed far better than any of the ehildren level shocks to the victim were coordinated with the dot 
in the day-care centers themselves.] patterns. (Some of this relates to domino program- 

A male Monarch victim remembers a large hanger ming.) An attendant monitored the entire scenario on 
building at China Lake with a concrete floor and row charts, while the child was reDeatedlv traumatized with 

low-voltage- shocks. Needles were 
poked in the child, the room was made 
dark and then lit. Voices said, “Love 
me, love me not”. This was part of the 
love me, don’t love me part of pro- 
gramming. “Good girls ride the sil- 
very wings,* This was to build the 
ability to condition trancing by the 
victim upon electro-shock. 

German and British scientists/ 
mind-control programmers came to 
NOTS after WW-II, including Joseph 
Mengele (known as Dr. Green, or 
Greenbaum, and other pseudonyms). 
The Illuminati’s Dr. Black worked out 
of China Lake also. Dr. White (Dr. 
Edwin Cameron) worked on .the East 
Coast, although he did fly in every so 
often to the West Coast to meet with 
the other top programmers. Dr. Blue 

was another of the important leading Illuminati pro- 
grammers. These top programmers supervised other 
lesser programmers. If something went wrong, they 
might fly a child from a programming location to a 
specialist to get it special help for its programming. 

The men and women of the Illuminati helped out 
the top programmers. The Grande Mothers, and the 
Grande Masters of the Illuminati participated in help- 
ing with the programming. As a child of the Illuminati 
progressed through its programming, three people had 
oversight over its programming: its Grande Mother, its 
Grande Dame, and the Programmer. The Illuminati 
functions off a chain of command similar to the mili- 
tary. (In fact, a big secret is that Satan’s realm actually 
served as the model for military and political struc- 
tures.) 

As a child begins its programming, it is monitored 
in a fashion similar to hospitals where charts are filled 
and then these charts are filed. Tests and evaluations 
are done regularly. Goals are set which are six-month 
programming goals. These will say, in effect, we need 
to accomplish this by doing a, b, c, d in the next six 
months. This is somewhat similar to an I.E.P. (indi- 
vidual education plan) which the special-ed teachers in 
Oregon set up for each student. At some point, the 
strong points and the weaknesses of the child will be 
identified, and then a decision will be made as to what 
occupation the Illuminati want to program the person 
to become. If a young boy is aggressive and has sadistic 
tendencies, the Illuminati call it “a war monger” and 
label its chart, “This child will be a general.” Then 
they proceed to program it to become a general. Nurses, 
teachers, and child physicians must be programmed 
with a gentleness to their System. Other occupations, 
such as lawyers, can be allowed to be ruthless. Many of 
the children have religious fronts labelled for their 
programming, and a very popular occupation for Illu- 
minati men is to become clergymen. Religious leaders 
make up the majority of.fathers of Monarch survivors 
that have sought help. Most Illuminati victims have 
parents who are important religious leaders, many of 
them top clergymen in the established churches. 

As the reader might expect, some tortures require 
that the child victim’s temperature, respiration, pulse 
and blood pressure be closely monitored. 

[END QUOTING] 

We need a break, please. I would like, however, to 
write more today because we will have to be away a 
major portion of this coming week to attend legal 
hearings. 

For the paper Tuesday next, please consider re- 
running a bit of the Protocols of Zion. The Illuminati 
functions on the PROTOCOLS’ instructions to accom- 
plish a New World Order. You just don’t have a very 
nice world any longer, readers. 

We will discuss the purpose of “trauma” when we 
return. 

Good morning. 

11/16/96 #3 HATONN 

[CONTINUE QUOTING:] 

WHAT TRAUMA DOES 

In recent times, the military and the science of 
psychology are paying attention to what they call PTSD 
(post-traumatic stress disorders). PTSD are the psycho- 
pathic debilitating effects of trauma and chronic nature 
of reactions to trauma. Intrusive flashbacks of the 
trauma will occur ifthe mind doesn’t protect itself from 
reminders of the trauma The mind creates avoidance 
patterns to protect itself from thinking about the trauma. 
Panic symptoms occur when the personundergoes physi- 
ological arousal to traumatic cues. 

A trauma will create a certain “shatteredness” 
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within the victim. The victim will develop life assump- 
tions about being vulnerable, about having little per- 
sonal worth, and that life is not fair. They may develop 
phobias to constantly check their environment for safety 
and constantly monitor others to make sure they are not 
mistreated. 

For centuries warfare has taken place, and military 
men have experienced PTSD. However, a full descrip- 
tion and investigation into the disorder has been done 
only in recent history. The U.S. military has prevented 
any serious counseling for their troops suffering from 
this. Peer “counselors” and rap groups were allowed, 
and misled by the Army to believe that they would be 
adequate. PTSD will often lead to outbursts of rage, 
chronic depression, or borderline dysfunctions. The 
PTSD in Monarch victims is masked by the MPD/DlD 
and the programming. Then in turn, the programming 
masks the MPD. When the programming is complete, 
front alters have been created which can function with 
smiles and cheerful attitudes, while underneath, the 
mind is full of shattered hurting alters, of which the 
slave is unaware. Self-punishment and social with- 
drawal are natural symptoms of PTSD, and the pro- 
grammers have no trouble enhancing and program- 
ming these functions into their alter systems. Cetiin 
alters end up holding the anger, the fear, the social 
withdrawal, the guilt, and the desire for self-punish- 
ment. These are held in check by the programming, 
and take the body when the slave steps outside of the 
programmed path. 

The bad memories in the minds of men who suffer 
from PSTD have been noted to recycle and self-perpetu- 
ate themselves as they lay unresolved in the memory 
cells. Bad memories for the victims of Monarch pro- 
gramming are used to hold the MPD, the programming 
in place and also to keep the victim in compliance, 

In 1954, Maslow published his hierarchy of needs, 
which when applied to Monarchs and PSTD victims 
means that they can not progress in therapy until their 
survival and safety needs are met. However, the Pro- 
grammers/abusers know that it is important to keep the 
slave away from safety. To this end, the Programmers 
employ people externally to monitor slaves, and inter- 
nal alters in the victim’s mind to be monitoring alters 
and reporting alters. Reporting alters can always reach 
the Network of abusers via l-800 telephone numbers 
which change every two weeks. They can also call their 
handler. Reporting alters are very unemotional and 
serve as tape recorders which mechanically report any 
developments that might threaten the programming to 
their handler. 

Alters programmed to commit suicide are also built 
into the Systems. For instance, for a system hacker- 
an outsider-to work with the alters of an internal 
Grand Druid Council (aka Executive committee alters, 
or judge alters) or a System almost insures 99% of the 
time suicide of the Monarch slave. 

In at least 99% of the cases where Monarchs have 
come in for therapy, they still lack safety, which is a 
higher need than trying to go against their program- 
ming. This is why so few people have really gotten free. 
To undo the programming, the victim needs safety. 
The programmers know this, and have set up almost 
fail safe methods where the victim is not even safe from 
their own system of alters, let alone Big Brother. 
Therapists call their Monarch victims “survivors” a 
misnomer, because in reality they are still in the middle 
of ongoing abuse. 

Some therapists may mistakenly think that it is 
helpful to tell the victim, “These fears you are having 
are from the past.” Deliverance ministries may also try 
to stop the victim’s fears, without understanding the 
reasons behind the ongoing fear. 

Other chapters will deal with the extensive back-up 
methodologies. At this point, it is mentioned in the 
context of this chapter to establish to the reader that the 
abuse and torture continue non-stop. Some of this 
would naturally occur anyway, but the programmers 
enhance this naturally occurring phenomena many- 

fold to insure that the slave will continually abuse 
themselves. This means, as time progresses, some 
Monarch systems are timed to shatter certain levels and 
to create a new level of New Age believing alters to 
replace the original front. The abuse can be done by the 
victim themselves to themselves, because program- 
ming alters are given the ability to pull. up horrific 
memories via codes. Those traumatic memories, which 
shattered the mind the first time, are still capable of 
doing it again when they are abreacted (that is, re-lived 
by the body and mind). 

More and more people are experiencing working 
with someone with multiple personalities. However, 
very few multiples ever discover more than the front 
parts of their systems. Very few people, outside of the 
programmers, have much idea of what an entire system 
of alters is like, therefore some of the things that this 
book will describe will seem foreign to those people 
who have learned a little about multiplicity. 

There are several models to describe what happens 
inside a multiple’s brain as it develops multiple person- 
alities. The brain is very complex. Recent brain 
research confirms that the brain was far more complex 
than imagined. In an average brain there are 
lO,OOO,OOO,OOO individual neurons (nerve cells). Each 
of these has 10 with 100 zeros followine it worth of 
interconnections. In other words, an average brain has 
vastly more interconnections than tb total number of 
atoms in the universe! [H: This may sound good to the 
writer-but it is factually impossible as a statement 
of truth. How do I know? Because every intercon- 
nection is going to be structured of more than one 
atom in itseif’l The UNIVERSE is a very large 
atomic/molecular structure without finite ability to 
count its makeup or contents. I find that by slipping 
into the habit of making exaggerated statements as is 
this one, you lose your audience for there are intel- 
ligent people reading this material and a false state- 
ment of such proportion Is unacceptable. This does 
not diminish the truth of the writings but it causes 
readers to begin to discount validity.] Often about l! 
2 million different chemical reactions take place every 
minute in the average brain [H: Yes, and every one of 
them is made up of “atoms”.], and the number can be 
several times that during intenseactivity. A Monarch’s 
brain has been worked on to be even more active than 
a normal person’s brain. The left and the right side of 
the Monarch’s brain both work simultaneously, and the 
various personalities are all busy working simulta- 
neously on different tracks. To describe the complexity 
of what is happening with someone’s mind which has 
been messed with so dramatically for years, means that 
at times only an approximate model is presentable. 

There are several terms which are used in speaking 
about multiples, which have developed several mean- 
ings. Unless these terms are correctly defined, miscon- 
ceptions about them can cloud an understanding of 
what happens during Monarch programming. 

First, researchers have discovered that deep within 
a person, the brain truly understands in a pure aware- 
ness all about itself. This is true for everyone. This 
pure awareness has been named various names, includ- 
ing Hidden Observer. 

If a man is obnoxious and seems to have a total lack 
of awareness that he irritates people; just know that 
deep down inside an awareness realizes exactly what he 
is and what he does. The multiple’s brain at some deep 
awareness knows what has happened to it. The term 
Hidden Observer is fraught with danger, though. A 
demonic entity called the Hidden Observer works hand 
in glove with the programmer to program the indi- 
vidual. The Hidden Observer is able to see everything 
the System does. The people who control a slave 
frequently call up the Hidden Observer to ask ques- 
tions. In this case, it is a demonic entity, and yet it is 
this Hidden Observer, which each System has, that 
some therapists are trying to access to understand the 
System. This Hidden Observer only tells the truth to its 
master, because it is demonic. 
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The next term which is misunderstood is the term 
“the core”. The Programmers set uP various alters to 

“kill” the victim in simulated drug deaths. Children side programming. This locked-up child can have a 

pretend to be the core, and the core’s protector. The 
are placed in hospitals in captive abusive conditions. powerful healing (with system-wide effects) by being 
Children are tied to innocent children which are sys- part of a positive love-filled communion. 

real core is quite hidden, and not placed within the tematically and brutally killed while the children are 
regular grid of the alter system’s chart. 

There are many traumas which can be carried out, 
It will take made to believe that they are guilty for the child’s which leave no physical scars, but do leave the child 

some explaining to convey what happens to the mind, 
and what the real core is. 

punishment. Near death experiences such as drowning with the deepest emotional and spiritual scars. This is 
have become an art with these abusers. Trained dogs, often necessary when programming young children 
monkeys and other animals are used to further trauma- who will be seen soon after the programming session. 
tize the victims. An Illuminati slave will most likely Holding one’s arms out is a simple torture. Tickling 

THE TYPES have experienced things from all of the last few para- and sensory deprivation are two tortures that leave no 
graphs above, plus much more. marks. Burial caskets, some outside and some at inside 

OF TRAUMA (Toby, was one of the trained NOTS chimpanzees. locations, are often used on slaves. That is why many 
He was trained to be sadistic. The other trained chim- slaves fear being buried alive. The Programmers place 
panzees at China Lake included “Gabie” or Gabriel, all types of creepy insects in the caskets when they bury 

One thing discovered by research into the genetic who tickled the victim while they were tied up; Rastice, the person alive. Another type of sensory deprivation 
transmission of learned knowledge by humans to their who had a toy chest with diamonds, bracelets, and a is doneby placing the victim in salt water (for buoyancy 
children was that people are born with certain fears. scepter which electroshocked; Zoro, who could do any- and weightlessness). Then the victim is fitted with 
Snakes, blood, seeing internal body parts, and spiders thing mean; Elmore, who cuddled as a mother but ate sensitive sensors that shock the person if the victim 
are all things that people are born fearing. The phobias raw flesh; plus others. An example of something said moves. The shock puts the person back into uncon- 
toward these things are passed down genetically from during programming with the chimps is, “THREE sciousness. The brain is trained to stop all external 
one generation to another. In searching for traumas to LITTLE MONKEYS IN A CAGE, DO, FE, ME, FA, body movement from the conscious mind. This type of 
apply to little children, the Programmers found that SO, LA, TE, DO”.) sensory deprivation is used to place-in the posthypnotic 
these natural phobias which occur in most people from Joseph Mengele, aka Dr. Green, was skilled at commands to do something at some future date far into the 
birth will work “wonderfully” to split the mind. Along using German Shepherds to attack people. Mengele got future. Theprogramisplacedintothemindatthesameprimal 
this line, the following are samples of traumas done to a reputation in the Nazi concentration camps for using level that the mind uses to tell the heart to beat. 
program slaves: a. being locked in a small confined German Shepherds, before he was brought over to One of the “appropriate” tortures is to place a bar 
spot, a pit or cage with spiders and snakes, b. being America. He used dogs to help program American between a little girl’s legs which spreads the girl’s 
forced to kill, and cut up and eat innocent victims, c. children. (The Process Church often uses German loins for rape. Then the bent spread legs are flapped, 
immersion into feces, urine and containers of blood. Shepherds also.) He was also skilled in abortions, and while the victim is specifically told she is a “Monarch 
Then being made to eat these things. These are stan- was involved in weird traumas involved with babies butterfly”. Many victims have created butterflies in 
dard traumas. Often a slave will experience not only all being born, or the simulated births of dead rats (or their minds while being raped. 
of the above but many others before they reacl four or other gross things) from the vaginas of girls being [II: I realize that you are having trouble reading 
five years of age. It is important to traumatize the child programmed. this material and frankly we are having trouble even 
early before it has a chance to develop its ego status. When the Satanic cults tie their victims with wire copying it. The information is being brought forth 

By the way, when the child is placed into a small for rituals, some of the these people will lose their toes from erperiencers and, frankly, the language and 
box w’th spiders or snakes, they will often be told that orfingersfromthewire. Attimeslittlefingersandthetoppart sentence structuring is so incorrect as to make the 
if they play dead the snake will not bite them. This of ring fingers are lost in Satanic cult rituals, too. writers and editors choke a bit from bad structure to 
carries out two things for the programmers, it lays the Many of the traumas and tortures are carried out by outright objection to the material as well as the 
basis for suicide programs (i.e. “if-you-are-dead then you- alters or persons who are sadistic. How does the presentation. These stories are FIRST HAND erpe- 
are-safe” thinking) and it teaches the child to dissociate. Network get sadistic men to torture little children? rieoce as expressed to “de-programmers” such as 

Traumas to split the mind are not just high voltage, Three different respectable studies (Harrower, 1976/ Cathy to Mark. It is hard to hear, hard to speak, 
01 natural phobias, but encompass the full range of the Milgram, 1974/ and Gibson, 1990) show that essen- hard to write and exceptionally hard to have to 
emotional and spiritual being of the victim. The victim tially all human males can be taught to engage in believe that such evil can erist-much the less, be- 
is eventually stripped of every spiritual or emotional sadistic behavior. There may be a few exceptions, but come an “ordinary” practice for control and ruin- 
resource by a variety of traumas, such as “blood orgies” the point is that sadistic people are not in short supply ation of your species. No, I don’t spare much to your 
where male and female genitals are cut, torture sessions for programming. Some of .the alter systems have sensitive minds. IF YOU DON’T KNOW THINGS 
on all types of medieval torture machines, staged events extremely brutal sadistic alters. In fact, the Mothers of LIKE THIS ABOUND, HOW IN TEE WORLD CAN 
where actors imitating God, Jesus Christ, police, and Darkness alters are an important balancing point to YOU MAKE THINGS RIGHT?] 
therapists curse the victim, reject the victim, and even prevent the sadistic male programmers from killing The programmers may tell some of their victims 

more of the children on which they are working. The more that out of caterpillar-worms come beautiful butter- 

* - * 

pain, the more charge and excitement they get out of it. flies. While raping the child, the Programmers will 
Sadists enjoy gaining total control over a person. describe their sperm fluid as “honey comb”, and will 

In order to do this, they take charge over the little cry out “hallelujah” when they climax. 
child’s basic body functions, such as sleep, eating, and It doesn’t take long for the child to realize it has no 
pooping. They enjoy terrorizing the little child, so ability to resist what is being done to it. The will of the 

New Gaia 
Monarch slaves end up watching hours of sadistic child victim is destroyed, and in its place remains a 
behavior done to others before they are even five years pliable slave. If the slave doesn’t learn correctly they 
old. The worse the trauma, the more the sadistic receive even more pain. A fish hook in the vagina is a 
programmers enjoy it. Sensory deprivation, forced popular method. Older males have their genitals hurt during 
labor, poisoning, and rape of every orifice of the child additional or reprogramming sessions. They maybe forced to 

Prodims 
are popular tortures by the programmers. The child actually eat skin taken from their own genitals. 
soon learns that he is at the mercy of crazy people who The mind of the victim is not only divided from 
can only be satisfied by total submission, and the itself, but the very process of torture makes the victim 
willingness to allow someone else to think for you. The distrustful of humans in general. On top of this dis- 
child will be made to eat faeces, blood, other disgusting trust, the programmers will layer-in programming to 

1 (800) NEW-GAIA 
things, while the programmer eats good meals. isolate the person from healthy relationships, which in 

Some of this sadistic behavior is toward a goal. turn increases the victim’s feelings of helplessness. 

(639-4242) ” 
Cutting a person’s tongue and putting salt on it rein- They are divided from their own parts (their own self) 
forces the no-talk programming. Making someone and the world in general. 
throw up to cause eating disorder programming. Dis- For instance, the water, cave and sand tortures 
locating shoulders to cause dissociation. make the survivor fearful of oceans. The victim may be 

for information and When the child victim’s crying is heard, they im- traumatized by being lowered on ropes or in a cage on 
mediately apply torture so the child thinks it will ropes into the water from a cliff, or may end up being 

a free catalog suffocate. This is behavior modification and is covered buried alive in sand and watching the tide come in, or 
later. This trains the child not to cry. simply being totally buried alive in sand and then 

* * 
Around age three, a Black Mass, a sick evil com- 

munion, is performed which is so ugly that the child 
abandoned. For a while, the Illuminati was big on 

Ad hides in dissociation by creating a “locked-up”or “ob- 
water torture because they had built into their systems 
a weakness that water would destroy the clone armies 

scure” child. This early flip provides a base for dark- that protected programming, and they needed their 
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slave systems to be fearful of water. 
Slaves are frequently lowered into black holes, or 

pits, containing the most frightful things possible. 
This is a frequent trauma because the victim, when left 
in a dark hole for hours or days without any contact 
with the world and with no water or food, will develop 
deep emotional scars. This will produce dissociation 
rather than tale-telling signs of physical abuse. This 
torture is used essentially on ALL Monarch slaves. 
[H: I would note that the writing becomes increas- 
ingly hard to interpret as the very teller lapses into 
horrendous mental confusion and painful memories 
as she tries to hold to one personality. This is why 
trauma is so effective, readers, because EACH per- 
sonality has such trauma as to simply effort con- 
stantly to slip from one into another in order to find 
some outlet and escape. In the deprogramming 
process the entity hasto control these slippages and 
recognize them for the disassociations they repre- 
sent while holding to conscious realization of cir- 
cumstances. Once these fragments can be consciously 
held by the ONE predominant personality there is 
hope for recovery of the whole.] 

Some of the traumas are done for specific medical 
reasons. For instance, the person may be starved by 
only allowing perhaps 300 calories per day for, say, a 
small woman of 125 pounds. Sugar and proteins are 
severely limited so that the brain is starved into sub- 
mission. Water deprivation, which is taught to parents 
who raise Monarch slaves, is used from time to time on 
slaves to raise the brain’s temperature which happens 
when the brain swells from lack of water. When the 
brain gets woozy and overheated it hallucinates and has 
a difficult time remembering events. If water depriva- 
tion is combined with electroshock it makes it even 
more difficult yet for the victim to remember anything. 

Heavy exercise along with long periods of little 
sleep (2-3 hours/day) causes an overproduction of en- 
dorphins in the brain and victims begin to robotically 
respond to commands. This was done to co-author 
Fritz under the pretense of military “training”. The 
other author, Cisco, experienced it as part of her mind- 
control training. The brain under such stress may flip 
its functions from right to left and vice-versa. Hypnosis 
is easier when the brain is tired. 

Most victims remember being suspended upside 
down. This was honed to a fine art by Mengele with 
concentration camp victims, while records were made 
of how fast blood drained from a child or adult’s 
stomach when they were dunked upside down into a 
tank of ice cold water. The cold water tests supplied the 
data on temperature levels as consciousness faded. 
This information then was used later on in America to 
help the survival rate of children given the same trauma. 
Simply hanging a person upside down for one or two 
hours will begin to play tricks on the mind. The mind 
will begin to dissociate, and will begin to reverse the 
primordial brain functions as pain, for instance, regis- 
ters as pleasure. The person’s mind rearranges itself. 
This is often done with Beta alters or Beta models to get 
them to think that the painof sadistic rape is a pleasure. 
After-this reversal in the mind that “PAIN IS LOVE”, 
the S&M kitten alters will beg their handler to slap 
them, tie them up, hurt them, etc. They will tease their 
handler, and tell him he is not a real man if he shows 
any mercy in how the pain is inflicted. 

Fire/burning torture is used in the porcelain face 
programming. The charismatic branch of the Satanic 
Network (such as the offshoot of the Assembly of God 
churches) uses porcelain face programming. This is 
done by using wax masks on the victim and giving them 
fire torture. The person actually thinks that their face 
has melted. At that point, the programmer pretends to 
be a god and a hero and tells the person he will give 
them a new face, a porcelain mask. These new faces, by 
the way, look like the ones sold in many stores. The 
memories of abuse are then hypnotically hidden behind 
the masks. To take off the mask is to abreact and burn 
again. If anyone touches the face of an alter with 

porcelain face programming, the alters will feel a to blame some tormentor or parent who was a poor 
burning sensation because their masks are not to be specimen of a parent for things which are simply not so. 
tampered. This means that these alters have lost their These are extremes in practice of which we offer here. 
own faces for all practical purposes. This is part of the There are a lot more “victims” than you might suspect, 
dehumanization process. As long as these alters re- but remember, these are for the very purpose of serving 
main in denial of what has happened to them they do in manipulative and manipulated circumstances. 
not have to face the burn-torture memories. The “general” public is then manipulated and de- 

Some alters are tortured in a fashion that the eye sensitized to all manners of trauma and violence which 
area is traumatized and they squint the left eye. They is then measured as to extent through media control 
look like Baron Guy de Rothschild of France’s left eye methods. You certainly do not need to go through a 
appears. Guy de Rothschild is a major handler/pro- programming project or program to become a malfunc- 
grammer, but the reason for his drooping eye is not tioningaddict toall mannersof thingsandpersons. We 
known. Perhaps it was through torture. have herein been sharing the material regarding de- 

The ritual aspect of trauma needs to be covered to liberate MIND-CONTROL methodologies utilized in 
some extent. By traumatizing someone on a specific manufacturing a robotic slave. 
day, say their birthday, it is far more damaging than I find this material difficult with which to 
just simply traumatizing them otherwise. The reason is “re”present because I find the very authors writing 
that every time that person’s birthdate recycles they are about the programs slipping into the programming. 
put back into their memories of abuse. This makes it all but impossible to remain objective as 

Sexual abuse of a child is far more powerful when an author must become to offer evidence in a scientific 
it is put into the context of demonic magic. The and meaningfut manner. 
abuser’s semen comes to represent magic and seals the In this instance the lead author, in efforts to 
programming. The ritual aspect of it and the repetitive deprogram his subject, has become totally involved and 
nature of the abuse creates several dynamics that ac- the data wanders off into screwball-land. This does 
company the abuse that wouldn’t occur in non-ritual NOT make it invalid, it simply makes it more uncom- 
abuse. A lie accompanies such abuse in that it becomes fortable in the deciphering of intent and meaning. This 
that which says that institutionalized abuse is an obli- is WHY so many sensational subjects become exactly 
gation for both the abuser and the victim. For instance, that, sensational. This topic needs no exaggeration for 
the mind control of the Beast Barracks experienced at truth is terrible enough. 
West Point, USMA, is an institutionalized abuse that I don’t know how much of this we will have time to 
allows the abuser to side-step responsibility for sadistic share for the world goes right on in its own bed of 
behavior, and sets the stage for the abuse to be contin- traumawhilewobblinginandoutofstability. Wehavetotake 
ued under the disguise of tradition. [H: Now readers , whatever is of uppermost importance at any sitting. 
do NOT try to tell me that you don’t know of that Thank you for your attention and your patience for 
which I speak. It is just never told to you HOW a these “victims” are counting on your realization SO that 
person in 5nitiatiotP is slain!] they can reclaim some portion of a to 

Finally, there is one more category of called“norma1” existence. Good 
trauma-those to produce cosmetic looks, 
for instance, breast implants, or 
electro-shock to create moles at 
certain locations for either a 
sign telling other handlers 
the extent of the program- 
ming or for a Marilyn 
Monroe look. A “stage 
trick” is to use a Suppmrtlng uerVG81~ 
multi-needle device 
to scar the tissue. 
The scar which is 

Is supporting COWiSl. 
made in a pattern, 
a popular one is Due to llmlted space In ccINTl8T 
the satanic 
Goat’s head of 
Mendes. This recently, we are net able to show 

handler to look 
powerful to un- 
informed view- various “gifts of Ilfe” as well as 

can be made 
visible then 
through hyp- 

all of the products carried by 
notic command. 
This allows the IyewlWk. Te flnd out abeut their 

ers. This trick 
has been done 
bv the occult . 
world practitio- 
ners for centuries. 

[END QUOTING 
FROM CHAPTER 21 

These are long and 
miserable writings and, 
today, this is enough. It is 
recognized that many of you 
readers will recall symptoms of 
such trauma from your own past ex- 
pcrience. Don’t conjure things, please. 
The cop-out for all manners of ill-behaviors is 
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Soltec: Mind Controllers 
Ramping Up Latest Antics 

SOLTEC 11/16/96 

Good morning, my friend, It is I, Toniose 
Soltec, come in the Radiant Light of Creator 
God. Blessings and be at Peace! 

Much is happening this day and it has most 
certainly been a trying week. Be cautious in 
your personal travels for, whether you realize it 
or not, you are monitored closely by the 
adversarial forces. These ones would like noth- 
ing more than to silence you. KEEP YOUR 
LIGHT SHIELDING UP AT ALL TIMES! And 
this goes for all of you who read these words. 

There is much planned for you ones 
during this not-so-holy holiday season. You 
can see the clues all about you, if you but 
LOOK! For example, look to the U.S. Stock 
Market. It has had record-breaking highs for 
each of the past eight business days of trading 
sessions since the so-called presidential 
election. Meanwhile, on many of these days the 
trading volume has been close to double that for 
a typical trading session. 

Second example: look to the racial tensions 
being escalated. You have the O.J. Simpson 
trial (again!). You have the riot conditions in 
the Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania area which flared 
up this past week. This was due to a police 
offrcer being cleared of any wrongdoing in the 
murder of a Black man during an altercation 
occurring in the midst of routine police duties 
being carried out. You also have the recent 
Tampa-St. Petersburg, Florida incident of a 
similar nature. Then you have the Texaco oil 
company executives caught, on record, making 
racial slurs and having to furiously backpedal 
with major apologies and monetary fines of a 
politically correct variety. 

Moreover, look to the announcement that 
gasoline prices at the pumps are going to “have 
to” be raised-again! Note how conveniently 
this is just in time for the holiday travel season. 
Last Summer the excuses for the large increase 
were because of “special formulations” in the 
gas and because of the excessive heating fi.rel 

consumption during the previous bad coming Thanksgiving holiday weekend. Why 
Winter-with this particular problem only do you think that you ones are being so heavily 
being announced several months AFTER the fact. bombarded with the idea that all aliens (extra- 

These are but a few of the many distractions terrestrials) are bad, or are here to enslave you? 
being constantly thrown at you. Look PAST Well, the planet will soon realize that there 
the distractions and look FOR the sleight-of- are VERY REAL extraterrestrials and that we 
hand “magic” tricks. have no intention of harming anyone. 

You ones are in for an experience of a Keep in mind that we can see farther than 
lifetime! For those of you who have you ones in terms of probabilities and possibili- 
prepared, you shall find the upcoming events ties. WeElder Brothers among the Wayshowers 
challenging and valuable. For those who and Light Workers are quite aware of what the 
have not prepared, you are in for a bumpy adversary is planning. We enjoy the game very 
ride that could become quite uncomfortable. much-as we turn their plans into the very 

Now, let us look. at something more lessons that they, and you, as a planetary 
interesting. Look to the skies at night in the civilization, need in order to grow into the 
direction of the “comet” Hale-Bopp. It is realization of Higher Truth! 
currently low on the Western horizon just after Back to “comet” Hale-Bopp: It was 
sunset for those of you on the western coast. recently observed and photographed with a very 
Several months ago you ones were told to large object (approximately 4 times the size of 
begin to watch this “comet” - when it was the Earth!) following along near the “comet”. 
reported as having made a “course correction” This new object was observed [and photo- 
or two! graphed, see next page] by an amateur Hous- 

The “comet” is but a timing clue for you ton-based astronomer, Chuck Shramek, who 
ones. As your planet’s vibrational frequency has been regularly monitoring the “comet” for 
continues to shift upward, you ones shall some time. Last Thursday evening, at approxi- 
have to be prepared for the “realities” of the mately 6 p.m. Houston time, when he began an 
new environment in which you shall find evening of viewing the “comet”, he also saw 
yourselves. You ones shall have need for thismassive mystery object THAT WAS NOT 
guidance as you wake up to the TRUE nature of THERE JUST ONE DAY EARLIER! 
your Spiritual Beingness and heritage. This new object, slightly above and to the 

You, of Ground Crew, are far more aware right of Hale-Bopp, looks similar to the planet 
than you may realize. You shall soon realize Saturn in that it appeared to have rings about its 
that a very large part of your mission is to mid section. Another interesting clue observed 
provide confirmation to the masses that we, about this object was that the light intensity 
of extraterrestrial origin, come to assist and across the object is quite uniform, rather than 
NOT TO ATTACK! varying in intensity, such as with dark spots 

You are fast approaching a time of mass or other luminosity fluctuations. This would 
awakening due to this upward frequency shift in suggest that the object is not reflecting light, 
consciousness. The controllers of your planet but rather, is EMITTING light. A clue, 
have known about extraterrestrials for decades perhaps? 
but they do not want YOU to be aware of our Just months after the “comet” was first 
existence, for they realize that they would lose spotted, it was noted to be spiraling. It would 
all hopes for control over .you-the-masses. now seem that the “comet” may actually be in 

Take note that there is yet another “evil orbit around a large central mass-perhaps this 
aliens invade the Earth” movie due out this 

. . 
[Continued on page SO] 
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TomeV9 Hale-Bopp’k Mystery Companion 

Editor ‘s note: The above photograph was discernment, but half of the fun is watchingfor tell us about or discuss: 
taken by startled amateur astronomer Chuck the clues that the adversary ‘s dis-information l When the comet was still as far away as 
Shramek, based near Houston, Texas, of MUST wear. Through such practice, we grow Halley 3 comet, it was IO00 times brighter! 
“comet ” Hale-Bopp (the fuzzy-looking bright stronger and more fluent in our ability to l The comet was first seen when its 
object) and the large , Saturn-like mystery discern the workers of Light from those distance from the Sun was much too great for 
companion (to right and slightly above Hale- puppets in league with the darkness. the gaseous coma of the comet to form. Yet it 
Bopp) which was just, aN of a sudden, “there “, For example, there are many Internet had a HUGE coma-larger in diameter than 

The mystery object suddenly appeared on discussions now appearing which are devoted the Sun! 
the scene-not being observed even the day to carefully “discountink” the many unusual l Observations by the Hubble Space 
before-when Shramek looked for Hale-Bopp observedpeculiarities of “comet ” Hale-Bopp, Telescope and other powerful ground-based 
and then took this picture at about 6 PM. including some very ornate blarney from scopes revealed “unusual” details-chunks 
Houston time on Thursday, November I=#,1996 astronomer Hale himself. breaking off from the comet and no natural 

Shramek alerted late-night radio talk-show One good document is titled, “What the reason for this to happen since the comet was 
host Art Bell, who then. interviewed Shramek Hale is reaily going on? ” and it says [quoting]: too far away from the Sun for gravity or 
and discussed numerous exciting implications In the Summer of 1995, two amateur thermal effects to do this. 
of this observation on that evening’s radio astronomers independently and accidentally l THE ORBIT OF THE COMET IS VERY 
program. This photograph was down-loaded discovered a new comet, Like nearly all STRANGE-AS IF SOME INTELLIGENCE 
from Art Bell’shomepage [www.artbelLcom]. comets, this new comet was named after its HAD ENGINEERED THE COA4ET TO GET 

If you are plugged into the Internet, Art’s discoverers, Aian Hale and Thomas Bopp. OUR ATTENTION! [end of quoting] 
home page is an excellent place to visit, both But, unlike most comets, which are discovered And now, with the appearance of this 
for direct information concerning his many, 3 or 4 months prior to their closest approach to mystery object, it seems the disinformation 
often quite interesting guests, and for direct the Earth and Sun, this comet was found about machinery has again been revved-up bigtime 
connections to the web pages of others who are 20 months before its closest approach- to work toward discounting what Mr. Shramek 
digging out and sharing some quite astounding absolutely unprecedented! has inconveniently captured in photographic 
things-at this time of acceleratedrevealing of The comet is no threat to the Earth. At its format. So, keepyour eyes open (to the skies?) 
Truth amidst so many desperate lies and closest it willstill be asfar away as the Sun, yet for further developments that will 
calculated blarney being spread around. 

As always, t&e must exercise intelligent 
there are some very strange and wierd aspects undoubtedly be labeled by the ex-sperts as one 
to this comet which officials seem reluctant to form or another.of “Swamp gas” ! - E. y. 

. . 
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mystery object? Pay very close attention to a 
“comet” that makes course corrections and to a 
large object that seems to “appear” out of 
nowhere, emitting light! 

Changing subjects now: stay tuned for 
massive distractions as the mind controllers 
ramp up their efforts to manipulate and distract 
you. The massive earthquakes are still 
planned for the western coastal regions of the 
United States. There have been constant, very 
well calculated ground bombardments to major 
fault lines, and recently both the rate and inten- 
sity of these assaults have been stepped up. 

The current intent is to precipitate a 
major event around the end of this month, 
November, or in early December. As always, 
please keep in mind that these plans can 
change at any moment. 

However, these depraved controllers need 
the massive, numbing shock impact that 
would permeate the consciousness ofthe United 
States citizens-which only such a massive event 
could create. So, if not an earthquake, then 
perhaps a well-staged, fake alien invasion, or 
perhaps some nuclear or biological calamity. 
These dark ones who have enslaved and 
manipulated you are desperately trying to hold 
onto their “idea” of power. 

Ti. ese dark ones are, in fact, seeking 
Creator God, but they are trying to do it by 
cheating their way through their lessons. 
That is to say that they will use the ones who 
bring the gifts of understanding, and take that 
which is created and use it for their own gain- 

instead of trying to understand the true purpose be given permission to intervene on behalf of 
of such gifts. The only true power lies within those who ask. 
Creator and Creation. Thus, when you stand As always, there are conditions and 
within the Light of God, none can stand against agreements that must be met. We, of the Hosts 
you. of God, ALWAYS keep our agreements! 

I would.suggest, AGAIN, that you get Let me again change subject here, please: 
your emergency supplies ready ! You can Many are experiencing “lapses” in time and 
never have too much in the way of canned concentration, and are having trouble sleeping, 
food and water. either too much or too little, and always 

This may also be a good time, if you have seeming to wake up tired. Others may be 
not done so in awhile, to check through your feeling waves of erratic emotional swings from 
emergency supplies to make sure that you do day to day, 
not have swollen cans, leaking batteries, or There are many bombarding factors which 
algae growing in your water. Replace anything are affecting you at this time ‘that impact 
that even looks questionable to you. You will the background frequency in which you must 
be glad that you have done this, for you may physically function. These bombardments 
realize that your supplies are lacking in quantity induce frequency fluctuation which will cause 
or condition. your mental focus to “drift” into and out of 

Keep a level head about you as your reality the conscious moment at hand. Do not get 
becomes challenged. You are being bombarded overly concerned; just keep your Light 
with everything that the controllers can Shielding up! 
covertly throw at you ones. The only thing left Furthermore, when you are experiencing a 
is the less covert tactics and, as these ones dimensional upshifting in the manner of the 
become more and more desperate, you can current planetary transition now in high gear, 
count on them playing what they consider to be your perceptions on an emotional level will be 
trump cards. greatly affected. Just the natural transitioning 

These ones overestimate their abilities into a higher vibrational frequency range, 
and underestimate ours. When they have caused by the Photon Belt, would cause this to 
created enough horror through destructive some extent. 
means, they will, in effect, create the very Now compound the natural processes with 
conditions that shall cause the souled beings the UN-natural phenomena generated by the 
of the planet to search deep within and find pulse systems (such as the HAARP system) and 
their God connection. This, in turn, calls in you now have a most challenging condition 
the Lighted Wayshowers, and we shall then with which to deal-and in which to try to find 

and maintain a balancing 
equilibrium. 

Know that, as you 
learn to deal with both 
the natural processes 
and (ESPECIALLY!) 
these unnatural attacks, 
you in effect become 
stronger than you would 
havewithout them. With 
greater challenge always 
comes greater reward 
and growth! 

Did we not say that 
this year, year ten of the 
new counting, would be a 
MOST INTERESTING 
one? And here we are, only 
three months into it! So, 
DO keep your seat-belts 
buckled. 

I am Commander 
Ceres Anthonious 
“Toniose” Soltec, come 
in service to The One 
Light, Creator God. 

Salu and STAY ALERT 
as year ten marches forward. 
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New Gaia Products 
New Caia Products 

P.O. Box 27710 
Las Vegas, NV 89126 

**SHIPPING & HANDLING RATES: 
FOR: CA, WA, OR, AZ, FOR THE REST OF 
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM, CONTINENTAL USA 

1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242) WY, NV 

1 (gO5) 822-9070 FAX 0 o-1 00 $6.00 S o-1 00 $8.00 
$ 101-200 67.00 5 101-200 59.00 
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lame 
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s 301-400 $9.00 

I 

0 301-400 il i .oo 

Date s 401-500 910.00 0 401-500 % Sol-600 $11.00 0 Sol-600 ii :-:: . 
ALASKA & HAWAII PUXSE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES 

riK!IEi 

Xy/Town State/Prov. Zip Code 

jaytime Phone No. 

kedit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover) 

ignature For Credit Card Orders 

Expiration Date 

l * For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates. 
++ For Priority Mall to any locations, please call for rates. 
l * All Foreign orders, please contact our office In wrltlng 

for specltlc rates as rates vary greatly. 
+* When ordering cases of product call for shlpping rates. 

FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR 
ORDERS, PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGESAND MAIN- 

I TENANCE PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS. 
L 

PRICE 
PER UNIT Item \moul 

GAlANDRlANA 
LIQUID 

AQUAGAlA (MitocfQ;d;a) 

160~. 
32 oz. 
16 oz. 
32 oz. 

GAiALYfE 1 liter 
2 liters $48.00 14-v PABAslTE PBoBtwM 

Y3MBUCHA TEA BREEZE 1 liter 
2 litarl 

ALOE PLUS 77 

KOMBUCRA TEA VINEGAR 

60 CAPSULES/~SOIU~. EA. 

16 oz. 

St 6.g5 

CARBRAGAIA (FIBRINO-CARTILAGE) 

Alfalfa & Minerals 

602. 

“3 IN 1” GRAPE SEED EXTRACT 60 CWSULES 

ALOE 

“4 IN 1” WILD YAM EXTRACT 

FREEZE DRIED CAPS 

io CAPSULEG 

60 yules 

A-GE Anti-Oxidant Formula 

s 

1Som6l.ETS 

30.00 

CHLORELIA 300 TABLETS/SWIU& EA. 

ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS w)T- $24.50 

3 5.00 

GINKGO BILOBA (24% wmcr) la0 TARLETB $24.95 

RARE EARTH CAPSULES 60 CAPSULES $6.00 

POSUN CAPSULES 60 CAPSULES $6.00 

GAlATRIM -36Dpy~Pply 

4 Ibs. Q 81.4S/lb. 
8 Ik. 0 21.2S/lb. 

NICCVINE~ CAFF’EINE- ALCOHOL, 

SUCROSE- STARCH- 

4c GAlASPELT KERNELS 4 lb. 0 81.26/h 

(FACTORY BLEMISHED/REFURBISHED) 

+k GAlASPELT BREAD MIX (mnb wLspt I -I 

(p- fwo 

_ +kGAlA!SPELT FLOUR WHOLE GRAIN 
2 lb. Q $l.nS/lb. 

C260.00 

$6.00 

each 

$2.50 
s 5.00 

s10.00 

$18.00 

$18.00 

t 

$20.00 

$22.00 - 
$20.00 

10 Ibs. 0 Si.?S/lb. 

+k PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE 
1 Bottle Galardrha (1 qt;) 

1 Bottle AqmaBala (1 qt.) 
2 Bottles BalaLyte (2 liters each) 

4 Pus. Spelt Bread Mix 
5 Audio-cpsssttes 

- * MAINTENANCE PACKAGE 
1 Bottle Biandrlaaa (1 qt) 

2 Roubs GahLyta (2 litem GadI) 
4Pkgs.SpBlt6readMLx 

ALOE JUICE Whole leaf Aloe Vera lbn# 
Concentrate [10X STRENGTH) 

SUPER ()m (CHERRY-BERRY) (CRANBERRY-AFt’LEl , qup,q 

BODY BOOSTER 32 oz. Cl 30.00 

LIQUID LIFE 32 oz. 

GAlAGLO LOTION aoz 

HORSETAIL TINCTURE PO& 

GAIA VITE couoicw ~urti-vitmtin & ~incml 2 oz. 
GAIACOL 2ot 
Colloidal Sher with trace minerals &I Thee 16 oz. 

$80.00 

$56.00 1 
Gold suspended in a distilled water 5uid 32 oz. $96.00 

1jzo.o0---- 
dc MiCROWATER TM El LECTROLYSIS 

GAIAGOLD 
Colloidal Gold 16 02. $112.00 

ALKALINE/ACIDIC WATER SYSTEM 

32 0~ $192.00 VORTEX KIT 

GAIA DHEA 
Colloidal 

Dehydroepiandrosterone 
2 oz. $20.00 

GAIA w-29 Colloidal Copper 2 oz. $10.00 I TfiTAI 

;1 1 oo.oc 

s 8.0(1 

GAIA TC22 Colloidal Titanium 2 02. 1 $20.00~ I I Please make all checks and SHIPPING d HANDUNG 

USE THE SHIPPING RATE CHART (located on the top of this order form) WHEN 
CALCULATING SHIPPING FOR AJ.L New Gala Products. 

* FOR PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES and MAINTENANCE 
PACKAGES, BREAD MACHINE, BREAD PRODUCTS and MICROWATER m 

ELECTROLYSIS PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES. 
ALLOW 3 TO 6 WEEKS FOR DE1 IVEBY, 

. 

money oe pilyable to: SUB TOTAL 

N~oG~O~~7>~~b SALES TAX Nevada Residents only: add 7% 
. . 

Las Vegas California Phone Orders only: add 7.25% 

NV 89126 TOTAL ENCLOSED 
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THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES CALLED 38. THE DARK CHARADE 

THE Phoenix Journals AND HAVE BEEN 39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 

WRITTEN TO ASSIST MAN TO BECOME THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I 

AWARE. OF LONG-STANDING DECEPTIONS 40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 
AND OTHER MATTERS CRITICAL TO HIS THE HOLOCAUST VOL. II 

SURVIVAL AS A SPECIES AT THIS TIME. 4’. THE DESTRUCT1oN OF A 

SINGLE Journals ARE S6.00; ANY 4 JournaLc 
PLANET-ZIONISM IS RACISM 

ARE $5.50 EACH; 10 OR MORE Journal ARE 42’ UNHoLY ALLIANCE 

$5.00 EACH (Shipping extra - see right.) 
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I 

l * These marked Journal are out of stock until 
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II 

further notice. 
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III 
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV 

1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY 48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V 
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME 49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI 
IMMANUEL, I AM SANANDA 50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I 
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL REMOVED 5 1. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII 
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER 52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII 
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON 53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX 

l *6 SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN FEET FROM 54. THE FUNNEL’S NECK 
HELL 55. MARCHING TO ZION 
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS 56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY 
9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS 57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000 
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL DIVINE PLAN VOL.11 
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX 58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO 

l * 12. CRUCIFIXION OF THE PHOENIX THE PIT OF FIRE 
l *13. SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET 59. “REALITY” ALSO HAS A DRUM- 
“14. RRPP--RAPE, RAVAGE, PILLAGE AND BEAT! 

PLUNDER OF THE PHOENIX 60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS 
l *15. RAPE OF THE CONSTITUTION 61. PUPPY-DOG TALES 
l * i6. YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGON 62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY 
‘* 17. THE NAKED PHOENIX 63. THE BEST OF TIMES 
l l 18. BLOOD AND ASHES 64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN 
**lg. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON 65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE 
l *20. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION 66. ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS 

21. CREATION, THE SACRED UNIVERSE 67. THE BEAST AT WORK 
l *22. PLEIADES CONNECTION VOL I 68. ECSTASY TO AGONY 
+*23. BURNT OFFERINGS 69. TATTERED PAGES 
l *24. SHROUDS OF THE SEVENTH SEAL 70. NO THORNLESS ROSES 
l *25. THE BITTER COMMUNION 7 1. COALESCENCE 
+*26. COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS THE 72. CANDLELIGHT 
ANTI-CHRIST BY ANY NAME: KHAZARS 73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS VOL.1 

27. PHOENIX OPERATOR-OWNER MANUAL 74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE UN- 
l *28. OPERATION SHANSTORM FOLDED VOL. II 

76. SORTING THE PIECES VOL. IV 
77. PLAYERS IN THE GAME 
78. IRON TRAPAROUNDAMERICA 
79. MARCHING TO ZOO 
80. TRUTH FROM THE ZOG BOG 
81. RUSSIAN ROULETTE 
82. RETIREMENT RETREATS 
83. POLITICAL PSYCHOS 
84. CHANGING PERSPECTIVES 
85. SHOCK THERAPY 
86. MISSING THE LIFEBOAT?? 
87. IN GOD’S NAME AWAKEN! 
88. THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION 

LEGION 
89. FOCUS OF DEMONS 
90. TAKING OFF THE BLIND- 

FOLD 
91. FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH 
92. WALK A CROOKED ROAD 

WITH THE CROOKS 
93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND 

OTHER PLAGUES 
94. WINGING IT.... 
95. HEAVE-UP (Phase One) 
96. HEAVE-HO (Phase Two) 
97. HEAVE ‘EM OUT (Phase Three) 
98. ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER 

LAND? 
99. USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN 

CONSPIRACY 
100. BUTTERFLIES, MIND CON- 

TROL-THE RAZOR’S EDGE 
101. THE BREATHING DEAD AND 

CEMENT CHILDREN 
102. SACRED WISDOM 
103. CONFRONT THE NOW 

CREATE THE FUTURE 
104. FIRST STEPS 
105. AMERICA IN PERIL-AN 

UNDERSTATEMENT! 
107. RING AROUND THE ROSIE...’ 
130. TRACKING DOWN THE KILLEI 

“AND OTHER FORMS OF 
l *29. END OF THE MASQUERADE 75. TRUTH AND CONSEQUENCES VOL. III MURDER”( 2 

---IIII(IIIIIII-IIIIIII)I-III-II-IIIII. 
I . ..: ,. . . . . . . ., 
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Copyright Statement 

COPYRIGNT 1996 by CONTACT, Inc. 

Reproduction of this newspaper for private, 
non-profit use is -sly encouru, as long 
as the content and integrity remain absolutely 
unchanged. For commercial purposes, reproduc- 
tion is strictly forbidden unless and until 
permission is granted in writing by CONTACT, 
INC. 

SUBSCRIBE TO 

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT 
JOURNALS, BOOKS, ETC., 
MENTIONED IN THIS NEWS- 
PAPER, PLEASE INQUIRE: 

PHOENIX SOURCE 
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc. 

Post Office Box 27353 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126 

(or call) 
l-800-800-5565 

(Mastercard, VISA, 

Ddscouer) 

Phoenix Source 
Distributors 

SHIPPING 
CHARGES: 

USA (except Alaska & Hawaii) 
UPH3.75 1st title, $1 .OO ea add’1 

Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1 .OO ea add’1 
Rlority-$3.40 1 st title, $1 .OO ea addV 

ALASKA 6 HAWAII 
Bookrate-$2.50 1 st title, $1 .OO ea add7 
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1 .OO ea addl 

UP5 2nd day-$9.00 1 st title. $1 ea add’1 
CANADA & MEXICO 

SurfaceJ3.00 1st title, 51.50 ea add’1 
Alrbook-$4.50 1 st title, $2.00 za add’1 

FOREIGN 
Surface-$3.00 1 st title, $1 .SO ea add’1 

Alrbook-$8.00 per title estimate 
(Please allow 5-8 weeks for delivery 

on all book orders) 

CONTACT, CALL: II 
l-800-800-5565 /I 

CONTACT: THE PHOENIX PRUJECT 

is published by 
CONTACT, Inc. 

Post Office Box 27800 
Las Vegas, NV 89126 

Subscription orders may be placed by mail to the above address or by 
phone to l-800-800-5565. Subscription rates are: $30 for 13 issues 
(US); $35 (Canada/Mexico); $40 (Foreign); or 26 issues for $60 (US); 
$70 (Canada/Mexico); $80 (Foreign); or 52 issues for $110 (US); $120 
(Canada/Mexico); $130 (Foreign). Subscribers: Expiration date ap- 
pears on right side of mailing label. 

Ouantitv Subscrintions;S95.00 for 10 copies of 13 issues (US); $125 
for 25 copies of 13 issues( $160 for 50 copies of 13 issues (US); $275 
for 100 copies of 13 issues (US); S 190 for 10 copies of 26 issues (US); 
or S 1,100 for 100 copies of 52 issues (US). UPS postpaid Continental 
U.S. For Alaska, HI, Canada, Mexico and Foreign, call or write for 
shipping charges. 

Single copies of back issues of CONTACT, THE PHOENIX LIB- 
ERA TOR or PHOENIX EXPRESS are $3.00 each. Quantity back issue 
prices are as follows: 1st copy $3.00, each additional $0.45. Shipping 
included,postpaidintheContinetualU.S.A Alaska,l-lawaii,Canada&Foreign 
orders please cap or write for quotes on additional shipping charm 

805-822-0202 

This is a service for our 
dedicated readers. Today’s 
Watch telephone hotline 
carries the latest news and 
comments from Commander 
Hatonn’s most recent writ- 
ings. This is our way of 
keeping you informed about 
fast-breaking news and events. 

The message machine will 
answer after 2 rings if there 
are any new messages for that 
day, and after 4 rings if not. 
Thus daily callers can hang up 
after 2 rings and save toll 
charges if no new message has 
been recorded. The message 
update(s), if any, occur by 6 
PM Pacific Time. 
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